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For Anthea

‘Everything can be taken from a man but ... the last of the human freedoms – to choose one’s attitude 
in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.’

‘Man’s Search for Meaning’  –  Viktor Frankl

‘I have lived on the lip of insanity, wanting to know reasons, knocking on a door.   It opens.   I’ve 
been knocking from the inside.’

Rumi

‘L’homme est un dieu tombé qui se souvient des cieux.’

‘À Lord Byron’  –  Alphonse de Lamartine

Beginning … Becoming … Being … Ending
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B E G I N N I N G

I was born in Nottingham in 1943.  If the Pennines are the backbone of England, what does that make 
Nottingham?  The East Midlands – envious of the South, fearful of the North.  And with a whining accent 
that is neither one thing nor the other.  I was an only child and an unwanted child – I was conceived in 
August 1942 by parents who were homeless.  My father was working as a clerk at a Lincolnshire bomber 
base and my mother had left her Yorkshire home, where she lived with her mother, and her job as a 
secretary at Cleckheaton Town Hall, to move in with her in-laws in Nottingham.  My first bed was a drawer 
from a chest of drawers.  The uncertainties of our family life were reflected in the country at large.  In June 
1940 the Ministry of Information published ‘If the Invader Comes’.  It began: ‘The Germans threaten to 
invade Great Britain. … You must not be taken by surprise.  This leaflet tells you what general line you 
should take. … Deny useful things to the enemy such as food, fuel, maps, or transport.  THE ORDER IS 
TO STAY PUT. … Be ready to block roads – when ordered to do so – by felling trees, wiring them together, 
or blocking the roads with cars.’  There was an air of unreality: steps were taken to create the impression 
of defences that were not real.  Drainpipes stood in place of real guns, dummy pillboxes were constructed, 
and uniformed mannequins kept an unblinking vigil.  The expected  role of ordinary British civilians 
didn’t end there: Churchill considered encouraging the populace to become suicide bombers: ‘We had 
the picture in mind that devoted soldiers or civilians would run up close to the tank and even thrust the 
bomb upon it, though its explosion cost them their lives.’  He also later recorded how he intended to use 
the slogan ‘You can always take one with you’.  (Thanks to Wikipedia.)

At the time of my conception there was a very good chance that the next generation would grow up 
spouting German, Heil Hitlering, doing silly walks, feeding on brackwurst with sauerkraut, and shouting 
‘Come on, Germany’ at Wembley.  

It’s difficult to believe that a newly married couple would plan to start a family in these conditions, 
especially when you throw in rationing that restricted food, drink, clothing, soap, and fuel, so that they 
were allowed only one egg per week.  Take a look at it.  Would you? 

But I wasn’t the only one.  From the age of 5 to 21 all my classrooms were full of youngsters my 
age.  We were all born in the middle of a world war.  And I was unusual in being an only child.  What 
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were we all?  How did we come about?  The careless rapture of a weekend’s stolen leave?  An urge to 
leave someone behind – even at the risk of single motherhood under Nazi occupation?  Accidents born of 
uncertainties about contraception?  But there we were: war babies.  And not one of us ever mentioned it 
or, apparently, heard it mentioned about us.

While I was a baby, I believe my mother held me at arm’s length and my earliest memories of her 
are that she was cold towards me.  Throughout my childhood she didn’t hug me or show me affection 
and I remember that, when I was ill or injured, her attitude towards me was unsympathetic, brusque, 
irritated.  Later, I was to discover John Bowlby and his Attachment Theory.  I learned that there are different 
behaviours whereby a parent can precipitate a sense of rejection in the child: ‘blaming the child for the 
parent’s infirmity’ –  my mother told me that because of my birth she had had to have a kidney removed 
and because of me she couldn’t have any more children.  Another was no fault of my mother’s: ‘prolonged 
absence of a parent’.  She spent a spell in hospital to have the kidney removed – quite a serious operation 
in those days.  Bowlby also mentions ‘the threat to abandon the child’, often, as a means of correcting 
unwelcome behaviour, my mother’s catchphrase was, ‘If you do that again, I’ll run off with a black man’.  
‘Threats to abandon a child, often used as a means of control, are so very terrifying’  (‘A Secure Base’  –  
Bowlby 1988).  The emotional consequences surrounding issues of security were to permeate my adult life. 

My father had his moments, too.  When I was six, we went to Heckmondwike to spend Christmas with 
my granny.  On the train home I was holding the balloon Father Christmas had given me and my father 
reached across and burst it with his cigarette.  I burst into tears.  Even my unsympathetic mother managed, 
‘You shouldn’t have done that’.

My parents believed in adversarial parenting.  Especially in my teens, we were always on a collision 
course.  I’ve always believed in co-operative parenting.  I’m reminded of Sue Macgregor on Woman’s 
Hour asking an Indian mother, ‘How do you bring up your children in India?’  She replied, ‘In India 
we don’t “bring up” our children:  we live with them’.  One of my happiest memories is the time I took 
my summer-holidaying daughters, Anna and Melissa, with me for a voice-over session with lovely Jo at 
Radio Hallam in Sheffield.  They were about eight and nine.  After the session Jo asked them, ‘And does 
your dad use that lovely voice when he shouts at you?’  Melissa was appalled: ‘He doesn’t shout at us’.

Another memory from childhood is that my parents didn’t seem to like each other.  I can’t remember 
any expressions of affection.  Instead, they would have blazing rows followed by an uneasy truce of the 
‘Ask you father to pass the salt’ variety.

One of the crucial discoveries we make quite early in life is where we belong – our ancestral home, our 
domain.  I visited my granny in Heckmondwike in the West Riding of Yorkshire regularly from the age of 
four or five.  From an early age I was overwhelmed by the lovely accent, the friendliness, the unfettered 
openness, the warmth shown even by strangers, the very faces.  When I stayed with my Yorkshire granny 
at 13 Wormald Street, Heckmondwike, I felt more at home than I did at home.
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Her husband had died before I was born and she lived alone as ‘a widder woman’.  She gave me the 
wondrous feeling of being loved and I loved her in return. Whenever she saw me, she said ‘Ee, it’s me 
bairn’.  I have warm and vivid memories of childhood stays at her tiny one-and-a-half up, one-and-a-
half down back-to-back terrace house – just a sitting room and a scullery downstairs warmed by the only 
heating, an open coal fire, a bedroom and a boxroom up, and an outside lavatory down the street.  Cosy 
little homes where neighbours kept each other warm.

She fostered in me a love of the adventure that language could be.  If she saw a really thin woman 
– ‘Look at yond … she’s got arms like chapel ’at pegs’ … and a woman wearing her Sunday best on a 
weekday – ‘She looks like an ’ore at a christenin’’.  And a comment on a plump neighbour when she came 
to visit us in Reading: ‘She’s got a face bigger na my arse’.  And in support of a controversial statement: 
‘As true as God’s my judge’, or ‘As true as I’m sat i’ this chair’.  And whenever she was a victim of bad 
luck: ‘I always get shitty end o’ t’ stick’.  She tried hard to like my father ... ‘He always gives me t’ best bit 
’e ’as’.  But on the whole she was reluctantly critical ... ‘He always ’as to be cock o’ t’ midden’ (a local 
rubbish tip).  And when she felt bad about being critical, she searched for a redeeming feature ... ‘I’ll 
say this for ’im – he always has nice fingernails’.  I thought of her only this morning when I said to my 
wife, Anthea, ‘I can’t thoil to throw that old lettuce away’.  Thoil ...  It’s a complex thought wonderfully 
expressed in one short word.  I can’t bring myself to waste.  Sometimes just I can’t thoil.  And one evening 
she was sitting watching TV with my parents.  The band leader Victor Sylvester was on, conducting his 
band in evening dress and his trim white hair and beaming silkily at the camera.  My granny observed, ‘I 
bet yond likes his oats’ .  They didn’t laugh.  I rejoiced.

There was the time at 13 Wormald Street when she opened her door on a sunny morning just as 
Mary Across was doing the same.  Glancing up at Mary’s roof, my granny saw danger and called across 
urgently: ‘Mary!  You’ve a slate loose’.  Mary didn’t speak to her for three years.

The 1950’s were a time of great change.  Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan, stated, ‘The winds of 
change are blowing through Africa’, as widespread independence movements sprang up.  And not only 
Africa, but India too, and the West Indies.  And many immigrants from the Caribbean arrived here, 
encouraged to seek work by our Government.  There were race riots between Blacks and the hostile 
element among the hosts.  An Afro-Caribbean family moved in just down Wormald Street.  Announcing 
this to me, my granny revealed a fundamentally warm human nature towards them – by no means the rule 
in those early days:  ‘Her washing’s as clean as anybody’s and she stones her steps’.

It’s sad that her wonderful Yorkshire dialect is disappearing in the face of national mediaspeak and 
bourgeois aspiration.  It’s sad because it wasn’t just a language – it was a repository of great imagery ... 
language, she showed me, was an adventure.

Perhaps the bond with my gran was strengthened by the fact that she’d been a widow living alone for 
a long time, and I was an only child.
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Six and a half in Heckmondwike

As I lie in bed at Number 13 Wormald Street
I hear the rumble of an elderly train
High on nearby bankin’ side.
At dawn I hear the spanking echo of high heels
Along the ginnil a house away.
The air is heavy with the sickly stench
From the leaking gas-holder.
The outside toilet shared by two families
Smells of disinfectant, whitewash, and damp.
On Union Street a tightly humped bridge
Crouches over the tumbling torrent of the beck
Curdled by oil to the colours of a pigeon’s neck.
Along the High Street shapeless women, jolly in headscarves,
Queue readily for Dempster Lister’s legendary teacakes.
Up the slope to the fishmonger
Where the world turns monochrome
As silvery dead-eye fish, lugubrious in death, 
Slouch on the sloping white marble
Sluiced by cold water.
And in the coal-black evening
The air is warm
With the gold-laden scent
Of fish and chips.
And, as I lie in bed at Number 13 Wormald Street,
To the rumble of an elderly train
High on nearby bankin’ side
I slip into a sleep.
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SUBJECTIVITY

My first memory of it was when I was a little boy – too young to be allowed out of bed after lights out.  
I’d sometimes call for a drink of water, which would be delivered from the bathroom.  I would complain 
about the flavour of this unusual bathroom water and, despite being told that it was exactly the same as 
the downstairs water, my conviction remained.  Another of those things where you’re just not believed.  

I was later to realize that the difference lay, not in the source of the water, but in my mouth, which had 
been closed and at rest for a couple of hours.  It produced a harsh taste.  I was responsible for the creation 
of my tiny world.  I was a subject.  I was creating.

METAPHOR

An eel’s oil of water body ...
and Re-enters the water by melting.

‘An Otter’ –  Ted Hughes

During the War entire cities were hidden in darkness to be invisible to German bombers.  When I was a 
little boy, they covered my bedroom window with a blackout curtain left over from the War.  This was so 
that I wouldn’t be kept awake by the light of summer evenings.  I could hear my friends happily playing 
out.

I remember glimpsing a speck of light on the very edge of my visual field in the pitch  dark.  When I 
looked directly at it, it disappeared.  When I held it on the periphery, I could see it again.  Metaphor’s like 
that.

Metaphor has an important part to play in personal development.  I experienced a course of shamanic 
healing where the shaman introduced me to soul retrieval.  She explained that, when we experience 
trauma in any form, particles of our soul go missing and the shaman summons the help of animal spirits 
to restore them.  She added that I didn’t necessarily have to share her beliefs: it would be enough for me 
to see the animal spirits and the soul particles as metaphors.

People often over-eat or drink too much alcohol because they’re unconsciously striving to fill an inner 
emptiness.  The food and drink are metaphors for the sustenance they unconsciously crave to overcome 
the physical, mental, emotional, or spiritual holes in their lives.

It makes me wonder what metaphors I’m using to satisfy what unknown deficiencies.
And you?
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PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY

When I remember the room I slept in when I was five, with its blackout curtains, something odd happens.  
The camera that takes the photograph of my room is over the door and the shot shows my bed with me 
in it.  I never saw the room from above the door and I never looked at myself in bed.  So where does 
that image come from?  Does it result from the act of perception while I was in the room or the act of 
remembering in the here and now?  

A psychologist told me recently that at any given moment we’re unconsciously taking snapshots all 
around us at a variety of heights and distances.  It seems the five-year-old in bed is unconsciously filming 
itself from viewpoints that include above the door.  Also, out-of-body perspective has been recorded by 
patients undergoing operations.  They remember looking down on their operation from the ceiling.  As I 
write, research into this is going on in a Southampton hospital, where they’re placing images around the 
ceiling to see if patients can name them after an operation.

But it doesn’t end there.  I’ve checked it out with lots of people.  Why do so many of us recall their 
five-year-old’s bed from above the door?

One of my near-death experiences occurred in my early twenties on a cliff in Cornwall.  I was stuck 
with crumbling foot- and hand-holds and rocks way below guaranteeing death.  I was there for two hours 
until an air-sea rescue helicopter picked me off.

My memory shot of that experience is from a long way out to sea, with me stuck there facing the 
camera.  The experience was so traumatic that I have to pretend it was happening to someone else.  What 
traumas were we hiding from when we were five?

How about a more comfortable memory?  The best goal I ever scored was a diving header.  When 
I relive that, I’m just behind myself – seeing the ball rocket into the top left-hand corner – the exact 
opposite of the cliff.

It might be that remembering your childhood bedroom is a fraught experience, so, if it is, just ignore 
it.  If it feels safe, you might try it.  What’s the very first image?  Hold it as a still.  Others you might try 
are your last dinner, your most recent holiday, the most recent day at work.

I think it’s relevant to stress psychology.  When you review the last time you had sex, where’s the 
camera?

I wrote a short story out of the idea and it appeared in the fantasy magazine Interzone.
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THE VIEWS OF MOHAMMED EL HASSIF

Professor Hallstrom’s dying gift to his favourite student, the historian Sven Westerberg, was a small casket 
containing the final writings of the mediaeval Egyptian scholar, Mohammed el Hassif.  In 1393 el Hassif 
inexplicably committed suicide by taking poison; in a note to Sven Westerberg, Professor Hallstrom 
explained that the writings went right up to the suicide, but that no-one had ever been able to understand 
them.  He had retained his own translation so that Sven Westerberg could approach the task with an open 
mind.  His dying hope was that Westerberg would be able to solve a mystery that had perplexed students 
of Semitics for centuries.

That evening Sven left Birgitta watching a bleak and pessimistic play on television and went into 
his room, where he unlocked the casket.  Inside was one sheet of ivory-white vellum whose edges had 
browned and curled.  The Arabic calligraphy was faded and difficult to decipher.  He surrounded himself 
with several old dictionaries, fitted a magnifying glass to his right eye and set to work.

Hours later, long after Birgitta had looked in on her way to bed, he leaned back in his chair to survey 
his translation:

From north, south, east, and west, the outer eye views the inner eye.
The inner eye is mine, then, now, and then again.
The outer eye is yours.
When your outer eye approves, you view from the south.
When your outer eye disapproves, you view from the north.
You are a ruler.  You rule my kingdom.
I shall not betray my future.  I shall become you.

Sven Westerberg felt a tiny thrill of panic.  He had no idea what the words meant.  Having memorised 
them, he went to bed and finally slept.

He had made no progress with the last words of Mohammed el Hassif by the time he and Birgitta went 
for their annual summer holiday at their cabin on an island south of Stockholm.  None of his colleagues 
had been able to help.  By now the lines had become an obsession.  They churned constantly through his 
mind, as familiar to him as his name.  

One morning he was sitting outside the cabin in gloomy sunshine trying to read when suddenly 
Birgitta ran up playfully and crouched in front of him, holding her camera.  She took a picture of him and 
then ran back into the cabin, giggling.  He didn’t mind.  She liked taking pictures of people when they 
were preoccupied.  He imagined the lugubrious features that would greet him when she showed him the 
photograph later.  The lugubrious features.  The furrowed brow.  The bald Swedish eyes staring into the 
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book.  Sven Westerberg realised that he was looking at himself.  From outside.  Through the eyes of the 
camera.  An outer eye.  Looking into his eyes.  Inner eyes.

Mohammed el Hassif might have been addressing a camera.  But he didn’t know what a camera was.  
Sven realised with mounting excitement that this was his first breakthrough.  For the first time he had a 
real sense of the presence of Mohammed el Hassif.  Sven pictured himself sitting in his chair outside the 
cabin from different angles.  North.  That must be the direction in which he was looking – towards the 
woodshed.  He imagined himself from other directions.  The inner eye is mine, then, now, and then again.  
Then ... something in the past.  He watched himself climbing out of bed that morning.  In the picture, he 
was looking towards the chest of drawers in the corner of the bedroom.  Assuming that that was north, 
the camera was positioned south-east.  He imagined the moment the previous afternoon when he had 
sat down beside the lake and looked across.  The camera angle was from the south-west.  He could see 
himself in the pictures from the past.

Then, now, and then again ... then again ... something in the future.  Having lunch.  He imagined the table 
out on the grass.  Birgitta facing him, holding her knife and fork as she scrabbled with some unknown food, 
and he knew that she was talking.  She was his north.  The camera angle was from the south-west again.  He 
could see himself in half-profile from the rear left.

It seemed to be the case that, when he summoned images including himself from the past, the present, 
or the future, he saw a photograph that contained himself and that he viewed the scenes from a variety of 
angles.  Birgitta came out of the cabin with a jug of home-made lemonade.  He decided to try it on her.

- I’m going to name a situation that you’ve been in.  A picture will come into your mind.  Freeze it.  
Don’t let it move on.  Don’t let it become populated.  Freeze the first still image ... OK?

- OK.
- The room you slept in when you were five.

Birgitta closed her eyes and nodded.

- What can you see?
- I can see the room, with its wallpaper and its little bed.
- Are you in the picture?
- I’m in the bed.  I’m lying on my back in bed.
- Where are you looking from?
- What?
- Imagine that you’re looking at a photograph.  Where was the camera that took it?
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She opened her eyes and stared at him.

- Over the door.
- Over the door!
- Yes.
- Funny, isn’t it?
- Yes.  Somewhere I’ve never been.

He explained to her that he thought he was part of the way towards understanding the last words of 
Mohammed el Hassif.  He asked her not to disturb him under any circumstances, and went to his room.  
He sat at his desk and took out a pencil and a notepad.  He drew pictures – images of himself from the past 
and future – and added eyes to show where the camera was.  But in every case the camera was looking 
from the south-west or the south-east: he was looking over one or the other of his shoulders from various 
heights.  When your outer eye approves, you view from the south.  All Sven’s views were from the south, 
or thereabouts.  When your outer eye disapproves, you view from the north.  Disapproves.  Disapproves of 
what?  Of the picture.  Of what is happening in the picture.  Something you’re guilty about.  Immediately, 
there appeared a picture of him and Margaretha.  He was lying on his back on her bed.  Margaretha was 
sitting astride his loins.  They were looking into each other’s eyes.  His north was the ceiling beyond 
Margaretha.  The camera was looking from beside the foot of the bed.  That was from the north.  Or 
thereabouts.

Sven Westerberg heaved a sigh and leaned back, tilting his chair so that it rested on two legs.  A 
new question occurred to him: was the camera in the past or the present?  Could it take photographs 
from where the eye couldn’t see – from above doors, from behind backs?  Or was it part of the act of 
remembering and envisaging – an extrapolation?  He frowned.  It must be the latter.  The thought that part 
of his consciousness was hanging around somewhere in the room was too unlikely.

You are a ruler.  You rule my kingdom.  But Mohammed el Hassif might well have had some reason 
for believing that the ‘camera’ – or outer eye – was in the present with him.  Like some sort of alter ego, 
doppelganger, or guardian angel.  Whatever I do, thought Sven, you are there watching.

I shall not betray my future.  I shall become you.  And then Mohammed el Hassif had committed suicide.  
Sven gazed towards the window and was surprised to find that it had grown dark outside.  His ghostly 
reflection stared back.  He suddenly saw a picture of himself committing suicide.  He was holding a gun to 
his temple.  The camera was looking directly into his face.  From due north.  Disapproval.  Not acceptable.  
He felt a slight tremor in his stomach.  Suppose Mohammed el Hassif had imagined his own suicide and 
the camera angle had been favourable.  Suppose he had dreamed the picture of himself taking poison, and 
he’d been looking over one of his shoulders.  Suppose he’d been looking through his own eyes.
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Sven Westerberg now realized why Mohammed el Hassif had taken his own life.  He had gone to 
become whatever it was that on one occasion looked through his own eyes.  Unlike most scholars, he had 
been privileged to glimpse an image of himself that was totally acceptable.  Suicide was the first authentic 
act that Mohammed el Hassif had envisaged.  Sven pictured himself as he was, sitting at his desk.  The 
camera was behind him and slightly to the left.  Or from the south-west as Mohammed el Hassif would 
have put it.  Sven was looking at the back of his own head.  Instinctively, he turned and looked.  There 
was nothing there.  But he knew that he would never be alone in a room again.

(Reprinted by kind permission of Interzone magazine)

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

I was nine when they hanged nineteen-year-old  Derek Bentley.  At school, at nine o’clock precisely on 
28th January 1953, Mr Dawson told us that it was happening at that very moment.  I sat in silence, trying 
to imagine what Derek Bentley was going through.  How painful was it?  How long would it take? 

Bentley and his sixteen-year-old companion, Christopher Craig, were small-time thieves cornered by 
police on a London roof.  Bentley was illiterate and is thought to have had a mental age of 11.  Craig had 
the gun.  It was rumoured that Bentley had shouted Let him have it, Chris, and the Court debated as to 
whether he meant Shoot him, or Give him the gun.  Craig shot a policeman dead.  But Craig was too young 
to be hanged and the focus of the judge’s attention fell on Bentley, for whom he urged the death penalty. 

There was widespread anger at the judgment and a large demonstration took place outside Wandsworth 
Jail on the morning of the hanging.  It remained a controversial judgment and, after 45 years of campaigning 
by Derek Bentley’s family, the Appeal Court found the judgment unsafe in 1998.  Capital punishment for 
murder was abolished in the UK in 1968.

Capital punishment is illogical:
You’ve killed.  Killing is wrong.  So we’re going to kill you.
I’m a member of Human Writes, who organize pen-pals for prisoners on Death Row in America.  My 

pen-pal has been on the Row for 22 years and is innocent – a case of mistaken identity where a crucial 
witness has recently withdrawn her evidence.  He’s waiting for an appeal date.

His plight reminds me of something we carefully ignore: we’re all condemned to death for a crime we 
didn’t commit.
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MR JENKINS

I must have been 13.  He was a teacher at school – a very sour man in his fifties with a round, miserable face, 
jacket and flannels, indifferent delivery, poor deportment, and a similar wife who appeared occasionally, 
possibly teaching younger ones.  Her appearance and manner suggested at least one reason for his misery.  
One morning, when he came in to our classroom to do his maths class after the mid-morning break, 
he spotted an apple core whizzing across the room.  And then it started.  ‘Who threw that apple core?’  
Eventually, and reluctantly, a hand went up.  

‘Out here!  Why did you throw it?’ 
‘Jackson threw one at me.’
‘Out here, Jackson.’
And so it went on.  He spotted other apple cores on the floor.  He established three crimes: throwing an 

apple core, eating an apple and not putting the core in the bin, and seeing an apple core on the floor and 
not putting it in the bin.  He went to get the cane.  There were eight or so of us standing out at the front, 
waiting.  Robinson was crying.  Apart from that there was silence.  Mr Jenkins returned with the cane.  It 
was a long whippy one.  He established the scale of punishment: two hits per offence.  Mr Jenkins had 
a unique method.  He would march to the far end of the room, brandishing the cane dramatically.  And 
suddenly he would turn and leap across the room, adding a mighty momentum and follow-through to the 
stroke.  Three of us got six, including me.  The others got four or two.  We bent in turn across his desk, 
facing the window.  I had a slight feeling of apprehension.  I’d never had more than two.  Alongside the 
apprehension I had a certainty: I would not make a sound, nor would I flinch.  

Imagine yourself in thin grey shorts, bending over that desk.  Imagine being hit six times.  It wasn’t six 
seconds.  As I remember the rhythm now in seconds, it was whack – one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
eight – whack.  It hurt, but it wasn’t too bad.  It wasn’t as bad as toothache or ear-ache when they’re really 
bad.  I didn’t make a sound and I didn’t flinch.

I’m not sure exactly how many whacks Mr Jenkins administered on that occasion, but a cautious estimate 
would be thirty.  It went on for quite a time.  

Six of the best was the severest punishment available.  There was the time Jones of the Fifth got six at 
assembly in front of the whole school.  We had this gorgeous unmarried teacher called Miss Cartwright 
and we knew that her first name was Liz.  She would sit on a stool with her lovely legs crossed and she 
wore make-up and glam clothes.  She looked like Lois Lane.  It really was quite a performance and it had 
quite an impact on a roomful of randy adolescents.  What Jones had done to merit the public thrashing 
was to say to her, ‘Mornin’, Liz’.  Jones didn’t make a sound or flinch either.

But, as I look back to my case, two things occur to me: Mr Jenkins was clearly a very unhappy 
and sadistic man who derived great pleasure, probably sexual, from thrashing boys’ bottoms.  But more 
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importantly, why didn’t I walk away?  I had little respect for authority and, although I wouldn’t have 
been described as a trouble-maker, I was known to be irreverent and insubordinate.  The reason I didn’t 
walk away was that it never occurred to me.  What I’m wondering is, What would I have done if it had 
occurred to me?  I’m trying to be honest here.  I’d love to think I would have walked away, but I can’t be 
sure.  I know I’d walk away as an adult because I’ve done so, but a thirteen-year-old hasn’t got the same 
self-confidence or indifference to consequences.

It reminds me of the plight of the Jews in Nazi concentration camps.  It has often been observed that 
they so outnumbered the German sentries that, given some casualties, they could have overrun them and 
escaped.  With exceptions such as Treblinka, it didn’t happen.  Presumably because, as with me, it didn’t 
occur to them.  

IDENTITY PARADE

One of the questions I asked myself as a teenager was, ‘Who am I?’  Everyone else, including fellow 
teenagers, seemed to have solid identities, consistency.  It seemed to me that I was inconsistent … my 
persona, my self-feel, varied from relationship to relationship, from situation to situation.

Eventually, I made two discoveries: first, my identity was that inconsistency – I was the sum total of the 
different people I felt myself to be.  Walt Whitman helped in Leaves of Grass:  ‘Do I contradict myself?  Very 
well then, I contradict myself, I am large, I contain multitudes’.  Second, the reason others seemed consistent 
was that I only ever saw them in their relationship with me, or in groups where we were both members.

But the issue of self-identity didn’t entirely go away.  Robbie Burns: ‘O wad some pow’r the gracie gi’ 
us, To see oursel’s as others see us’.

Think of the top five best friends, of the same gender as you, you’ve had at different stages of your life.  
Slowly and carefully focus on each in turn … on their physical appearance, typical facial expressions, 
manner of speech, outstanding personal qualities, and anything else that stands out in your image of them.  
Take your time.  Luxuriate in their company and what you did together.  Conjecture as to which pairings 
would get along and which wouldn’t.

Finally, line them up one after the other and survey them as a group.  Then conjure an image of the 
person who’s missing, the sixth person in the series.  It’s you.

‘Think where man’s glory most begins and ends,
And say my glory was I had such friends.’

W. B. Yeats
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MIND OVER MATTER

As a teenager at school I became quite good at the high jump (as well as being for it quite often).  I 
discovered the importance of mind over matter – an issue that was to arise so many years later when I 
took an interest in Buddhism.

I quickly realized that high jumping (along with the pole vault) was different from the other athletic 
events in that you could actually see your target.  A four-minute miler or a sub-10-second sprinter can’t 
actually see the target.  Even a long jumper is focussed on the board rather than the sand. 

My best height was 163 cms, but, when I cleared that height, I was probably jumping high enough to 
clear 166 cms.  But when the bar was raised to 166 cms, I couldn’t clear it.

It was an early lesson that our behaviour, emotions, and so much else are dependent on our mindset.

BLUSHING

I used to be a blusher.  I’d make a beetroot look anaemic. I could have blushed for England.  It would 
happen when I had a ‘shameful’ thought and thought the other person or persons knew.  One, I remember, 
was with a friend who was a keen cyclist and had a racing bike with a very narrow, hard saddle.  ‘It must 
be uncomfortable’, I said, ‘like sitting on a steel banana’.  That did it.

Eventually, I discovered that blushing happens in two stages.  First is the recognition that a blush has 
started.  Second is the fear that the other person or persons have noticed it.  It’s this second stage that really 
does it.  Florid.  But you can stop it at the first stage.  Just realize that the first stage isn’t visible.  Stay cool.  
Plough on.  You can get away with it.

*          *          *

I was wondering what title to give my collection of thoughts, ideas, aphorisms, questions.  I thought of 
calling them Thought for the Day, but on second thoughts that seemed a bit lofty.  I know.  I’ll call them 
Second Thoughts.

I’m far too religious to 
belong to a religion.
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DEJA VU

We all know that eerie sensation lasting just a few seconds where we enter a zone where what’s happening 
has familiarity.  I can’t remember whether I had them as a child, but I know I had them as a teenager.  One 
I remember from over forty years ago had me in my little bedsit getting up from my seat at my desk to 
cross the room with a glimpse of a hat on a chair left by a visitor.  No more than a few seconds.

It’s a memory glitch.  What must have happened is that, when I got up from the desk, it unconsciously 
reminded me of a previous occasion where I’d moved from a desk or table.  The time of day and its play 
of light were similar.  My state of mind was similar.  The hat on the chair might have been any object on 
a surface of roughly the same size and in a similar position.  Everything was almost the same.

It’s always occurred to me that the déjà vu and the wet dream are two of life’s little bonuses.  It’s sad 
that, with age, both seem to have disappeared.

REJECTION

It was during my early teenage years that my father found it increasingly difficult to behave kindly 
towards me.  It pains me to write this even now, over fifty years on.  That first sentence is one I’ve never 
attempted before.  He would constantly criticize me, be angry with me, or ignore me.  He would forbid 
me from doing things my peer group did, like spending my pocket money on a pop record.  One night, 
when I was ten or eleven, I was crying in bed.  I got up and went into the sitting room, where they were 
watching television.  Because I was crying, my mother turned down the volume on the television set.  I 
managed to stammer some words: ‘Why can’t it be like it used to be?’  My mother looked concerned, my 
father ignored me.  There was no answer.  Nothing was said, then or later.  I went back to bed.

Some years later he tried to hit me, swinging wild punches, but I was big enough to put a palm on his 
forehead and hold him off.  I couldn’t hit him.

His hostility towards me was to feature on and off throughout my adult life.  As I approached adulthood, 
I had experienced different forms of rejection by both parents.  It has affected me to this day.  I’m prey 
to depression; I have moods of low self-esteem and grandiosity, I experience insecurity, I see rejection 
where it probably doesn’t exist, I’m hopelessly sensitive to criticism, I have a tendency to catastrophise.

I had to learn how to be loved before I could learn how to love.
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FALLING IN LOVE

For centuries poets have waxed lyrical about this careless rapture.  But why falling?  Surely such an 
exalted state deserves rising in love.

It reduces the romance a fraction to learn that the erotic charge comes about because the brain is 
flooded with the chemical phenylethylamine (P.E.A.).

It reduces it even further to speculate as to how much of the passion is reflected self-love.

PARADOX

At the age of eighteen I went to Leeds University to do a degree in Philosophy and English.  I quickly 
became fascinated by paradox, which immediately struck me as something weird and magical.

The most carefully conducted line of reasoning can end in paradox.  (I sometimes wonder whether all 
lines of reasoning followed all the way will end in paradox.)

An example is Ludwig Wittgenstein’s ‘Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus’ (1921).  It’s a series of 
propositions examining where language hooks on to reality.  It ends: ‘6.54  My propositions serve as 
elucidations in the following way: anyone who understands me eventually recognizes them as nonsensical, 
when he has used them – as steps – to climb up beyond them.  (He must, so to speak, throw away the 
ladder after he has climbed up it.)  He must transcend these propositions, and then he will see the world 
alright’. …

7.00  Whereof we cannot speak, thereof we must be silent.’  In other words, if you’ve agreed with my 
philosophy so far, I’ve just proved it’s invalid.

The Hare and the Tortoise

This well-known paradox isn’t a paradox at all.  The hare and the tortoise are to race round the track, 
with the tortoise given a good start.  After five seconds the hare has halved the distance between them.  A 

Indulge the qualities we have 
in common rather than those 
that separate us.
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couple of seconds later he’s halved the gap again.  Because he keeps halving the distance between them, 
he can never overtake the tortoise, but common sense tells us he must.

It fails to be a paradox because it’s based on two incompatible systems – arithmetic progression is by 
the same amount each time: 2, 4, 6, 8; geometric progression is by varying multiples: 2, 4, 16, 256.  The 
tortoise’s progress is by arithmetic progression, whereas the hare’s is by geometric.

The shortest paradox I can think of is the word inhuman.  The biggest is the thought of who or what 
started the universe: it must be self-creating, but our rational minds can’t accommodate that.  It’s like 
Russell’s paradox, ‘the class of all classes’ (sometimes ‘the set of all sets’): it can’t include itself.

Whatever, this next one’s a cracker:

The Heterological Paradox

A heterological word is one that doesn’t refer to itself: red, long, French.
A non-heterological word is one that does refer to itself: black, short, English.

Is ‘heterological’ a heterological word?
If it is, it doesn’t refer to itself.
If it isn’t, it does refer to itself.
If it is, it isn’t: if it isn’t, it is.

The Mahabharata, the Hindu holy book, is eloquent:

‘Life is paradoxical.
Reality is composed of opposites; and they are related in a way
That to assert the one is to assert its opposite as well.
The paradox of having is that the more one has, the greater is one’s discontent.
The paradox of pleasure is that self-control is the very first condition of pleasure; the pleasure that is 

unrestrained kills itself.
The paradox of intimacy is that distance is the first condition of intimacy; the intimacy in which there 

is no distance turns very soon into resentment or even hatred.
The paradox of sexual pleasure is that all those factors which create sexual pleasure and sexual 

happiness lie outside sexuality.
The paradox of self-interest is that the only way of serving one’s interest is to serve the interest of 
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the other; that is to say, the pleasure and happiness of the other is an essential condition of one’s own 
pleasure and happiness.

The paradox of the self is that, without the other, the self will be inconceivable.
The paradox of language is that silence is its highest function.
And there is the paradox of limits, which consists in the fact that one becomes aware of one’s limits only 

by transgressing them; there is no known way by which one can know one’s limits in advance.
Above all, there is the paradox of life itself, which consists in the fact, even biological, but emotional 

and spiritual equally, that it is by dying that life is.  One is impossible without the other’. 

The spirit of paradox is the spirit of untenability. It’s at the heart of the notion of the Prime Mover, of 
the Original Source, of the self-creating Cosmic Deity.  It’s at the heart of the original Cause and Effect: 
how can an effect be called into being without a cause?  We can’t explain this or even contemplate it.  We 
must behold it in a state of abiding awe.  ‘Life and Soul’ is imbued with the spirit of paradox.

If you feel like introducing someone to paradox, write on one side of a piece of paper: The statement 
on the other side of this piece of paper is false.  And when they turn the piece of paper over, they find: The 
statement on the other side of this piece of paper is true.

A MYSTERY

There are lots of people far more intelligent and wise than me … more literate, more imaginative, more 
thoughtful, more insightful, more experienced, better at tennis … who believe in a formal, defined, 
personalised God at the head of a religion which usually features an avatar.  My professor of Philosophy 
was a Roman Catholic.  A friend with a double-first from Oxford in Music and German became an 
Anglican parson.

But it strikes me that you’ve got to be spectacularly thick to believe in this stuff.

It’s a mystery to me.

A cynic is someone who 
sees through everything and 
therefore sees nothing.
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LEVEL PLAYING FIELD

It’s said that, within moments of meeting one another, any two English people will know which of them 
is socially superior.  Add to that superiority in intelligence, kindness, holiness, learning, respectability, 
wisdom, morality, sophistication, spirituality, enigma, creativity, importance, success, wealth, birth, 
power, attractiveness, combat, humour, literacy, travel, acquaintances, and so on.

One summer, while I was a student, I worked as a scaffolders’ labourer with two scaffolders, Eric 
and Bob.  My job was to provide Eric and Bob with scaffolding tubes of different sizes.  The longest 
were 21-footers and they were heavy.  One of the hardest jobs was when they were building scaffolding 
several storeys up.  I had to hoist the 21-foot tube vertical, resting it against the existing scaffolding.  One 
of them would be crouching on planks, reaching down to grasp the end of the tube.  I had to hoist it as 
high as I could reach and they’d shout, ‘Just a few more inches’, until the receiver could get his hands 
round the end and pull it up.  21-footers were also involved in one of the most dangerous aspects of the 
work – even more dangerous than working twenty storeys high in the teeth of a gale, when the scaffolding 
would swing away from the building and back.  When the scaffolding was being dismantled, they’d hurl 
21-footers down from great heights into a large heap of sand.  I had to scramble into the sand and drag 
the tube clear, ready for the next one.  The cry went up ‘BELOW!’ as a warning.  And, boy, did we need 
warning.  It would do more than knock your cap off.

Stories and urban myths abounded.  I remember the one, true apparently, about the scaffolder brothers 
working on a cooling tower.  One brother left a dummy plank – a plank that looked supported by scaffolding 
but wasn’t.  The other brother stepped on it and it collapsed, sending him to his death hundreds of feet 
down inside the cooling tower.

Eric and Bob were in their mid-thirties, big, tough, hard-drinking men.  Bob was the softer of the two, 
a bit overweight.  Eric was the hardest man I’ve ever been within arm’s reach of.  His face in repose 
resembled a clenched fist.  I saw him in a rage only once.  It was a Friday – pay day – and, when he opened 
his pay-packet, he went berserk, shouting that the bastards had deducted too much and to hell with work; 
he was away to the office to get it sorted.  I didn’t envy the office.

Eric was over six feet tall and a fit-looking fourteen stone or so.  His torso wasn’t sculpted by narcissistic 
hours in front of the gym mirror: his upper body was a pale slab of hard, unmoving muscle.

Bob told me a story about him.  Eric was in a crowded Leeds pub and, turning from the bar, he accidentally 
bumped into a feller and spilled a drop or two of the feller’s beer.  ‘Sorry, mate’, said Eric.  ‘Yeah, you will 
be’, came the incautious reply.  Words were exchanged.  Violence was in the air.  The feller said he had 
three mates with him.  Eric, on his own, said, ‘Better get a couple more, mate.  Make it fair sides’.

When the police arrived, Eric had moved on.  Two men were lying unconscious, one was howling with 
pain from a broken arm, and another was crouching in a corner in tears. 
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One Monday morning we were in the van heading towards a job.  Monday mornings weren’t only 
unpopular because it was the start of the working week:  Bob and Eric were always hard up after a 
weekend of serious drinking.  Eric asked Bob if he’d got any snout and Bob said he hadn’t.  ‘I have’, I 
said, and handed Eric my rolling tobacco and papers.  Eric looked at me in surprise.

One job was near where Eric lived and his wife made us lunch.  As we walked in, the radio was playing 
and I caught a few bars of a tenor.  ‘Verdi’s Nebuchadnezzar’, said Eric.  Not long afterwards, the back-
announce confirmed that Eric was absolutely right.  He later told me he’d joined the Army so he could get 
tuition on the clarinet.

With a level playing-field, Eric shouldn’t have been surprised that a middle-class student knew the 
word snout and I shouldn’t have been surprised that a scaffolder knew Verdi’s Nebuchadnezzar.

Why not start with a level playing-field?  That way lies friendship.

.

CONVERSATION PIECE

There were five of us sitting in the Fenton, Leeds, talking about Fascism.  At one point I suggested we 
write down our definition of Fascism on slips of paper.  I’ve still got the pieces of paper:

A form of dictatorship popular in Germany, Spain, and Italy in the 1920’s, 30’s and 40’s.
Fascism promotes the interests of one group by denying the human rights of another.
Vindictive and emotive irrationality directed towards a person or group of persons stemming from a 

real or supposed sense of personal inadequacy.
Citizens must conform to norms and any deviance or show of independence will be corrected as the 

State knows better.
Fascism is people in pubs who invade your privacy by making you reveal more than you want to by 

playing parlour games.

We didn’t know what we were talking about.

Are we climbing the same 
pyramid or our own?   Both, 
I suppose.
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HAIKU

Haiku is a traditional Japanese verse form having just seventeen syllables.  Purists would insist on three 
lines of five, seven, and five syllables, but, like lots of haiku-ers, I just bang ’em out at seventeen syllables 
any old how.  Also, unlike the traditional, mine feature image rather than poignancy.

With its descending notes, sad 
music takes us down.  But it 
doesn’t leave us alone there.
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INTELLIGENCE TEST

At University I came across people who were arrogant about their intelligence.  Some would qualify for 
MENSA and they weren’t exactly shy about advertising the fact.  They wore it like a trophy.

But why?  Intelligence is no more an achievement than your height.
Intelligence is the ability to select means appropriate to chosen ends: the choice of ends involves wisdom.

THE DUALISTIC FALLACY

While I was studying Philosophy, it occurred to me that we in the West are born with bi-focals on.  When 
I was eight at school we did antonyms.  What’s the opposite of cold?  Hot.  What’s the opposite of good?  
Bad.  What’s the opposite of right?  Wrong.  (Nothing in between?)  What’s the opposite of white?  Black.  
(And look where that got us.)  No-one asked us the opposite of green.

This double vision can land us in hot water.  It’s me against the world.  What am I  – saint or sinner?  
Am I heading for heaven or hell?  Male v Female.  Past and Future (but what about Now?)  Materialism v 
Spiritualism.  Friend v Enemy.  Us v Them.  Me v You.  I and Me.  Cause and Effect.

atonement  =  at  one  ment

‘As evolution proceeds, successive at-one-ments occur.  At-one-ment on all levels –  emotional, 
intuitional, spiritual and divine – consists in conscious, continuing functioning.  In all cases it is preceded 
by a burning, through the medium of the inner fire, and by the destruction, through sacrifice, of all that 
separates.  The approach to unity is through destruction of the lower, and of all that forms a barrier.

… It was also decided to make the line of demarcation between the two forces of matter and spirit 
clearly defined: the inherent duality of all manifestation was emphasized with the aim in view of teaching 
men how to liberate themselves from the limitations of the fourth or human kingdom, and thus pass on 
into the fifth or spiritual.  The problem of good or evil, light or darkness, right or wrong, was enunciated 
solely for the benefit of humanity, and to enable men to cast off the fetters which imprisoned spirit, and 
thus achieved spiritual freedom.  This problem exists not in the kingdom below men, nor for those who 
transcend the human.  Man has to learn through experience and pain the fact of the duality of all existence.  
Having thus learnt, he chooses that which concerns the fully conscious spirit aspect of humanity, and 
learns to centre himself in that aspect.  Having thus achieved liberation, he finds indeed that all is one, 
that spirit and matter are a unity. …

(‘Initiation Human and Solar’, Alice A. Bailey, Lucis Publishing, New York, 1922)
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‘… if ever the man shudders at the alienation, and the world strikes terror in his heart, he looks up 
… and sees a picture.  There he sees that the I is embedded in the world and that there is really no I at 
all – so the world can do nothing to the I, and he is put at ease; or he sees that the world is embedded in 
the I, and that there is really no world at all – so the world can do nothing to the I, and he is put at ease.’

(‘I and Thou’, Martin Buber, T and T Clark, Edinburgh, 1923)

‘The stark naked truth is that each and every one of us is a manifestation of God.  This very realization 
has the power to change the world.  When you see God in everyone, all separation dissolves.  When you 
see beyond gender, race, class, wealth, job-title or any other label, all boundaries evaporate and you find 
yourself floating in the nameless silence of Being that is your essential nature.’

(‘How to find God in everything’, amoda maa jeevan, Watkins Publishing, 2008)

‘I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by 
madness, starving, hysterical, naked,

Dragging themselves through the negro streets 
at dawn looking for an angry fix,

Angelheaded hipsters burning for the ancient heavenly 
connection to the starry dynamo
In the machinery of the night.’

(‘Howl’, Allen Ginsberg, 1956)

By now I had graduated.  I had my PhD subject and tutor in place.  Expected to get a First, viva-ed 
for a 2(i), given a 2(ii).  The Philosophy Department staff signed a petition to the professor asking that I 
be allowed to go forward to do the PhD, even though a 2(ii) wasn’t normally considered good enough, 
But he refused.  I was heart-broken to discover that I wasn’t a good enough philosopher to become 
a professional.  For a while I taught English and General Studies in Further Education Colleges in 
Bradford and Leeds.  
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CUCKOLD

I was kind of living with Patsy and I found her really sexy, really beautiful all over, bewitching.  I say kind 
of because, although she virtually lived at my place, she kept her own smaller flat going.  She wore sexy, 
black lingerie and I loved watching her dress and undress.

One morning over breakfast she said,‘Oh, by the way, I won’t be back tonight.  I’m spending the night 
at my place with Mark’.  Mark was a friend of mine.

I can’t remember what I said.  Probably nothing.  I just felt sad.  I mean … I’m pretty sure I didn’t say, 
‘I hope you have a good time’.  I suppose I just sat there in a state of shock, finishing my muesli. Nothing 
I could say or do about it.

The working day almost kept my mind off it.  That evening I wondered what they’d do.  Friends of 
mine drank in the pub near her flat, so I couldn’t go there in case they dropped in.  So I decided to spend 
the evening on my own in my flat.  But what would they do?  They must have both spent the whole day 
tumescent with rising eroticism.  Would it be a candle-lit dinner?  Wine?  Maybe nothing … just get down 
to it.  They’d got the whole night to go at, so they didn’t have to rush it, however excited they were.

As the evening wore on and I slowly worked my way down a bottle of red, listening to Brahms’ Fourth 
Symphony over and over, I decided on ten o’clock.  When it came, I stared into the glow of my gas fire.  
I could feel my heart beating.

Is he, too, enjoying watching her undress, and the freeing of her sumptuous breasts?  As she sits on 
him, is he, too, rejoicing in burying his face in their soft, heavy clouds?    As she lies on her back, is she 
crooking one leg under him so that he feels the loveliness of her perfect race-horse legs beneath him?  
And, when she comes, will she gasp deep in her throat for him?

Next evening I was reading in my front room when Patsy returned.  She seemed a little tense.  I held 
her close in a gentle embrace.  ‘Welcome back’, I said.

There is no I in l-o-v-e.

Listen to the inner voice with 
which you speak silently to 
yourself.   It has no timbre, no 
volume control. It’s unchanging 
as we age.  It’s a reminder of 
our abiding self, our soul.  
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down again
where the wide size of the sea

meets the sky
in a blue blush

SEEN AND HEARD

As a Militant Pedestrian I walk the streets and roads a lot of the time and I always have a notebook and 
a couple of pens in my pocket or bag to note thoughts or things I see.  Seen and Heard is a record of the 
odder things that happen along the way.

It was an old shoe- shop in the middle of York with thatch over it like melting, blonde ice-cream.  I was 
being served by the only assistant, a man who could have been as old as the shop.  At one point I said, ‘I’d 
better try the next size up because my right foot’s a bit bigger than my left’.

He frowned.  ‘It’s funny you should say that’, he declared.  ‘The number of people who come in this 
shop – and it’s always the right foot that’s different.’

THE DEFENESTRATION OF WOODHOUSE
(Or … How does a non-violent person cope with violence?)

Outside the boxing ring I’ve only ever hit someone once.  A woman.  Woodhouse is a northern suburb 
of Leeds just beyond the University.  I met Sue at a party there when she was eight months pregnant.  
She was eight years older than me and had long, fair, wavy hair, a generous, lippy mouth, and a First in 
English from Oxford.  Her husband had recently run off with a Lebanese waitress.  Although I kept my 
flat on, I moved in soon after the birth of the baby, which I can’t remember ever having a name or even a 
gender.  She was breastfeeding and now and then she let me have a go.  On the receiving end, I mean.  It 
was warm and sweet.  Sue was prone to violence.  She told me with undisguised relish how she and her ex 
would come to blows routinely.  In her garden there was an abandoned piano without a lid: when it rained, 
it made tinkling gamelan sounds.

We’d been living together for the best part of a year when, deep in November, I told Sue that I’d be 
back late that evening as I’d bumped into an old friend from student days and I’d be spending the evening 
with her.  Annie and I went to see a film in Leeds and, when we came out, we stepped into the white, 
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padded silence of snowfall.  There were still luscious flakes idling down as we strolled back to the friend’s 
flat where Annie was staying.  When we got there, the friend had gone to bed, so Annie and I sat close by 
the gas fire sipping coffee and had a delightful murmuring chat about the old days.  When I got up to go, 
we had a hug and I walked back in the settled, packed snow.

When I got back, I was surprised to find our downstairs double bed empty.  I guessed that Sue was 
asleep in the single bed up in the spare room, not wanting to be woken up.  I took my clothes off and was 
soon asleep.  Suddenly, the door crashed open and Sue charged in, fully dressed in jeans and shirt.  She 
was almost as tall as me and considerably more violent.

‘Where the fuck have you been?  What the fuck have you been doing with that fucking whore?’
Ignoring my protestations, she produced a stiletto-heel shoe and, as I tried to defend myself naked on 

the bed, she bashed me repeatedly on the top of my head.  I felt something crawling down my face and 
I opened my eyes and saw blood on my hands and on the sheet.  I hit her with a pulled jab to the solar 
plexus.  She collapsed, winded, and then staggered out of the room.

The bleeding seemed to have stopped, so I lay back in stupefaction.  Soon it was my turn.  Anger rose 
in me like a volcano about to erupt.  It was the fury of the innocent victim.  Still naked, I climbed the stairs 
with no idea what I was going to do.  I crashed open the spare room door and saw her cowering against 
the headboard of the old, iron-frame single bed.  I reached across her as she whimpered and grasped the 
bed halfway along its length in both hands, lifted it, and heaved it out through the window, shattering glass 
down on to the pavement below.  I left the bed there, balanced on the sill, held only by Sue’s weight.  I 
went downstairs and back to bed.

Some time later I heard Sue’s voice, tentative, outside the door:  ‘If you don’t leave now, I’m calling the 
police’.  I ignored her and turned over to catch up on some sleep.

I was woken by a loud banging on the bedroom door.  A baritone Leeds voice stated, ‘Police – we’re 
coming in’.  (How many were there, for Chris’ sake?)  ‘Give me time to get dressed’, I shouted.

Later, I shouted ‘OK’, and in they came, two of the biggest coppers I’d ever seen.  Helmets grazing 
the ceiling.

‘We’ve received a complaint that you’ve been violent to this lady.’
‘Me?  Violent?  Look at this.’  And I pointed to what I imagined was my injured head.  
‘Are you the leaseholder?’
‘No.’
‘In that case I must ask you to leave.’
‘Can I have some time to get some things together?’
‘No.’
As I walked past them, I took a chance:
‘Can you give me a lift to the station?’
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‘There’s only one station we’ll be giving you a lift to, son.’
In jacket and jeans I walked down the road in snowfall, sidestepping the broken glass, the police car 

trailing me.  At the far end of Woodhouse Moor I spotted the newsagent open and went in for a paper.  He 
was filling the paper boys’ bags.  As I paid him, I noticed the blood on my hands.  So did he.

By now the policemen had found something better to do in the war on crime and I headed for the 
railway station all on my own.  A friend of mine had a flat in Bradford.  I had an hour or so to wait for the 
first train.  I dozed on a bench in the deserted station and idled through the paper.

On the train I went to the toilet to check myself in the mirror.  I was surprised.  No wonder people had 
been backing away.  My longish, unruly hair was thickly matted with blood, flat as a woolly hat.  There 
were dried rivulets down my face and the top of my shirt was stained red.  I decided to leave it as it was, 
rather than risk opening anything up.

A couple of weeks later I got a letter: ‘All is forgiven.  Please come back.’  All is forgiven!  You what?  
Ah well, I’d never been all that fond of Bradford.

One day, when she wasn’t in, I crept up to the spare room and had a go with the bed.  I could hardly 
move it.

‘Violence is justified if it prevents a greater violence.’  Bertrand Russell.

along the reed-green marsh
on the soft air

the curlew’s liquid yodel

We’ve got used to the idea 
that our solar system is like a 
grain of sand compared with all 
the rest.   Applying it to Time 
is awesome, too.   The Stone 
Age went by in a flash a few 
seconds ago.   From there, see 
Time as a still river ... all Time 
is happening at once.   And in 
no time at all, you’re in No 
Time at all.
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SEEN AND HEARD

A downtown Sheffield roundabout: The midday traffic was circling endlessly, approaching and leaving 
the roundabout by four roads.  A few pedestrians idled along, savouring the thin lunch-break sunshine.  
A saloon hurtled in from the right and smashed loudly into a car going round the roundabout.  There was 
the wet crump of colliding car metal.  The maverick car continued on its single-minded course through 
the roundabout and disappeared in an uncompromising straight line towards the busy city centre.  There 
were two young men in the front and two young women in the back.  They looked calm, unconcerned.

The two men in the damaged car got out and anxiously examined the crumpled front offside wing.  One 
of them got into the driving seat while the other pushed the car off the roundabout and a few yards along 
an exit road.  The other cars were continuing their progress, swerving indifferently round the damaged 
car.  The few witnesses had remained motionless and now picked up where they had left off.  The driver 
of the damaged car walked urgently into a nearby pub, presumably to make a ’phone call.  Ten minutes 
later a policeman ambled amiably towards the scene, a pleasant smile on his face.

a  n  i  m  a

I met her at a party in Headingley, Leeds.  I was immediately drawn to her.  I saw her light brown tresses, 
her wise eyes, her cheekbones, her hippy clothes.  In her miniskirt she had legs like a dancer.  She looked 
a couple of years younger than me.  Early twenties.  Standing alone.  Watching the dancing throng amid 
very loud Hendrix.  

‘My name’s John.’  Trying to keep my raised voice gentle.  ‘Can I recharge your glass?’  
‘Mmm, thanks.  White wine, please.  I’m Miranda.’
I moved towards the wine box, savouring her soft, neutral voice with fun behind it.  Had I sensed 

parody?
‘Are you new to Headingley?’
‘Sort of.  My parents moved here a while back and I’ve visited a couple of times.’
‘Where are you based?’
She looked away, as if checking with somebody.  Again I sensed parody.  She was alive to the fact that 

a stranger was chatting her up.
‘London.’
‘Have you got a job down there?’
‘Part-time.  I teach Art.  You?’
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‘I live near here.  I teach at Park Lane Collage of Fuhrer Education.’
We danced easily, or rather moved, holding each other as slowly as Jimi’s rhythms would allow.  

Miranda was visiting her parents just for the weekend.  She’d met our hosts, a young teaching couple, on 
a previous visit.  Our chat meandered comfortably.  It was as if we already knew each other.

‘I’d like to show you places I like round here.  Dinner tomorrow?’
‘Oh, I can’t.  Mum and Dad will expect me to eat with them.  I leave Monday morning.  Lunchtime 

would be fine.’
I named a pub she didn’t know and gave her directions.  I made sure I was there well before her.  And 

we continued in the same vein.  I’d known infatuation before, but nothing like this enchantment.  I had a 
strong compulsion just to be with her.  Hold your breath.  Keep holding it until you just have to breathe 
in.  Like that.

I wrote to her at an address in Paddington where she was living in a flat while a friend was away.  By 
now I was completely out of control.  When I got off the train at King’s Cross, she was there waiting for 
me.  I couldn’t believe it.  I had the freedom of her.

‘I don’t seem to be able to keep away’, I said, and held her in a gentle embrace.  Crosby-Stills’ Helpless, 
helpless, helpless.  To have her here with me here and now, just the two of us, and her compliance and all 
the uninterruptible time.  It was like coming home.  She was what I’d be if I was a woman.  It was as if 
I’d known her in a previous life … the familiarity amid newness and mystery.  It was a magical dream … 
Ground control to Major Tom …

She took me for a couple of drinks in a pub she knew – the Lamb in Lambs’ Conduit Street.  The 
symbolism filled me with dread.

Back at her flat that evening we lay together on the settee, but separate, the integrity of her shape 
diffused by its proximity to mine.  I sensed our fusion of wills in spite of the distance, and it bred a 
confidence.  Anything was easy now, an ease we had earned with words, with openness.  Santana’s 
Caravanserai and the lighting were right, but not so right as to inhibit by contrivance.  I leaned across, 
and there was nothing awkward in the awkwardness of our examining kiss, a clumsy angle made graceful 
by its inevitability. She had a kiss like a rose.  She was the same as she had been before:  she would kiss 
like that.  We could do no wrong.  We separated reflectively from our kiss.  The music was there again, 
reminding me of the continuity broken by our event, a steady pace.  Minutes later, I leaned across again 
and carefully undid the remaining buttons on her Indian cotton shirt, relishing the revelation of her large, 
heaped breasts.  As though signifying the event, I traced fingers delicately down her cheek, chubby cheek, 
to remind her that we were us.  And then, to confirm our discovery, I brushed my lips, with just a hint of 
tongue, just inside the crinkly upper line of her bra.  

Again, back to my position, and hand sought hand, fingers interlaced.  The thought of her breasts 
made my blood race, but I let time and the pulsing Santana music steady our pace.  Through the open 
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window breathed the concerted air of the warm Paddington night, an air that I knew could never be 
silent: it was the muted endeavour of a big city and I knew that, beside it, I was for now privileged with 
a privilege that precluded total occupation of the event.  When we imagine desirable futures, we see a 
circle with ourself firmly inside it: when that future comes, we are as outside the circle as ever.

I moved to her and her knees moved in my direction.  Gently, I raised her and unhooked her bra behind 
her spine.  And then, release, as the size of her breasts splashed down and I kissed her ear, her eyes, and 
her pushing lips.

I took my shirt off and, as we pulled each other close, I felt her hands exploring the rhythms of my 
back.  I knelt on the carpet and eased her knees apart, lay my head in her groin, and spread my hands to her 
breasts, moulding them to what we wanted them to be, a thumb teasing each nipple.  I pushed her breasts 
up and kissed them in turn and buried my face in their fullness and rolled my cheeks from side to side.

I looked at her.  ‘You’re beautiful’, I said.  Her head moved fractionally to my side of the settee and 
the enormity of the dismissal drew me back to my position.  We were beached where we had started, 
but relaxed, patient.  More music, more heavy, summer-night air.  The need to say something, but the 
recognition that it would prove to be a mere remark.

‘I’m going to bed’, she said.  ‘Don’t be long.’
And no movement of mine must disturb that moment, save a shift of the eye-ball at the collapse of her 

breasts and the fall of her hair as she scooped clothes and walked gracefully out of the room.
Later, the needle scraped against the end of the record and I lumbered to the player, decided against the 

audacity of another side, carefully replaced the pick-up, and switched it off.  But there was no audacity 
in finishing the rich, red wine, and I sank back where we had been, with the glass in my hand, savouring 
the tastes.

As I looked through the window at the carved grey-stone tenements and the trees, night-green with 
summer leaf in the lamplight, I again left the circle, shoved out by comparison – the death of childhood.  
The moment we start to think about our lot compared with those of others, or with those dreamed for 
ourselves, the resulting obliqueness to experience marks the end of innocence, the end of that concentricity 
of the ego which makes of the child such an uncomplaining patient, such a bewildered acceptor of death.  
And my comparisons came.  Comparisons born of other women.  My past was becoming too long.  It 
always surprised me that the burden of consciousness didn’t lighten with age.  Miranda’s potency for me 
was the less in the wide context of her predecessors.  Sexual skill did not admit of greater access to the 
nub of sexual experience: rather the reverse.

I caught myself in a sigh and too hurriedly ducked into the wine.  And then I allowed the hopes of her 
voluptuousness to overtake me, and, motivated, I went to close the unfamiliar sash-window – a pressure 
here, a pressure there, and it staggered closed.  I turned and looked across the room, checking.  I switched 
the light off and padded in bare feet towards the line of light in the doorway.  The door closed or open?  
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Open.  And then into her bedroom.  Dim.  One bedside light.  The sight of her spread hair on the pillow, 
limbs curved sideways into a womb under the sheet.

We lived off yoghurt in the two rooms.  I don’t know for how long.  I wasn’t in love: I was in thrall.  
She told me about her art student life in Liverpool 8, their equivalent of our Leeds 6.  How she made 
money modelling for life classes, how one night a man knocked her to the ground and kicked her.  She 
showed me a Sunday comic from a while back: ‘They were doing a feature on Liverpool students’ – and 
there she was on the cover – full face looking iconic with her tresses and black eye-liner.  She showed me 
her intense, colourful artwork, her textile designs.  She had designed and had made a complex but elegant 
chess set.  They were selling quite well.

Her face.  Oh, she was lovely.  So achingly lovely amid the glory of her flowing hair.  Her wise old eyes 
so experienced, so knowing, so streetwise, so appraising.  Her perfect little nose, the defining cheekbones, 
her plump lips pushing gently into a kiss.  Her touch was as gentle as the closing of an eye-lid, as soft as 
a settling snowflake.  Her very voice was a gently speculative caress.

There was the time she held my flaccid penis in a grip that involved knuckles and I immediately felt 
the bloom and stagger of an empty orgasm.  ‘Wow!  Where did you learn that?’  She just said, ‘India’.

She was so far beyond me in loveliness, intellectually, emotionally, in experience, in talent, in sexuality, 
that, although I was on fire with eroticism, I found myself for the first time ever impotent.  Her considered, 
gentle demeanour, her integrity, her courage, her patient wisdom, her erotic form.  

There was the evening we shared a couple of strong joints.  We were lying alongside each other on the 
carpet in front of the gas fire, resting our heads on our hands, lying sideways, or lying on our backs.  All 
she was wearing was a thigh-length man’s shirt, me just jeans.  I suddenly noticed that she was looking 
even lovelier than usual.  It was as if her beauty had become intensified into luminosity.  She was radiant.

It was then that she rose so that she was floating three feet off the floor.  As I gazed at her, spellbound, 
I saw that she was lying on a large, white, stone bowl.  Had I put her on a pedestal?  

‘You’re in the air’, I whispered.
‘Am I?’ she said, with a knowing smile.
I just started yapping.  God knows what.  I was kind of transfixed.  And then I realized something new.
‘You’re Tinkerbell’, I managed.  ‘And I must say only true things to you because every time I lie you 

lose a life’.
I let that sink in for a while.  And then a shocking thought came to me that was like a hammer blow to 

the head coning wide and black to my stomach.  I looked up at her luminous loveliness above me and I 
knew at last what was happening.  Miranda was a goddess.  She was above me in every way.  And she was 
beyond my reach.  I was broken-hearted and in agony.  I’d been given a glimpse of heaven and it would 
remain forever just a glimpse.  Knock-knock-knockin’ on heaven’s door.
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Eventually she returned to earth.  But a new issue arose.  It arose when we realized we were tired and 
ought to get some sleep.  

‘You’re the Angel of Death’, I said.  ‘You’re planning to kill me while I’m asleep.  But I’m not going to 
make it easy for you.  I’ll stay awake.  And I’ll be watching you.’

Miranda’s lovely face was clouded with anxiety.
‘Oh, I don’t know about that,’ she said.  
‘We’d better keep the light on,’ I said.
‘Yes,’ she agreed.
And so it was that we woke to a pallid Paddington morning and rather shamefacedly found the light on. 
‘Have you read Jung on “anima”?’ she asked.

‘When these unconscious figures, the animus and the anima, for instance, begin to play in your 
unconscious mind, when they become “constellated” as we say, they have magic effects, strange, hypnotic 
effects.

The animus, or the anima, is felt by the primitive, or by an unprejudiced man who does not think 
intellectually, as a most powerful presence – like a daemon or a god. 

In the Middle Ages, when a man discovered an anima, he got the thing arrested, and the judge had her 
burned as a witch.’

‘Visions Vol 1’, C. G. Jung (Routledge 2004)

‘… the hero has been wafted out of the profane world through his encounter with the anima … he is 
like one caught in a marvellous dream.’

‘Four Archetypes’, C. G. Jung (Routledge 2004)

‘Jung also did not yet know that the anima frequently projects herself into a real woman and that this 
projection endows that woman with the whole numinous quality of the unconscious – yes, she even has 
the fascination of a goddess.’

‘Jung’, Ruth Snowden (Hodder Education 2010)

‘Seeing and coming to terms with the anima is the hardest task a man ever meets, even harder than 
that of a woman with her animus.’

‘Jung: his life and work’, Barbara Hannah (Putman’s, New York 1976)
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deep in frozen February
crocuses

like frozen tongues of flame

SEEN AND HEARD

Graffiti – a men’s lavatory in Leeds

3rd May  I wear frilly knickers and like sucking big cocks.
10th May  I have big cock and Honda.
3rd June  I have town flat.
10th June  I come now and then.
13th June  I like spanking.
18th June  Do you mean being spanked?
23rd June  Yes.
2nd July  Arrange date.
15th July  20th – 7.30.
18th July  How about 23rd?
23rd July  Where were you?

a  n  i  m  a  –  a  f  t  e  r  m  a  t  h

I don’t know how long afterwards it was.  Weeks rather than months.  Again, she was spending a weekend 
with her parents.

Waiting for her to arrive was longer than was comfortable.  So much anticipation.  But there was no 
sense of loss waiting for her.  It was no longer the sort of relationship where there was profit and loss.  I 

We live too much as if we’re 
going to live forever.
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had made myself available at the earliest opportunity and that was all I needed to worry about.  The rest 
was pale-eyed waiting.

I was at the bar ordering a second pint when she came up to me.  She was still inescapably lovely, her 
face familiar anew and still complex.  Pretty is simple, beautiful is complex.  I was surprised to find her 
careless hair just perfect again.  Concerned, wide eyes crinkling with warm greeting.  Her cheekbones.  
Her hair framing her lovely face perfectly.  Clothes – the usual casual hippylitter thrown on indifferently.

Skirmishing.  Skirmishing meant getting-to-know-you-again tactics to do with ordering a drink, 
cracking gags, giggling, grinning at each other self-consciously, apologizing for the odd thing now and 
then, marvelling almost reluctantly, reluctant because of whatever uncertainties possessed us.  Into a quiet 
corner cubicle.  More skirmishing.  After about twenty minutes the past caught up with us.  It was like the 
familiarity when the effects of a joint ooze into place. We were in the domain again.

‘I’m not very good with words,’ said Miranda.  ‘You are.’
‘I suppose so.’
‘I’m not.  I’m not sure that I’m very good at anything.  But I get the feeling that you don’t … you don’t 

… lie to me.  You don’t, you know, take advantage.’
‘Yes, I do.’
‘I don’t feel as though I do with you.  I don’t feel as though you do with me.’
‘Mmm … I don’t know.  I do it all the time.  There was an example only yesterday.  Old feller.  Haven’t 

seen much of him recently.  Maybe something I said.  I said, “Haven’t seen you for a bit”.  He said, “No, 
I’ve been busy – haven’t been in”.  “I’ve missed you”, I said.  I was levering him.  Then there was the time 
recently where I said to this young feller, “It would be nice to go to bed with you and your wife”, and he 
took it seriously and came back at me with it later.  “How about it?”  “Out of the question”, I said. “I 
hardly know her”.  But I did say I was sorry.  Told him some time later what I’d been playing at.  I’d been 
looking for property.  Seducing him.  Only to possess.’

‘I don’t feel as if you do anything like that with me.’
‘Perhaps I don’t.  I suspect I do.  I suspect we do it all the time.’
‘It feels right, though.’
‘Yes … it feels right for me.  I reckon what you said about Jung and anima was about right.’
‘Oh yes.’
‘It was a weird trip that night.’
‘Yes.’
‘You were worried about whether you were going to get murdered or not.  I got overtaken by myths 

and legends.’
‘Yes … I got caught up in the myths and legends as well.’
‘You became a part of it … played a part in it.’
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‘Yes.’
‘It’s pretty clear that you’re an anima for me.  Am I an animus for you?’
‘I suppose so … with me getting so involved in it.  Your face is very familiar.  I feel sort of at home with 

you.  It feels right.’
‘Not in any Hollywood sense of romance or …’
‘No ... oh no.’
‘But there is sex in it.’
‘Oh yes.’
‘We still have a touching relationship.’
‘Yes.’
‘The sex part is there for me, too.  I wouldn’t want to lose that part of it.  You’re very beautiful to me.  We 

seem to have stopped skirmishing.  There was the skirmishing then suddenly it dawns again, the domain 
like before.  It’s like smoking dope.  You smoke a couple of joints, wondering why it’s not happening and 
if it’s going to happen again and suddenly it starts and here we are again.  You sort of glow with it, bloom 
with it.’

‘It’s difficult to put into words.  You’re special.  I’ve never met anyone where it’s like we are.  Easy.  
Natural.’

‘Like a sexy brother and sister.’
‘Yes.  Sexy brother.’
‘There are strange bits.  I don’t regret it when you have to go away.’
‘Oh?’
‘I don’t want you to go away.  It’s just that, when you do, it’s as inevitable as pain, suffering, life, death, 

injustice, hatred.  It’s inevitable.’
‘Mmmm.’

On 16th February 1968 Anthea Mason and I were married at Leeds Registry Office, not long before 
the Summer of Love.
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B E C O M I N G

Anthea is physically the opposite of me.  She has dark hair, a dark complexion, and features that could 
originate from a sun-blessed land.  We’re the same age.

We were colleagues … a Sociology graduate, she was teaching Social Studies.  She was born and 
brought up near Guildford, Surrey.  She’s nicer than me.

FACES

It’s odd that with so few variables every face is unique, apart from identical twins, and even there people 
close to them can see differences.  Even professional lookalikes are well below 100%.  For some the face 
is pretty important, because they see the eyes as the window of the soul.  Love at first sight is mainly to 
do with the face.

The first time ever I saw your face
Laura is the face in a misty light
Then I saw her face – now I’m a believer
I see your face before me as I lie on my bed

And sometimes it can take a little time:
I’ve grown accustomed to her face

Often the word beauty is used instead:
Your beauty that did haunt me in my sleep – Gloster, soon to be Richard III
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From Shakespeare to James Blunt and the epic simplicity of the amazed lover:
You’re beautiful

Story-tellers celebrate facial beauty:
Behold, thou art fair, my love; behold thou art fair; thou hast dove’s eyes within thy locks; thy hair 

is as a flock of goats that appear from Mount Gilead.  Thy teeth are like a flock of sheep that are even 
shorn, which came up from the washing … thy lips are like a thread of scarlet.

The Bible has it that the Song of Solomon represents The mutual love of Christ and his church.  A 
likely story!

In Manhattan, Woody Allen muses on what makes his life worth living.  High on the list is Tracey’s 
face.

So far it’s been men.  In Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen’s leading men make an early appearance:
Mr Bingley was good-looking and gentlemanlike; he had a pleasant countenance. …  But his friend 

Mr Darcy soon drew the attention of the room by his fine, tall person, handsome features, noble mien.

But perhaps we’d better turn to a writer more associated with eroticism than Ms Austen.  In How to 
save your own life, Erica Jong’s Isadora reflects on her husband: … when he came home at night and I 
saw his glum and sorrowful face, I’d rebel.  Having a baby with him meant marrying that face forever.

Later, Isadora meets Josh Ace (Honest!)
‘I don’t know how anyone could resist you,’ he said.  What a gas, I thought, looking at his warm 

face, his aquiline nose, his freckles, his furry beard, his rabbit-toothed smile.

It seems that men and women from Solomon onwards rate the face as the prime mover in sexual 
attraction.  But why?  When I put this question to my Psychology graduate daughter, Anna, she said 
genetic coding.  But that’s not what I’m getting at.  Genetic coding can explain our attraction towards a 
particular kind of face, but what I’m asking is, Why the face at all?  What is the role of the face in human 
evolution?

In terms of natural selection and the survival of the fittest, I should want to mate with a woman like a 
fertility goddess with vast breasts providing lots of milk and vast, strong, child-bearing hips.  
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But, when I first saw Anthea, my life-wife of over forty years, it was her beautiful and sexy face that 
captivated me.  But why?
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Anthea around our wedding
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Anthea in the ’seventies

  
Me: Why haven’t I seen a ufo?

Ufologist: How often have you 
spent the night on a mountain-
top looking up at the sky?
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bucketing wallop
of surf on shingle …

hissing rasp
of its return

SEEN AND HEARD

A Hull back street: It’s midday and a light, grey drizzle is falling steadily.  It’s a street of derelict office 
buildings and half-hearted cafes.  The street is lined on both sides by tightly parked cars.

From the right a young man in his mid-thirties advances cheerfully down the street towards one of the 
cars.  From the left three young women aged sixteen or seventeen clatter on precarious heels along the 
pavement, their shrill chatter sounding like a crowded aviary.  The one in the middle is tall and her long 
legs in tight jeans are like a pair of scissors.  Her dumpier friends paddle along in short skirts.  The man 
reaches his modest car and one-handedly wrestles a bag of shopping into the back.  One of the young 
women shouts, ‘Oo, it’s Mr Duffy’.

‘Hello, Mr Duffy’, they all chorus gaily.  As they pass, Mr Duffy raises a pleasant face to them.  ‘Hello’, 
he says warmly. ‘How are you?’  

They make aviary noises containing indistinguishable words that convey misery permeated with 
making the best of it.  They have gone past and Mr Duffy is levering himself into the driving seat.  The 
tallest of the three retreating young women hurls back a remark with all the venom and derision she can 
muster: ‘School teacher!’

LIBYA

Anthea and I decided to travel.  We considered teaching jobs in Bangkok and the Turks and Caicos Islands, 
but were finally taken on as English teachers by King Idris’s Government in Libya.  A week before our 
flight, with Idris out of the country, Colonel Muammar al-Gaddafi took over in a bloodless military coup 
on 1st September 1969.  Although the Foreign Office warned people not to visit Libya and we were unsure 
as to whether our contracts would still be valid, we were broke and had no choice.  We were on the first 
flight of non-Libyans allowed in a few days later.

‘The temperature at Tripoli is 90 degrees Fahrenheit, 32 Celsius.  There is a light breeze.’  So far, so 
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good.  And a good landing, until a soldier in desert fatigues and headscarf and brandishing a rifle leaped 
on to the plane, shouting in Arabic.  OK, I thought, I’ll tell you everything, just put those thumbscrews 
away – Prime Minister Harold Wilson, Chancellor of the Exchequer Denis Healey … but it seemed he 
was only looking for Libyans.

Tripoli from the Continental Hotel
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Our destination was Derna, a thousand miles east between Benghazi and Tobruk.  The Pearl of the 
Mediterranean.  We checked into a hotel and I made my first foray into Tripoli looking for food.  A market 
stall had some plum tomatoes and I pointed to them and asked the stall-holder how much.  He gave me 
a price and, having been warned by a travel book, I immediately offered him half.  He shook his head 
vehemently and rapped out a page and a half of Arabic.  I shrugged and strolled on.  It was later that I 
learned that bartering doesn’t apply to small stuff.

There was a nine o’clock curfew and I’d peer out from our hotel balcony at fleeing shadows amid 
racing footfalls and the occasional rattle of gunfire.

First thing next morning we went along to the Ministry of Education office along the seafront.  It was 
palatial, with wondrous ferns in pots and ceiling fans everywhere and cooling interior marble bowls with 
mini-fountains.  There was quite a long queue and we sat in line around a large hall, waiting to get to the 
desk up front with a man in a lightweight fawn suit sitting behind it.  We got used to waiting.  The Libyan 
phrase for mañana is far tardier than later.  Badi bocera means after tomorrow.  Eventually we were seen 
and we proffered our King Idris contracts a little uncertainly.  The man was warm and welcoming and 
all was OK.  And when we said we were broke, he even gave us a cash advance on our first month’s pay.  

The only way to travel to Derna was by taxi along the dead straight coast road, the Mussolini Highway.  
The taxis were six-seater Peugeots – not as expensive as here.  I remember it costing roughly the same 
as the equivalent train journey back in England.  As we had to make an early start next day, I went to 
reception and paid the bill the evening before.  The receptionist was male: no women appeared in public 
positions.  We shared the taxi with a couple of chaps in robes – it would make stops like a bus.  About 
ten miles out of Tripoli we came to a roadblock manned by armed soldiers.  I wasn’t worried.  It was a 
week after a military coup.  They’re bound to be checking up on people.  They wouldn’t be interested in 
a couple of English teachers.

A soldier spoke through the open car window:
‘Inglesi, Mr John?’
‘Yes,’ I said gaily, ‘that’s me.’
‘Please come.’
I came.  We walked twenty or so metres to what looked like a police station beside the road.  The 

soldier escorted me into an office where a plump, middle-aged official with a walrus moustache sat behind 
a desk.  His uniform was different.  Probably police.

‘Mr John?’
‘Oh yes!’
‘Passport.’
I fumbled.  Handed it over.  He looked at it, at me, handed it back.  I tried to assess the atmosphere.  The 

armed soldier was watching me carefully.  Was he watching for one false move?  The police officer.  He 
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seemed kind of … in neutral.  Was he being cool or was I confronting a faceless militaristic penal system?
‘You not pay hotel bill.’
‘But I did.  I paid it last night.’  (I could see it all in an instant: English teacher held by Libyan Police 

– Foreign Office in urgent talks – Gaddafi takes strong line – Western corruption not welcome …)
‘Show me receipt.’
I fumbled again.  Thank God I’d still got it in my wallet.  He studied it.  His manner remained cool, 

detached.
‘You pay up to yesterday.  Not last night.’
‘Pardon?’
And he explained that the receptionist had only charged me up to the time I paid and hadn’t included 

the last night’s bed and breakfast.  I paid and away we went.
It was an amazing journey.  To the left, occasional glimpses of the gleaming, blue sea; to the right, a 

desolation of sand, and every now and then a group of shanties, skinny men in jeans, women hidden in 
robes, the odd shanty shop, the odd café with a battered tin Coke ad, a camel now and then, skinny goats, 
and the vast sky and all the sand of what the German map we inherited from a group of departing US 
Peace Corps workers called the sandsee.  To the right of the road was a non-stop water pipe.  We learned 
later that farmers would illegally syphon off water to irrigate their meagre plots. Our driver, Ahmed – mid 
twenties – talked most of the time in halting English to relieve the desperate boredom of driving along the 
dead straight road with hardly any traffic.  There was a danger, he said, of falling asleep.  There was the 
occasional limo with black glass or even drawn curtains.  We stopped now and then at a shanty town to 
drop someone off and collect new travellers. 

Ahmed explained that there were two dangers facing the long-distance taxi driver:  one was the risk 
of a sand-drift thrown on to the road by the wind.  The car could slip on one and be hurled on to the 
surrounding sand … difficult to get out of.  The other was a sleeping camel.  They found the road cooler 
to sleep on than the sand.  Both dangers were more acute in the dark.

So it was that, as it grew dark, Ahmed pulled to the side of the road and said we’d sleep in the car till 
dawn.  By now we were the only occupants, so we had a bench seat each and Ahmed slept up front.  I was 
at the back and at one point during the night I woke and peered out of the back window.  The sky was an 
uninterrupted midnight blue with a diamond array of the most stars I’d ever seen.  The sand wasn’t the 
pureness of the vast sandsee – it was scruffy, with bits of stone and the odd bit of scrub.  Suddenly, I held 
my breath.  Lit by the sharp Arabian moon, stalking warily towards us, was a creature.  I haven’t seen 
anything like it before or since.  It was the size of a donkey, but it was more like a dog.  It may have been 
a wolf.  But a damn big one.  It was sand-coloured and short-haired.  It stopped a few feet away from us 
and sniffed the air.  Then it turned and ambled away.
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Derna by an Egyptian Art teacher

Next morning we drove on to Derna and eventually made the steep descent through the Jebel Akhdar, 
the Green mountain, and immediately saw why it’s called The Pearl of the Mediterranean.  The majestic 
sea rolled in vastly wide with a dozen gleaming breakers on to savage rocks or deserted, golden beaches.  
And beyond, Derna itself, a small town with palm trees, flowered gardens, shrubs.  It was the greenest 
place we were to see in Libya.

Ahmed drove us to the Ministry of Education office and, as I paid him, I didn’t begrudge the fee for 
such an epic feat of driving.  But his face hardened.

‘We agree three hundred.’
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‘No!  We agreed two hundred and fifty.’
He became angry.
‘Three hundred!’
We argued for quite a time, me maintaining a degree of injured, English sang-froid, but Ahmed in a 

furious rage of cursing and spitting.  We had nothing in writing. 
Eventually, Ahmed, still fuming, got back into the car and told me to accompany him, leaving Anthea 

at the Education Office.  He drove to the Derna Police Station.  Behind the desk  of the main office was a 
uniformed officer, plump and middle-aged and wearing a fez which looked a bit out of place with a desert 
policeman’s uniform of sandy drill.

Fortunately his English was good and, after Ahmed 
had attempted to get into the Guinness Book of Records 
for the longest prosecution address without pausing 
for breath, the officer patiently explained his case to 
me.  I reasonably put my case.  I suspected the officer 
would say that I was in the wrong – Johnny Foreigner 
and all that – but he went down the middle and asked 
me to pay Ahmed two hundred and seventy-five 
Libyan pounds.  I readily agreed and handed Ahmed 
the money.  Still sensing a bond with him, I offered 
my hand for a handshake.  Ahmed spat in it.  Looking 
back, I feel I was being mean.  But we were broke, I 
was in a strange country and alive to being ripped off, 
and I was absolutely sure I was right.

I’d only been in the place 48 hours and I was known 
to the police of two towns.  

For the next year Anthea taught at a girls’ school and 
I taught at a boys’ school. 

The cinema ... It was about the size of Odeon Three and 
the atmosphere resembled Saturday Morning Pictures 
from my childhood.  Constant audience involvement.  
We saw quite a few British and American films ... Brian 
Forbes’ 1966 The Whisperers and a Jeanne Moreau 
film, The Black Widow ... and now and then Egyptian Badea – one of Anthea’s students
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films which were like silent films with sound – a pantomime of over-acting with extravagant make-up.  
The birth of a baby – The father was a colleague of mine.  The army erected a huge tent on the edge 

of town.  At the entrance I took my shoes off and placed them alongside all the others.  Groups of men 
were sitting round the edge of the tent.  At the far end I spotted my friend, Ramadan, so I joined his group.  
There were five of us sitting cross-legged in a circle.  

There were maybe a dozen similar groups sitting round the tent.  The food arrived.  A large metal bowl 
big enough to bath a baby in was placed in the middle of us.  Each of us was given a spoon.  The bowl 
was piled high with rice and vegetables with a number of what looked like chops on top.  (I was still a 
meat-eater in those days.)  After a while I whispered to Ramadan, ‘When do we start?’  He whispered 
back that we were waiting for the old man to divide up the meat.  The old man was straight out of the Old 
Testament, with his robe, his fez, his long white beard, and his gentle old eyes.  Apparently, there were 
three criteria: size, youth, and whether there was a stranger.  I was embarrassed to find that I scored highly 
on all three: thanks to National Health orange juice I was larger than the average Libyan, I was a couple 
of years younger than the average sitting round the tent, and I was the only stranger.  The old man placed 
a generous portion of meat in front of me.  There were no plates and I quickly got the idea.  Each of us 
worked our way in towards the middle, leaving walls of rice between each other so that the bowl came to 
resemble a cartwheel with spokes.

Up the Wadi – a wadi is a dried-up river bed and there were lots of them running south.  A colleague of 
mine, Mohammed, invited us to lunch at his house, where he lived with his mother, with a ride up the wadi 
by donkey beforehand.  When we got to the house overlooking the wadi, his mother was sitting in front 
of a large bowl, patiently rubbing flour into couscous.  Mohammed introduced us to the three donkeys.  I 
felt sorry for mine: my feet almost touched the ground on each side.  But presumably he was used to even 
greater burdens, because he gave no sign of complaint.  After an hour or so I heard a strange sound in the 
distance.  And then, rounding a bend, we saw our destination: a waterfall cascading in a riot of dazzling 
diamonds caught in the perfect sun.  

Smuggling beer ... An alcohol ban was in place, although there were rumours that it was available here 
and there under the counter.  A restaurant we went to in the hills had wine for foreigners.  It was available 
at the army base in Tobruk, where I met Taffy, my batman for the evening.  He was a good darts player 
and in the tournament he was drawn against the Brigadier.  Taffy cracked off with his usual double 20 and 
two trebles.  The Brigadier, red in the face already, struggled to find double 19.  In a few minutes Taffy left 
himself double top and repeatedly missed it until the Brigadier managed to finish.  I asked him afterwards 
what was going on.  ‘Nobody beats the Brig,’ said Taffy.  He gave me a couple of bottles of whisky and a 
crate of little bulbous flasks of superb lager to take home.  During the drive back I kept my fingers crossed 
against an accident.

But it soon ran out and I had to devise some sort of system.  When I went to our post office box, there 
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was sometimes a note saying I had a parcel to collect.  I would collect the parcel from the post office with 
instructions to take it to the Customs office at the harbour for it to be approved.  My brother-in-law, Chris, 
would send home-made beer kits.  On the way to the Customs I’d unwrap the beer kit and replace it with 
an Aunt Jemima’s Cake Mix bought from Suleiman Dibani’s corner shop.  I’d open it joyfully before the 
Customs officers: ‘Oh, it’s another lovely cake from auntie’.  One time the weather was so hot that my 
plastic barrel of beer went off.  Like vinegar.  When I mentioned this to the Libyan friends who had called 
by for a glass or two, they insisted on taking it away to drink down on the beach at dead of night.  I could 
see the headlines in The Libyan Mail: British teacher arrested after six poisoned.

An evening of song and dance ... given by the girls of Zahara School, 16th April 1970,  before an 
audience of fellow-students, parents, friends, and neighbours.  Everything in Arabic.  I remember an 
evening of lively and colourful pantomime.  Review from Anthea’s notes:

- Starting at six o’clock, a reading from the Koran ... sung against the usual indifferent chatter
- All stand for the national anthem ... drums and accordion
- Introduction by a teacher, who mentions the events of the September Revolution
- Introduction by the headmistress, who also refers to September
- We’re taken to 6.30 with singing and dancing by 20 girls dressed in white with garlands ... the 

dancing is rather clumsy
- Up to seven with a sung dialogue to a chorus of 4 ...  I as man/I as woman ... this was about courtship 

and marriage and made the audience laugh.  It was professionally done with good expression
- A chorus of 4 dressed as soldiers ... a fairy raced on and distributed flowers
- One lone acrobat ... each flip etc wasn’t quite finished ... whistles
- Song ... lead singer and chorus ... singer very good
- Up to 7.30, 8 dancers in white, now and then stopping to salute the large photo of the Colonel at the 

back of the stage surrounded by a photo montage illustrating the Revolution 
- A Play ... mother tries to persuade sleeping daughter to go to school ... reluctantly she goes, but only 

to make the tea.  The play’s performed to constant noise and whistles from the audience
- A Play ... in the doctor’s surgery ... 2 women and a man ... the doctor and his assistants ... a lazy boy 

comes from school to clean the floor
- Poem
- Up to 8.30 with two acrobats
- Poem ... mother’s moral advice to her son ... ends with a celebration of the Revolution
- Ending around 8.45 with a group dancing the Twist.
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Wedding – It was a marriage made in jannah: the union of the handsome, heroic army officer and the 
beautiful heiress.  We were invited to the celebrations the day before the ceremony.  Anthea went to the 
bride’s day of preparation, where the bride sat to be dressed in her raiment and finery and to receive unction 
from the women helpers.  She was also decked out in gold ornamentation, including the traditional, heavy, 
pure gold fish.  The gold was her dowry. 

I went to the groom’s festivities, where we feasted on a roof top under the star-spangled, midnight 
blue sky and drank sadaga – my friend – a fizzy lemonade.  The music was records of the ubiquitous 
Oom Kalthoun, the Egyptian singer with the mighty contralto.  She was so legendary that an American 
researcher had asked the Egyptian authorities if he could have her vocal chords on her death.  He would 
pay good money.  The authorities turned him down.  On one occasion I heard a recording of her singing 
a lament.  I asked Ramadan what she was singing about: ‘She is old and looks sadly at young lovers’.  
Suddenly the music changed to a rhythmic, driving, gipsy dance music.  Moorish?  And, quite a shock 
in this sexually Puritanical culture, a gipsy-wraith of a woman danced into our midst with arms aloft to 
reveal her shapeliness in a scarlet and emerald dress.  Flicking her fingers like castanets, she twirled and 
whirled and tossed her hair and shook her dress and then launched into a lascivious belly dance as her 
hips and tummy bucketed back and forth and insinuated their way into a thousand Arab dreams and one 
or two Yorkshire ones.

Next day there was the ceremony and afterwards the couple left in the officer’s curtained Mercedes along 
the Mussolini Highway, the coast road straight as a runway, to their honeymoon amid the sophistication 
of Egypt.  They crashed headlong into a lorry coming the other way and were rushed to hospital, where 
their lives were saved.  But they were disfigured for the rest of their lives.

SNAPSHOTS

The view from the window – There were British and foreigners’ sectors, but we lived deep in the Arab 
quarter.  Across Hurria Street we could see the flat roofs of family houses where cooking was done and 
washing dried in the hot sun, blessed by the ghibli, the warm breeze from the desert.  Just to the right and 
across was a very narrow street and in the dark it was gently lit by minimal gas lamps.  It was like looking 
into the Old Testament.

Customs ... Consternation was caused on arrival among the Customs officers when they found in 
Anthea’s suitcase some knitting patterns and a box of Tampax.  They wondered in Our Man in Havana-
style whether the drawings were plans for some unknown form of weaponry.  As for the Tampax, Anthea 
demurred at demonstrating their use and watched as they tried blowing them.
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Hurria Street from our balcony

Our flat was newly built and we were the first occupants.  It was built with the people of Derna in mind, 
and just inside the door was a toilet which was the size of a shower stall and contained only a hole in the 
floor.

My classroom held twenty.  The empty window to my right was horizontally bisected by sheer blue sky 
and even deeper blue sea.

The Souk – a roofed aisle of merchants and their stalls amid spice-dust air.  Patient old men in robes of 
all colours, most of them resplendent in a fez, their antique faces in every shade from olive to mahogany.  

Only 5 months after the coup came the first seeds of the Colonel’s siege mentality.     
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The Colonel  – Soon after the coup, a motorcade accompanying the new leader, Colonel Muammar al-
Gaddafi, cruised with confident slowness through the streets of Derna.  As it approached Sharia Hurria, 
we went out to our balcony two floors up and joined the excited onlookers.  Gaddafi was standing in the 
front of an armoured car alongside Captain Ahmed, who had led the bloodless local take-over from the 
Derna barracks.  As they passed our balcony, Captain Ahmed, who we’d met, said something to Gaddafi, 
who immediately raised his head left-profile and engaged eye contact with us and gave us a handsome 
smile of greeting and welcome.  It was one of my rare experiences of being on the receiving end of 
indubitable charisma.

Celebrating the revolution along Hurria Street
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Feast – I learned more about table manners when our friend, the bank cashier, Ramadan, invited us to 
his house for lunch.  As we entered the main room, our eyes widened at the array of gleaming food spread 
out on a large table in a wealth of shapes, colours, and textures.  Looking shyly at us from a doorway 
were the womenfolk of the house, who smiled at our amazement at the wondrous spread.  I bowed my 
gratitude to them.  They then disappeared, never to return.  So we were only three at table for a meal 
that would have left a dozen replete.  As I finished, I wiped my plate clean with a remnant of baguette.  
Ramadan immediately urged more food on me and added to my empty plate himself.  Again, as I had 
been taught as a child, I left a clean plate.  Again Ramadan urged more food on me.  This time I said, ‘I’m 
sorry, Ramadan – I can’t manage another spoonful’.  He looked at me in bewilderment.  Then his penny 
dropped.  ‘Ah, John, now I understand.  In Libya we always leave a bit on the plate to show that we are 
full.’

Ramadan

Triumph – Soon after the coup, the new Defence Minister arrived in Derna to make a celebratory 
speech.  He had several armed bodyguards.  It took place in the main square where a huge, enthusiastic 
crowd gathered, some on the ground, some up trees, some leaning excitedly over balconies.  At the end 
of the speech the bodyguards raised their rifles to the sky and blazed away.  We are the masters now.  One 
of the rifles jammed and the soldier brought it down to try and stop it firing.  A little girl fell from a tree, 
riddled with bullets.

Picnic – An Egyptian couple drove us to a beach a few miles east of Derna for a picnic.  We sat down 
on the sandy beach, with the sea not far in front of us.  There were only a few people there.  We sat in 
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a line, looking towards the sea.  When lunch was passed round, it turned out to be lasagne.  But it was 
nothing like any lasagne we’d ever seen.  Imagine a large lard sandwich.  It was quite inedible.  Anthea 
and I did a whispered consultation.  Somehow we managed to bury the lasagne in the sand without our 
hosts noticing.  However, soon afterwards an army of ants arrived, converging in lines like the spokes of 
a wheel, uncovered the buried slabs of  lasagne, and returned along the spokes carrying visible lumps of 
the stuff on their shoulders.  If our hosts noticed this very visible performance, they didn’t say anything.

Mouth-watering smells came from the bakery on the other side of Hurria Street.  They baked French-
perfect baguettes, but the smell that lorded it over everything was that from the street vendor who made 
falafels –  spicy chick pea patties.  He formed them in a mould so they came out like draughts and then 
they’d sizzle in fragrant oil.  He’d scoop several into a submarine and cover them with chilli sauce ... 
along with roasting curry spices and early evening frying garlic from Mediterranean restaurants – right at 
the top of the Food Smells Premiership. 

Celebrating the British evacuation from Tobruk

Suleiman Dibani was another good friend.  He ran the corner shop at the end of Hurria Street.  He drove 
regularly to Benghazi and always offered to bring us items of food that we liked and that he didn’t usually 
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stock.  One such was cornflakes.  Soon after we bought some from him, he spoke to me in the shop: ‘Mr 
John – I give my children cornflakes.  But they no like’.  He made a pained expression and pointed to his 
mouth.  ‘Not good in mouth.’ Ah.  ‘Suleiman’, I said, ‘You’re supposed to eat them with milk’.

One day he said, ‘Mr John – this evening ... come to shop and we sit and watch the old men walk past.’  
I didn’t make it.  Something on the World Service, perhaps.  But I wish I had.

Suleiman with his children

Desert – We discovered to our wonder that Anthea was pregnant.  The British Consul in Benghazi 
advised us to have the baby back in England, as his wife had miscarried and they suspected it might have 
had something to do with the medical provision in Libya.  We finished the school year and decided to 
fly out while Anthea was five months pregnant and before the six months at which point flying wasn’t 
recommended.  One of our last walks took us for the first time way beyond the outskirts of Derna until 
there was no sign of human habitation and everywhere we looked was sandsee – the very threshold to the 
Sahara Desert.

Suddenly on the horizon we saw people.  Inevitably, as if by gravity, we approached each other.  As 
they approached, I saw that they were a family of three Bedouins – Beddoes, as the citizens of Derna rather 
scornfully called them.  The man and I shook hands warmly.  He was a sinewy, tough little man with no 
more fat on him than a crow’s lip. Our eye contact was deep and steady.  He was wearing a simple turban 
against the sun and a striped smock.  His wife was enveloped in a voluminous white robe, and shyly holding 
her hand was a raggle-taggle-gipsies-o little girl of about five.  The man reached into his rucksack and 
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brought out his tea-making gear: a kettle, tea-leaves, mint, sugar, and four little glasses.  I saw my cue and 
roamed the area picking up kindling.  As we waited for the kettle to boil, I discovered that, unsurprisingly, 
he spoke no English, so I tried out my Arabic: ‘Ana mudarris inglesi.  Ana nuskun fi Sharia Hurria’.  (‘I’m 
an English teacher.  I live in Freedom Street.’)  I could also do the numbers 1 to 10, but it occurred to me 
that they would be even more irrelevant than my Derna address.  As we sipped the hot, sweet tea, his wife 
suddenly opened her robe to reveal a tiny baby.  She then took out a large breast and began feeding it.  We 
watched fondly.  And then the man caught my eye, pointed to Anthea’s belly, smiled, and did the familiar 
rocking motion with his arms.

‘Aiywa’, I said, with a smile.  ‘Yes.’

Back in England we became the parents of Young John ... the same name only became a problem when 
we had a shared tennis lesson and when we were colleagues on a lock-up psychiatric ward.  (At the latter 
I explained that my son was known as Young John, but that under no circumstances would I answer to 
Old John.)  The arrival of my son was an amazing experience: every night, as he settled for sleep, I would 
stand beside his cot and not leave until I saw or heard him breathing.

We’d been able to send money from Libya to our accounts in England.  Our pay had been comparable 
with our English pay and income tax in Libya was then only 4%, with a surcharge to contribute to the 
Palestinian Fighting Fund.  We spent a while with Anthea’s parents in a village near Guildford and, when 
I got a supply teaching post teaching Economics at a boys’ school, we took a flat in Guildford.  Next I 
got a job teaching English as a Foreign Language in Bournemouth, planning to stay for the summer when 
they were busiest.  We stayed for four years.  Young John was followed in successive years by Melissa 
and Anna.

‘It’s a boy.’
I’m sport and adventures.

‘It’s a girl.’
I melt into awe.

(The sport and adventures came later.)

The insistence that there are no extra-terrestrial 
beings is as arrogant and ignorant as was geocentrism.
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SEEN AND HEARD

‘Everybody knows everything.’  It was said by a German – I don’t remember who.  Since I read it as 
a quote years ago, I’ve been wondering what it means.  I’m pretty sure he didn’t mean that everyone 
knows who’s going to win the 2.30 at Aintree.  I think it has to do, for example, with my feelings for 
my father.  When he dies, will he ascend to a knowledge of my true feelings about him – feelings that 
I strive to hide?  Then it occurred to me that deep down he knows now that my feelings are love-hate.

There are moments when I think I know what Everybody knows everything means, but most of the time 
I don’t.  When I think I know, it’s just about the biggest thought I’ve ever come across.

‘Each of us is a god.  Each of us knows all.  We need only open our minds to hear our own wisdom.’  
Buddha

DRIVING TEST

With our Libya savings we paid cash for a car.  I hadn’t taken the test and had no insurance, so I drove 
illegally for a while, including motorways and through London.  I was a safe and capable driver.  I then 
realized that, if anyone hit me, I’d cop for the lot, so I decided to take the test.

The examiner was around forty, with a miserable, skinny, smoker’s face and wearing a shabby raincoat 
with a scrag-end of scarf round his turkey neck.  After twenty minutes or so I’d carried out all he asked, 
with, as far as I knew, no mistakes.  Then he sent me out on the A3 Guildford-London Road just as the 
evening rush-hour was starting.  It was a two-lane contra-flow.  We went round a roundabout and up a 
slope and just up the slope the road was up on the other side, causing oncoming traffic to veer across the 
white line over to my side.

‘Pull in on the left,’ he said.  I signalled and did so.
‘Now’, he said, ‘reverse into the turning behind us and do a u-turn’.
I thought about it.
‘That would be bad driving’, I said.
‘Why?’
‘Traffic’s accelerating out of the roundabout not knowing that beyond the slope oncoming traffic’s 

veering over the white line.  You’re asking me to reverse and u-turn into a hazard.’
‘I’ve given you an instruction.’
I thought some more.  
‘I reckon’, I said, ‘you know I’ve passed so far and you’re getting me to do something that’s bad driving 
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so you can fail me’.
‘If you don’t carry out the instruction, I’ll cancel the test.’
I put my head on the steering wheel.
‘I think you’re bluffing.’
‘I don’t bluff.’
Suddenly I remembered the Stanley Milgram experiment in the States where white-coated officials, 

armed with nothing more threatening than a clipboard and issuing a threat no more worrying than ‘The 
success of the experiment depends on your co-operation’, were able to persuade large numbers of passers-
by to ‘kill’ actor victims for failing a simple quiz.  The driving examiner was my man in a white coat with 
a clipboard.

‘It’s no good’, I said, ‘it would be bad driving:  I’m not going to do it’.
Without a word he abruptly got out of the car, slammed the door, and left an unaccompanied learner-

driver on the Queen’s Highway with the engine running.  
Luckily I saw a photograph of the road-works in the local paper and copied it.  The AA said that what 

I’d done was absolutely right and they’d support me in my complaint.  The examination office said they 
didn’t enter into any correspondence about their tests.  I wrote to the Metropolitan Commissioner of 
Traffic Police – London and South East Division.  The eventual reply said that, because three other drivers 
had carried out that manoeuvre that day, it must be OK.

I thought to myself, ‘If those three silly idiots are allowed on the roads, I’ll stick to the pavements’.

the gentle wavelets
cream and swoon
on the clean sand

the night moon glowing

When my son, Young John, was seven, 
I asked him what he liked about his best 
friend, David.   He frowned and gave it 
some thought.   Then he said, ‘He likes me, 
he’s got a nice face, and he doesn’t fight’.
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SEEN AND HEARD

Young John, Melissa, and Anna were born in successive years and people often said, ‘What a good idea.  
They’ll be able to play together ... grow up together’.  By and large this was the case, but there were 
exceptions along the way.  There was the time when they were five, six, and seven, when we heard Anna 
in the front room crying her eyes out.  The other two were sitting on either side of her, looking pious.  It 
took ages to get it out of her.

‘Well, you’d be crying if it was your birthday tomorrow and they said, “All you’re going to get’s a 
banana”.’

Savages.

PLAYING THE PERCENTAGES

There was a friend of mine who left me with the feeling that I’d been robbed.  I’ve since learned about 
energy fields and grounding and protection, and I now realize that he was depleting my energy.  In 
addition, he rarely said anything interesting, but he seemed to find the things I said interesting.  One area 
where we were pretty close was humour: he made me laugh.  He was generous with money and a good 
host.  I’m sure that other people found him interesting and that he offered energy to others.

What emerges is that personal qualities aren’t absolute.  It’s an example of relativism.  We vary in give 
and take from relationship to relationship.  If I were to say of somebody, ‘He’s a bit mean’, I can only be 
sure that he appears mean to me.  He may be generous to someone else.

Auden once said that, if he were to love, he’d hope to be the one who loved the more.  I saw that as 
generous.  But a canny Frenchman remarked that in any loving relationship one will love more than the 
other, and he would prefer to be the one who loves the more because they are less lonely.

Whether it’s love, generosity, humour, or whatever, in any one relationship, varying from situation to 
situation, the two partners will share the available 100%.  And the shares will vary from relationship to 
relationship.
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INFINITY

While I was studying Spiritual Healing, a tutor told me about protecting one’s energy.  Apparently, when 
we’re wandering about the place, people can rob us of our energy.  To protect ourself we have to enclose 
ourself in a cocoon of light.  Imagine a star as far away as you can and then let its light flood all round 
you.  

When I tried, I wanted to send the star to infinity, but I couldn’t.  It stopped short with an unknown 
distance beyond it.  I had to cover myself with protective light from way short of infinity.  Would that do?  
I realized that I’d sent the star away in a straight line at around 45 degrees.  I was reminded that, whenever 
I tried to imagine infinity, I always went in the same straight line, but, instead of straining on towards 
infinity, it gave up the chase in the darkness and fell away.

On one occasion the line settled instead for a slow, circular descent until, to its joy, it realized that it 
had become the circumference of an enormous circle and that way it could go on circling lazily forever.

Just like infinity.
But then ... What about the diameter of the circle?  Ah well ... as ever ... back to the drawing-board.

THE FRENCH FROGS

We were on holiday in a cottage in Brittany.  Next door, over the hedge, there was a pond and every dusk 
there came the raucous cacophony of croaking frogs.

One evening I listened closely, and discovered that it wasn’t a chaotic cacophony at all: the frogs were 
taking turns, singing individually.  In the repeated, identical cycle there was one dominant baritone, a bit 
louder and deeper than the others.

All next day I practised my croak.  That evening the frogs were croaking in their usual way.  In the 
split second following the leader, I managed to insert my croak.  There was a stunned grenouille silence 
from the other side of the hedge.  Then the ole bull-frog started them off again and they let me in at the 
same place.

I was singin’ along with the frogs in France.
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CAR GAME

I thought of it during a night-time drive up the M1 to keep Anthea, who was driving, awake.  How did the 
next town get its name?  I went first.  Uttoxeter.

It was centuries ago when the very first Asian immigrants arrived in the village – a childless married 
couple.  To make ends meet they hired themselves out as baby-sitters.  One Saturday evening they were 
baby-sitting for the village clockmaker and his wife.  It was a time in our history when parents christened 
their children with names that reflected how they earned a living.  The clockmaker had twins and they 
were called Tick and Tock.  The baby-sitters decided that each would be responsible for one of the twins.

The evening had gone peacefully until the familiar signature tune of Match of the Day resounded from 
the television – the man was a football fan .  At the same moment one of the babies upstairs started crying.  

‘Your turn’, said the woman.
‘ No’, said the man.  ‘I recognize the crying.  That baby is Tock.  You go.  Me  ... Tick-sitter.  You ... 

Tock-sitter.’

THE ASSUMPTION

A friend of mine had moved in to his girlfriend’s house, where she lived with her two little children.  After 
a while he complained to me that she wouldn’t allow him to smoke or drink alcohol in the house.  And 
they were two of his favourite hobbies.  I learned that she paid the mortgage while he paid for the weekly 
shop.

I asked him if he thought he and his girlfriend had equal rights over the house, the welfare of its 
occupants, and what went on there.  He didn’t think equal rights.  ‘If not equal, then what?  90-10?  80-
20? 70-30?’

He settled for 65-35 in favour of his girlfriend.  Not many rights at all.  He had assumed equal rights 
when he hardly had squatter’s rights.

Disputes, unhappiness, despondency, anger, and the rest, can often be based on a false assumption.
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GOLF

When I played golf, a coach told me to keep my eye on the ball through the stroke and keep my head 
down, even after the ball had gone.

Sound advice.
The trouble was I had to bring my head up to see where the damn thing had gone.  Even using second-

hand balls, losing them at my rate was quite expensive.  So, the more I brought my head up to see where 
it went, the more the ball disappeared all over the place.

I was stuck in a bind.  The way out was a leap of faith, and that was high risk.  We have a stark choice: 
remain stuck in the dilemma or make a bold move.

CHILD HONOURING

Young John, Melissa, and Anna were born in successive years.  When I was a child, an only child, you 
could have entered our house and not known that there was a child there.  I recently came across the idea 
of ‘Child Honouring’: Were you honoured as a child for what you felt yourself to be?  I don’t think I was.  
I hope my children were.  With the arrival of Anna, the children outnumbered the adults and our family 
was complete.  You enter our house, you’d trip over a roller-skate, see children’s artwork on the walls, and 
hear the happy tumult of children at play.  And from time to time they’d teach us things.

BECOMING VEGETARIAN

It was Sunday dinner and I was playing the Victorian father, standing up to carve the chicken.  The 
children seemed to be speaking together:

‘Dad ... what’s that under the chicken?’
‘Oh, it’s nothing ... just juice.’
‘No, it’s not juice, Dad; we drink juice and that’s not juice.’
‘Well ... it’s gravy.’
‘ No, it’s not, Dad, it’s not gravy – gravy’s brown.’
I couldn’t answer.  I was too ashamed to say blood.  I thought about it for a while and on Monday 

evening we had a family conference, where I talked about my shame.  There and then we all agreed to 
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become vegetarians.  I’ll always be grateful to them.
The best argument in favour of vegetarianism I’ve come across is that our digestive tripes resemble 

those of the vegetarian gorilla rather than those of the meat-eating tiger.
Another piece of evidence was in Karen McVeigh’s report for the Guardian on 1st July 2009: ‘Fresh 

evidence from the largest study to date to investigate dietary habits and cancer has concluded that 
vegetarians are 45% less likely to develop cancer of the blood than meat-eaters and are 12% less likely 
to develop cancer overall.’

hidden beneath a leaf
crouching loose

a frog
in peaceful ecstasy

SEEN AND HEARD

It’s early doors in a Headingley pub and a group of regulars already line the bench seats in an alcove, 
backs to the wall, eyes gloomily on the carpet.  Over the bar it says 

HAPPY HOUR  

At the bar a trio of prosperous males rock and sway in their suits, another day of commerce almost over.  
When they aren’t rocking and swaying, they take it in turns to stand with feet wide apart, calf muscles 
taut, heads bowed: they wield their pint glasses with elbows sticking out, as if demanding extra space. 

Wigan Les comes in, buys a snakebite (strong lager and cider – gets you there faster), and sits on a stool 

Wicca is an Old English word meaning wise 
woman.  Then the Christians got hold of it and 
they seized its power and christened vicar as a 
wise man and witch as a wicked woman.  And 
they burned the wise women at the stake.
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facing the alcove of regulars, his back to the ebullient trio.  He wolfs his drink lasciviously.
Suddenly, as one of the suits takes money from his pocket, a ten pound note flutters to the carpet behind 

Wigan Les’s back.  With the ease and silence of mercury, Wigan Les turns and his skinny fingers tweak 
the ten pound note from the carpet.

‘I think that’s mine’, said a voice, somewhere between neutrality and belligerence.
‘I was just picking it up for you’, said Wigan Les earnestly.  Minutes later, when it had died down, he 

murmured, ‘I didn’t see that tenner hit the carpet: I heard it’.

PSYCHIC

It was while we were in Bournemouth.  Big Andrew was a colleague of mine and a friend of the family.  
He was a large, impressive man in his fifties.  One day I was eating lunch in the staff cafe when he came 
in and my attention was immediately drawn to his lower gut.  

The next time he came for dinner I waited until we were sitting back after the meal and sipping wine.  
Anthea was out of the room.

‘There’s something wrong in your gut’, I said gently.  ‘You’re worried about what it might be.  Whatever 
it is, the sooner you see a doctor the better.’

‘Haven’t seen a doctor for twenty years’, he growled.
Not long afterwards he spent a couple of nights in hospital for the removal of a fistula from the rectum.

k  u  n  d  a  l  i  n  i

It was while I was teaching English as a Foreign Language in Bournemouth with three lovely little 
children.  I was doing too much overtime as well as running my own department.  The workload started 
to catch up with me.  An early symptom was that I started to see out-of-body perspectives of myself.  
Instead of just walking down a corridor, I’d see myself doing it and feel compassion for how much effort 
that poor teacher was putting into his job, for the demands he made on himself, for how selfless he was.  
I saw myself as someone else.

And then I decided I was John the Baptist.  I’m struggling to remember the mindset.  It wasn’t just 
my name.  It was a self-feel of specialness and holiness, of certainty that my real self had lain hidden and 
now it was being revealed for what it was ... a believer in loving and giving and the life of the imagination 
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and spirit.  But I wasn’t the honcho.  He’d come after me.  And sure enough he did.  A short while later I 
knew I was Jesus of Nazareth.

It was as if the last lid had been taken off and my imagination soared unfettered into an infinity and an 
eternity of possibility.  And I was reaching for the nearest and easiest hand-me-down.  With no limits, with 
the shackles of the workplace thrown aside, I was free to ascend to messiahdom.

One afternoon I sat at my desk in my office and rang a pal of mine in another department.  I told him 
I wasn’t feeling right and then started crying.  I knew my time had come, so I rang off and walked home.  
Best place to die.

When I got home, I was so exhausted I just lay down on the settee while Anthea sidelined the children.  
I told her I was dying.  ‘When it happens to you, I promise you there’s nothing to worry about.  It’s just the 
exercising of a vast muscle that you always knew was there lying in wait.’  But I was sad to have to leave 
my young wife and family, especially now that I knew how much good work, proper work, I had to do.  
And what would it be like for them without me?

When the ambulance arrived, one of the two ambulancemen took one look and declared, 
‘Hyperventilating’.  Not dying at all.  Just a very fit and healthy tennis-, football-, squash-, and cricket-
playing thirty-year-old hyperventilating.  It’s all very well banging on about the exercising of a vast 
muscle, but I was mightily relieved.

I lived in bed for a while, furiously writing poetry:

African drums padded soft in the night,
A mouth organ moaned but ever so slight,
And far, far away a single chord hummed,
The sound of an organ, heaven’s artery strummed.

I saw a New York skyscraper and on the roof in the sunshine a gathering of beautiful hippies dancing 
naked in a circle.  I was climbing the skyscraper, halfway there.  An old friend came to visit and, as he left, 
he told Anthea, ‘Everyone should be like that’.  Hmmm ... maybe ... but I hope they’d write better poetry.

After a couple of weeks I managed to get out of bed and found a quiet pub I didn’t know and sat in 
a corner, scribbling.  Too busy to read.  I saw a psychiatrist and told him what I’d just experienced.  I 
thought I’d had a psychotic episode.  He very kindly wrote on the prescription for valium, ‘Anxiety’.  I 
suppose I’d had what most people would call a nervous breakdown.  I’d call it a nervous breakthrough.  I 
see it as a very fast learning process where the speed blew a fuse.  It was only later that I learned that in 
the East my experience is called a kundalini awakening.

I learned that it hadn’t been caused by too much work, but by too much wrong work.  For the next 
seven years I worked much harder in the right work.  I returned to Yorkshire where I belong, co-founded 
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an idealistic and pioneering school, and became a Samaritan.  Next I became the presenter of the BBC 
Radio Leeds breakfast news programme, again where I belonged.  For a while.

The delusion that I was dying was to recur at other points in my life where I was in danger of taking a 
false step.

‘All the myths about the rising of the kundalini and the accompanying loss of sanity are associated with 
the inability of the individual to hold awareness on several levels of reality simultaneously.  Many of the 
states that we consider psychotic may in fact be “ecstatic” ... people who report kundalini experiences 
... almost always report experiencing two parts of themselves: the observer and the participant.  These 
symptoms are identical to those of a nervous breakdown ... when a new channel of perceptual input is 
opened, as in a kundalini “rise”, the “overstimulation” can cause an “overload”. ... The experience of 
“the rising” or the awakening of the “sleeping snake” of the kundalini can make us feel so incredibly 
alive because more energy is tangibly available to us than we have previously had access to. ... That 
sensation is our life force moving through us, and it is very important, and it is very powerful.’

‘Wheels of Light’ – Rosalyn L. Bruyere (Fireside 1994)

‘“Holy madness” or “divine madness” is known and acknowledged by various spiritual traditions and 
is distinguished from ordinary insanity; it is seen as a form of intoxication by the Divine. ... Confrontation 
with the issue of death is a pivotal part of the transformation process and an integral component of most 
spiritual emergencies.  It is often part of a powerful death-rebirth cycle in which what is actually dying 
is old ways of being that are inhibiting an individual’s growth. ... In many traditions, the notion of “dying 
before dying” is essential to spiritual advancement.’

‘The Stormy Search for the Self’ – Stanislav and Christina Grof

A haiku for the poet, T. F. Griffin – a friend

I hope you’ve reached the serenity
to forgive us

for not being you.

Why, in English, does ‘I’ have a 
capital letter when ‘me’ doesn’t and 
it doesn’t in other languages?   I 
mean ... we’re up there with ‘God’.
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SEEN AND HEARD

Blackpool Illuminations.  As actor, writer, broadcaster, my work took me all over the country.  At Blackpool 
Airport I was an RAF officer with lines in a couple of scenes in a 1980’s series called Airline.  I was 
working two days with an overnight stay and, after we wrapped, Billy Fenton, playing another officer, 
told me how they’d spend the evening.  Apparently, they’d tour the discos and night clubs, revealing who 
they were and being introduced on the stage by the dj to an ovation. Then they’d be first in line to kiss the 
pretty girls.  Didn’t fancy it.

So I set off at dusk along the Golden Mile.  The usual stiff breeze blew in from the brown Irish Sea and 
over the tramlines, flush with the ground, where old trams trundle up and down lit up at night like great, 
swaying, gold and silver galleons.  No two trams are alike.  Inside they are pleasantly archaic, narrow as 
a ship’s galley, lots of old, polished wood, carefully worded notices: Children are not allowed to occupy 
a seat whilst adults are standing.  Only the conductor is permitted to open or close these doors.

Beyond the tramlines is the four-lane highway, above which hang suspended The Blackpool Illuminations.  
Not lights ... Illuminations.  At night they are glistening curtains of tawdry baubles hanging in the night 
sky in receding clusters becoming mist in the distance.  Clumsy montages in light reveal characters 
from nursery-rhymes awkwardly jerking into uncertain positions.  In the midst of the Illuminations soars 
Blackpool Tower, a skeleton of massy filigree, a scaffold to pleasure, lit by tracer racing up and down its 
dead limbs, while behind it a full moon lights the shifting clouds into snow-capped hills and, with the 
shifting of the clouds, the tower seems to lean forward as though falling.

On the ground, to north and south of the Tower, stretches the Golden Mile – a line of sparkling grottoes: 
Gipsy Petulengra, the legendary fortune teller, hidden behind the curtain in an exotic booth bathed in 
maharajah light, with an inviting glimpse of Eastern carpets, candelabra, and rich hangings.  And then an 
array of clinically gleaming stalls:  seafood, t-shirts, pop-corn, real American Burgers, Mod Hatter, Teddy 
Bears, Darts, Jewel Box, Amusements, Pablo’s Cafeteria, Giant Cones, Jim’s Big Bargain Bag – £1, Genuine 
Sailor and Fireman Hats, Oyster Bar, Dog Leads For Invisible Dogs, and a shop that proclaims its goods 
and services as Films – developing and printing, CB Accessories and Receivers, Walkie-Talkies, Patent 
Medicines.

The charred, charnel stench of burgers and onions, the cries of vendors selling fluorescent green bangles, 
the hollow, electronic monotonies of the bingo callers, the clang and rumble of another lumbering tram, 
a gust of beery laughter from a crystalline pub – and the mid-evening holiday-makers in procession ...  
children dazed with light and overload, harassed mums and dads, randy young bucks loping, young chicks 
tossing their hair with supercilious eyes, the elderly crouching along, arm in arm.

Blackpool – a name as familiar as candy floss, fish and chips, and home.
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ON THE RADIO

In 1977, when I was 34, I realized it was time to move on from the York job.  I saw an ad in the Yorkshire 
Post:  BBC Radio Leeds – Voice of the North required.  They were looking for a presenter for their flagship 
breakfast News programme, then called Radio Leeds AM.  As an only child, radio had been my brothers 
and sisters – from an early age I listened to adult programmes: Kenneth Horne and Richard Murdoch, 
PC49, Ted Ray and Kitty Bluett.  At the age of eight I was what was called in those days a latch-key child.  
My mother had taken a job as a typist, so there was no-one at home when I got back from school.  The 
first thing I did when I got in was to switch the radio on for company, and that habit has persisted to this 
day when I return to find the home empty.

I was given an interview.  It went fine.  Towards the end someone asked, ‘How will you cope with live 
’phone calls?  I mean’, he went on, ‘if a listener calls about school, there’s no point talking about the 
PTA’.  I thought for a moment.  ‘I haven’t mentioned this in my application’, I said, ‘but I’m a Samaritan.  
A call about school wouldn’t be a problem’.  I passed that OK and next I was invited to do an audition.  I 
learned later that out of hundreds of applicants ten had been chosen for interview and five for audition. 
As I walked towards the radio station and the audition, I stopped uncertainly.  Could I do this?  I turned 
Dick Whittington-style and looked back at the railway station I’d walked up from.  Should I go back to 
teaching?  That did it.  I walked on. 

They threw a bundle of scripts at me and said I had just a few minutes to sort them out into some sort of 
running order of thirty minutes, given that I was following a News bulletin whose headlines had been such 
and such. They included mention of a ‘live guest’ who would come in who was a New Zealander who had 
just had his book about New Zealand published.  I had to think up questions for a five-minute slot.  Then 
there were three discs I was to introduce.  After a while I sorted them and went into the studio.  There was 
a round table with an old-fashioned lozenge mike hanging over it.  There was a middle-aged man sitting at 
the table.  He introduced himself as Rory O’Dowd and said he’d be playing the part of the newscaster.  He 
had a beautiful baritone with a touch of New Zealand about it.  The SA told me to put the headphones on.  
(SA – Station Assistant: the one who sits at the control console playing in tapes and adjusting the volume 
and other mysteries.)  The SA explained that, when I saw the red light, it meant my mike was live and I 
could start speaking.  ‘When you say “live”?’ ... Not that live, apparently.  He left and reappeared on the 
other side of a large window and put his hands forward to the controls as if playing an organ.  

I had stomach shivers.  This was it.  The moment I’d been lying awake about night after night.  For all 
I knew, I’d dry.  Would I actually be able to speak?

Suddenly the red light came on.  Rory read the last News item and then said, ‘... and Radio Leeds AM 
continues now with John Hendry’.

And suddenly I was flooded with confidence.  The red light did it.  I knew instinctively I belonged here.  

Are you aware of the changes to the Employment and Support 
allowance?

If you are getting Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) and are in the work-
related activity group, you may have to attend work-focused interviews at the 
JobCentre Plus. You may also be asked to attend a work-related activity, to help 
you prepare for work, for example you may be asked to go on a training course. 
If you don’t do one of those things, and you don’t have a good reason why you 
haven’t done it, your ESA can be reduced. This is called a sanction.

Sanctions are getting tougher from 3 December. You could lose more money and 
for longer if you are sanctioned after that date. The JobeCentre Plus is writing to 
everyone who could be affected to tell them about how the new sanctions will 
work. If you get this letter, it doesn’t mean you have been sanctioned – it is to help 
you understand the new sanctions.

Up to now, your ESA would only be sanctioned until you went back and      attended 
your work-focused interview or started doing an activity the JobCentre asked you 
to do. Your ESA could be reduced by either £14.07 or £28.15 a week, and would 
be lifted once you complied with your obligations.

This is changing from 3 December. If you don’t comply with what JobCentre asks 
you to do, without having a good reason, your ESA could be cut by £71 a week 
until you comply. After you have complied, your ESA will continue to be cut by 
the same amount for at least one more week. The sanction could last longer than 
that - for two more weeks if this is the second time you haven’t complied, or for 
four more weeks if it’s your third time.

If you are facing a sanction and have a good reason why you haven’t complied, 
for example if you were too sick to go to your interview, it’s important you tell the 
JobCentre Plus. They shouldn’t sanction you in such a case.

If you are sanctioned, you can appeal against that decision. You can also apply 
for a hardship payment to help tide you over while you’re appealing, or until your 
sanction stops.

If you need more help to understand how the new sanctions will work, you can call 
the helpline number shown in your letter about sanctions from the JobCentre Plus.

You can also find more information on the Department for Work and Pensions 
(DWP) website at www.dwp.gov.uk. or from  the Paddock Wood Community 
Advice Centre at 64 Commercial Road, Paddock Wood.   
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I was utterly relaxed.  I picked up with my first cue, an item reflecting a News item, and away I went.
And they threw everything at me.  They put in the wrong taped interview, they delayed opening my 

mike, they played the wrong disc, they played the right disc at the wrong speed.  (I was later to discover 
that this wasn’t an audition – it was a rehearsal for a normal working morning.)  It didn’t matter what they 
threw at me, I was OK.  I could do it.  I ad libbed.  I made them laugh.  I got the job.

They started me off on the tea-time programme to get some experience of the live mike, before launching 
into the breakfast programme.  My first live interview was with Warren Mitchell, famous for his racist 
East End character, Alf Garnett, in the successful TV series, Till Death Us Do Part.  He was playing the 
Bradford Alhambra in his touring show, The Thoughts of Chairman Alf.  The day before the interview I 
saw the show at the Alhambra and went to see Warren Mitchell afterwards in his dressing room.  ‘I don’t 
want to know the questions’, he said.  I said I had no intention of telling him the questions and that I’d like 
it if he came on in character and later I’d do a normal interview.  Yup, that was fine.

So I interrupted the flow of the programme and  said, ‘Ladies and gentlemen, I’m sorry about this, but 
a rather scruffy-looking old man has just walked into the studio.  How he got past security I can’t imagine, 
but he looks like a tramp ... scruffy hair, a big moustache, a shabby raincoat’ ... and Warren Mitchell 
picked up in character and away we went: ‘Tell me, Mr Garnett, will you be hanging your flag out on 
Jubilee Day?’  ‘Yeah, I will, and it won’t be the only thing I’ll be ’angin’ out.’  On the BBC!

In the three years I did the breakfast programme I came to realize that lots of  people who work in radio 
broadcasting believe that, when they die, they go to television.  

The learning curve was quite steep.  There was the time the cinema event of the year came to Leeds – 
the opening of the first Star Wars film.  (This is an example of how long a working day could be.)  I decided 
to do a vox pop – an edited-down sample of public opinion – with children in the 7.30 queue (‘What are 
you looking forward to most?’) and with children in the cinema as the closing credits resounded (‘What 
did you enjoy most?’).  

It went well.  I got a variety of good quotes.  Editing the children queuing was straightforward – just 
remember, girl-boy-girl-boy.  Then I came to the quotes inside, with that magnificent theme tune swelling 
in Dolby round the cinema.  The trouble was, when I edited out my questions, the children’s ums and 
ahs, and the noise as I moved from child to child, I was interrupting the music, which became a noisy, 
disjointed cacophony.  It took ages to mix it so the music made some vague sense.  But I learned the 
lesson: edit the vox pop, then dub the music underneath from a cd.

I was privileged to do the job for three years.  I realized I was getting bored when I was struggling to 
think up ways of introducing novelty to what had become routine work and I came up with the idea of 
presenting the programme live while free-falling from ten thousand feet.  Time to move on.
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running order of thirty minutes, given that I was following a News bulletin whose headlines had been such 
and such. They included mention of a ‘live guest’ who would come in who was a New Zealander who had 
just had his book about New Zealand published.  I had to think up questions for a five-minute slot.  Then 
there were three discs I was to introduce.  After a while I sorted them and went into the studio.  There was 
a round table with an old-fashioned lozenge mike hanging over it.  There was a middle-aged man sitting at 
the table.  He introduced himself as Rory O’Dowd and said he’d be playing the part of the newscaster.  He 
had a beautiful baritone with a touch of New Zealand about it.  The SA told me to put the headphones on.  
(SA – Station Assistant: the one who sits at the control console playing in tapes and adjusting the volume 
and other mysteries.)  The SA explained that, when I saw the red light, it meant my mike was live and I 
could start speaking.  ‘When you say “live”?’ ... Not that live, apparently.  He left and reappeared on the 
other side of a large window and put his hands forward to the controls as if playing an organ.  

I had stomach shivers.  This was it.  The moment I’d been lying awake about night after night.  For all 
I knew, I’d dry.  Would I actually be able to speak?

Suddenly the red light came on.  Rory read the last News item and then said, ‘... and Radio Leeds AM 
continues now with John Hendry’.

And suddenly I was flooded with confidence.  The red light did it.  I knew instinctively I belonged here.  

Are you aware of the changes to the Employment and Support 
allowance?

If you are getting Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) and are in the work-
related activity group, you may have to attend work-focused interviews at the 
JobCentre Plus. You may also be asked to attend a work-related activity, to help 
you prepare for work, for example you may be asked to go on a training course. 
If you don’t do one of those things, and you don’t have a good reason why you 
haven’t done it, your ESA can be reduced. This is called a sanction.

Sanctions are getting tougher from 3 December. You could lose more money and 
for longer if you are sanctioned after that date. The JobeCentre Plus is writing to 
everyone who could be affected to tell them about how the new sanctions will 
work. If you get this letter, it doesn’t mean you have been sanctioned – it is to help 
you understand the new sanctions.

Up to now, your ESA would only be sanctioned until you went back and      attended 
your work-focused interview or started doing an activity the JobCentre asked you 
to do. Your ESA could be reduced by either £14.07 or £28.15 a week, and would 
be lifted once you complied with your obligations.

This is changing from 3 December. If you don’t comply with what JobCentre asks 
you to do, without having a good reason, your ESA could be cut by £71 a week 
until you comply. After you have complied, your ESA will continue to be cut by 
the same amount for at least one more week. The sanction could last longer than 
that - for two more weeks if this is the second time you haven’t complied, or for 
four more weeks if it’s your third time.

If you are facing a sanction and have a good reason why you haven’t complied, 
for example if you were too sick to go to your interview, it’s important you tell the 
JobCentre Plus. They shouldn’t sanction you in such a case.

If you are sanctioned, you can appeal against that decision. You can also apply 
for a hardship payment to help tide you over while you’re appealing, or until your 
sanction stops.

If you need more help to understand how the new sanctions will work, you can call 
the helpline number shown in your letter about sanctions from the JobCentre Plus.

You can also find more information on the Department for Work and Pensions 
(DWP) website at www.dwp.gov.uk. or from  the Paddock Wood Community 
Advice Centre at 64 Commercial Road, Paddock Wood.   
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CHANNELLED WRITING

In 1980 I resigned from my full-time job at BBC Radio Leeds in order to write.  I hoped to make a living 
at it.  I sold a humorous piece to Reader’s Digest and had three short stories published.  Writing two of 
them brought with it a feeling of holiness.  I said at the time that, when they were finished, I felt as though 
I wasn’t responsible for it.  I felt like their agent.  At the time I hadn’t come across channelled writing.

T h e  F e l i x  V i c a r i o u s  S o c i e t y

A small group of malcontents were lamenting the passing of heroic political leaders.  They decided to 
invent one, and formed The Felix Vicarious Society in honour of his name.  They fabricated an entire 
biography for him.

Vicarious was born in Buenos Aires of Anglo-Irish parents.  After English public school, he furthered 
his education at an American college.  He privately published a collection of essays of an ethical-political 
nature: it was called Towards Freedom and became the source of the Society’s many slogans and aphorisms.  
Much of Vicarious’s life remains a matter of conjecture.  It seems he was in Budapest in 1956, and Dallas 
in 1963.  During the ’sixties most of his time was spent in the United States, but he is reported to have had 
several meetings with Alexander Dubček, and there is a short and unexplained absence in Paris in 1968.  
In the early ’seventies he is thought to have been living in Hanoi.

More recently, witnesses claimed to have seen him living quietly in the Capital, though members of 
the Society insisted that he was living out his declining years in an Indian village where, as the sun rose, 
he donned a rough leather harness and proceeded to stumble round a well, drawing muddy water by the 
bucketful, scarcely stopping until sunset.  The villagers knew nothing of his past.

He simply arrived, and took over the job when the previous incumbent died at the age of 29.  There is 
a tradition in the village that, once someone puts the harness on, it will be theirs until they die.  This gives 
the holder of the position a religious status.

What little is known of Felix Vicarious comes from the essays, and from reminiscences by the founder-
members of the Society.  He is said to be bi-sexual, vegetarian, and a practising ecologist.  The range of 
convictions held by the Society caused it to become an umbrella for freedom groups all over the world.  
An artist who met him briefly attempted a line-drawn portrait, and the leonine head and shaggy hair are 
to be seen on t-shirts everywhere.

The Society holds annual conventions on the outskirts of international cities, and they are characterised 
by the catchy songs written and performed on stringed instruments by younger followers.  The lyrics 
praise Vicarious and are interspersed by mantras which encourage audience participation on a large scale.  
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This has meant that, whenever the Society calls a public meeting, the event turns out to be a major festival.
Rumours that Vicarious had left India and that he had been seen in the Capital started to worry the 

Regime.  They decided to put a man in, a new boy young enough not to be known but who had done 
sterling work among street theatre groups.  His brief was simple: find Vicarious and kill him before 
he had time to exercise his charisma in the Capital.  After penetrating the Society, the young man was 
shocked to discover that Felix Vicarious had never existed.  Nevertheless, hoping for preferment, he told 
his superiors that he had found Vicarious in an Indian village and that he had killed him.  The Regime 
released the news of his death.

Vicarious became a martyr overnight, and mass vigils were held simultaneously throughout the world.  
The Regime, fearing that they had created a greater threat, summoned the young assassin.  They explained 
their difficulty and then said that they had come up with the perfect solution, but that it depended on his co-
operation.  They said that the only way out was to persuade people that Felix Vicarious had never existed.  
They urged the young man to confirm this publicly, and to state, therefore, that the assassination had never 
happened.  They assured him that, although his promising career would be forfeit, a safe sinecure would 
be found overseas.  The young man agreed, the news was released, and the speech was made.

Shortly afterwards the Regime were alarmed to find that a large number of people were congregating 
outside the Capital for a special Felix Vicarious Society convention.  They were being addressed by a 
speaker.  He was an old man with a leonine head and shaggy hair.  He was wearing a leather harness.

International Media Consultants

Thor Moncrieffe had seen the advertisement in his morning paper.  He had decided to follow it up 
immediately:

IMC

The Liechtenstein-based group INTERNATIONAL 
MEDIA CONSULTANTS invite applications for a senior 
position in their mobile executive division.  The successful 
applicant will be a top communicator, adventurous, 
energetic, flexible, multi-lingual, and literate across 
several disciplines. Selection will follow week-long 
surveillance.
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Thor Moncrieffe had taught Philosophy at the Sorbonne, his play ‘Hazards’ had been the success of the 
year at the Royal Court Theatre, London, a monograph of his entitled ‘The Total Institution as Metaphor’ 
had been favourably received, and he had been expelled from Czechoslovakia after he had attended a 
Philosophy seminar in  a private apartment.  Of his seven languages, English, French, and German were 
perfect.  He had long wondered what lay behind IMC.

It was, therefore, with a considerable degree of anticipation that he entered the lecture room at 
Marlborough Park, the conference centre that IMC had hired for the week.  Thirty or so people were 
already sitting there.  A quick glance told him that they were roughly the same age as him and that there 
were more men than women.  There was subdued chatter, which hushed as the door to the side of the 
rostrum opened and three men strode up the wooden steps and sat down behind the long table.  They wore 
grey suits.  The two on the outside folded their arms on the table and clasped their hands before them 
identically.  The one in the middle, who had a bald head and rimless glasses, rose and cleared his throat:

‘Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much for responding to our advertisement and making the 
journey here.  We three are here as representatives of IMC to tell you a little of what will happen over the 
next few days here at Marlborough Park.  Some of you are applicants for a position with IMC and some 
of you are here as observers.  For obvious reasons, the IMC employees will keep their identities secret.  
The behaviour of the applicants will be observed in various ways, and reports will be made.  Throughout 
the week you are invited to take advantage of the splendid facilities, entirely at IMC’s expense, and that 
includes all your food and drink.  You’ll find  a video system in your room, there’s a pool, squash courts, 
indoor tennis, a multi-station ergo gym, a cinema, an extensive library, and secretarial facilities and telex 
can be arranged if you contact Marlborough Park’s Director, Major Rhodes-Stewart, who has an office 
just outside this room.  At the end of the week we shall return to say farewell, and to summarize the events 
of the week, before analysing the results’.

With that, the three men left the rostrum and, their heads held high, strode out through the door by 
which they had entered.  Immediately a buzz of chatter broke out.  It was again silenced when the door 
beside the rostrum opened and a man who introduced himself as Major Rhodes-Stewart handed out 
personalized letters of welcome, room keys, and brochures.  Having decided to wait until everybody’s 
excitement died down, Thor Moncrieffe went to his room.

Some time later, equipped with a plan of the centre, he set off on a tour.  As he walked down a corridor, 
a handsome couple strolled towards him wearing tennis clothing and carrying tennis racquets.  They were 
laughing easily with each other and Thor overheard enough to know that they were discussing the man’s 
backhand.  Before he could greet them, they stopped, unlocked a door, and went into the room.

The lecture room was deserted.  From the Director’s office came the rapid rattle of a typewriter.  Thor 
made his way to the recreation area.

In the pool there were one or two desultory swimmers.  A sun-tanned young man, lying on a massage 
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table, was having his body oiled by another young man.  From the gallery above the squash courts he 
looked down on the two games in progress.  In one, a fat middle-aged man was faring badly against a slim 
young woman; in the other, two athletic males were playing to a high standard.  In a corner of the gallery 
two women and a man were in earnest debate.

Thor set off for the bar.  Suddenly, two men came down the corridor and he half-recognized the one 
on his right.  It could have been the elder brother of Marc Rose, a former school companion.  He hadn’t 
seen Marc Rose since school days.  In fact, it would be how Marc Rose would look today.  Thor stopped 
and smiled at him:

‘Hello, it’s Marc Rose, isn’t it?’
The man looked blankly at him and didn’t stop.
‘No, I’m sorry.  I’ve never heard of Marc Rose.’
It was in the bar that Thor Moncrieffe was to meet again Mordella Kranski, with her Aztec features 

and her long black hair.  It was some years since the only time they had been together.  They had spent 
an intense week in Athens, lazing on Glyfada beach, strolling through the Plaka, or trundling on the little 
train to the high, cool air of Kifisia.  They had made love a great deal of the time.  For Thor the week had 
been full of sexual charge and easy communication.  They had not been in touch since.

They talked in the corner of the bar.  Mordella answered his question by saying that mainly she had 
been living with an Armenian banker in Paris.  In answer to her question, Thor told her about the minor 
success of his play, his monograph, and his expulsion from Czechoslovakia.

Their relationship quickly became as intense as before.  That night in Thor’s room they made love with 
all their former passion and languid detail.  When she whimpered, his orgasm bloomed and staggered.

‘Until I met you’, he whispered, ‘I thought I was the only one here who didn’t know somebody’.
Inevitably he spent the rest of the week with her.  With regard to the rest of the applicants or observers, 

he maintained a low profile.  Finally, to his intense disappointment, the last night came.  They were due 
to attend the farewell session in the lecture room at 10.00 the next morning.  They made love most of the 
night.  He resisted all temptation to ask her what he longed to know.  Somewhere towards dawn she turned 
to him and whispered:

‘Tell me something.’
‘I can’t.  The word “love” isn’t in my active vocabulary.’
‘Which word?’
‘The word “love”.’
Eventually they slept.
Next morning he woke to find her gone.  It was 10.15.  Thor Moncrieffe leaped out of bed and hurriedly 

washed and dressed.  The lecture room was deserted.  There was no sign that anyone had been there.  There 
was no typewriter rattling from the Director’s office.  The door was locked.  He walked carefully along the 
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corridors, occasionally knocking on doors.  He searched through the recreation area.  He shouted ‘Hello’, 
but there was no answer.  Marlborough Park was empty.

As he walked out through the main door into the keen air of a bright Spring morning, Thor Moncrieffe 
realized that his application had failed.

(Reprinted by kind permission of London Magazine.)

‘There is a Universal Creative Force connecting all beings and things, a source of love and wisdom 
that can be drawn from and revealed through the creation of works of art.’

Alex Gray, The Akashic Experience, Ed. Ervin Laszlow (Inner Traditions 2009)

‘I think people who create and write, it actually does flow – just flows from into their head, into their 
hand, and they write it down.’

Paul McCartney

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE?

I think it was Auden who said, ‘You never know what you think until you hear yourself say it’.  Think up as 
many statements of your convictions as you can beginning I believe that ... or I believe in ...  Maybe write 
them down and have a look at them.  It might well be that one or two are surprising.  Put them in order of 
your degree of certainty.  Try saying them out loud.  I keep mine in my sock drawer to take out and look 
at from time to time.  And perhaps change them.

Here are some I prepared earlier:

I believe in Democratic Socialism.
I believe in Vegetarianism.

I believe in consciousness after death.
I believe in a cosmic healing energy that can be tapped by anyone.

I believe in ufo’s and extra-terrestrials.
I believe in rock ’n’ roll.

There’s another way of uncovering our beliefs: it may be that what we profess as our beliefs are things 
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we find respectable, things we feel we ought to believe in.  On the other hand, our beliefs can be seen as 
unconscious, as the premises that lie behind our behaviour.  For example, I had long believed in gay rights 
without ever having knowingly met a gay man.  The first time I did so, my face froze into an expression 
of disapproval.  (I hasten to add that that was not my reaction thereafter.)

  

after the night’s velvet silence
the tinnitus

of distant traffic

SEEN AND HEARD

Before Anthea and I were married, her parents invited me to stay at their house for a weekend.  At the 
dinner table on the first evening were Anthea’s parents, who came to be Mum and Ken, her older brother, 
Chris, who came to be a pal, Anthea and me.  It was a fairly formal occasion that gave me the feeling my 
table manners were being assessed.  At one point her mother turned to me and said, ‘John, what do you 
think of Anthea’s bust?’  To give myself time, I explored my mashed potato and its fascinating relationship 
to my gravy.  I mean ... I know back in Leeds we call a spade a bloody shovel, but this was extreme.  It was 
an aspect of Home Counties lifestyle that had never occurred to me.  Presumably it was the done thing to 
discuss such matters with future sons-in-law.  I was aware that I had gone a little pink.  ‘Well, I must say 
...’, I started.  ‘It’s on the sideboard’, she said.  ‘Wonderful’, I said, ‘a local sculptor?’

FASTING

I’ve fasted twice – three days on water, five days on water and fruit juice.  It’s a good idea to have 
displacement activities around your normal meal times.  Go for a walk or something.  I only noticed it at 

– You’re beautiful.

– What’s that got to do with me?
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meal times and that’s only a total of around half an hour a day.  The rest’s easier.  
Another trick is to meditate while imagining eating your favourite meal.
I discovered that the deprivation has nothing to do with hunger or an empty stomach.  I lusted after 

oral gratification.

SCAFFOLD

I was 21 the summer I worked as a scaffolder’s labourer.  I have vivid memories of working 24 storeys 
up on a high-rise block at Mixenden near Halifax.  The strong wind was blowing the scaffolding so it 
swayed.  Eric and Bob told me not to worry.  There was the time a friendly woman offered us a cuppa as 
she leaned out of her kitchen window on about the 20th storey.  Eric and Bob vaulted neatly through her 
window and landed on the floor.  I shuffled down to the ground, mostly on my bottom, and waited for the 
lift.  By the time I caught up with them, my tea was cold.

When I was 45, builders erected scaffolding at our house.  I thought it would be a good opportunity 
to shin up the scaffolding and give the attic window a good clean.  I stood below, clutching the window 
leather, and looked up at the scaffolding.  I looked at the ladders.  I looked up at the attic window.  And I 
couldn’t do it.

When I was 21, I carelessly risked my life with 49 years to go.
When I was 45, I daren’t risk it with only 25 to go.

49 – fine and dandy; 25 – forget it.

long after
I’m still rejoicing

in the loveliness of your being

When our parents deny us love, 
they also deny us our natural 
need to love a parent.   It can 
make us seek love for a parent 
elsewhere.
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SEEN AND HEARD

A bus-shelter, Kirkstall, Leeds: It’s just me and two women.  One is elderly and, despite the warmth of the 
day, is heavily shrouded in a thick, pear-shaped overcoat.  Her companion is in her thirties, and is on the 
receiving end of the conversation.

A middle-aged man, minding his own business, walks slowly past them along the pavement on the 
other side of the road.  The two women freeze.  He’s gazing steadily at the pavement immediately in front 
of him, his hands deep in his trouser pockets.  His weaselly face is topped by a greasy looking flat cap, 
and he’s squinting against the fumes from a roll-up stuck in his mouth.  His long, oily hair hangs limply 
down to the worn collar of his shabby jacket.

The older woman turns to her companion and whispers darkly, as tight-lipped as a ventriloquist: ‘It 
makes my flesh creep just to look at ’im’.

WANTING

I can imagine Peter Sutcliffe, the Yorkshire Ripper, parked in a lay-by shaking with adrenaline and conflict.  
Shall I?  Shan’t I?  And I shall driving him to murder.  He wanted to kill, but part of him said No.  The part 
of him that wished he wasn’t Peter Sutcliffe.

Ask any smoker if they wish they could give up and, if they say No, they’re lying.  They want a 
cigarette, but they wish they weren’t a smoker.

In an ideal world people will do what they want to want to do.

THE PAINTING GAME

For 2+ players.  One chooses a painting from a book and the players independently write their impressions, 
their emotional response, the mood it evokes, what it’s about etc.  Then compare notes.  Notice how often 
the accounts could be of different paintings and how much we learn about the participants as well as the 
paintings.

Here’s one I made earlier with the help of my daughter, Melissa, my son, John, and his wife, Sonia.
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Melissa: Youthful fun.  Adventure but also calm – allowing the gentle current of the  water to take you 
along, no predetermined direction, just ... wherever.  Bright colours, innocence, purity, relinquishing 
responsibility – giving it up to the current.

Young John: This is weird.  Pampered Westerners washed up in paradise.  They have no feelings: 
they stare out of their expressionless faces in all directions, but do they actually see anything?  They’re 
so protected from the harsh reality of this place.  The backpacker culture that serves to reinforce the 
alienation they already feel in their ‘home’ countries.  Makes me feel sick, but I have been there.

Sonia: These dolls look like they don’t want to be on this makeshift raft.  Where is this?  How did they 
get there?  It looks like Sweden.

Me: An odd mix of Disney and danger.  It starts as a colourful image of happy dolls in nursery colours 
until you see that they’re on a real raft on real water, and far from home.  It leaves me with a feeling of 
unease.

PHONE-IN

Throughout 1982 I presented The John Hendry Phone-In on the Leeds commercial station, Radio Aire.  
It was a current affairs programme that aired between 10.00 and 11.00 on Sunday mornings. I read half 
a dozen papers a day, trawling for topics to talk about and also for tiny items that I could blow up into 
attempts at humour for when I did a live trail into the previous disc ’n’ chat show.  For instance, I saw 
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an item on page 5 of Wednesday’s Mirror to the effect that the British Rubber Company was to move 
its Luton plant, which produces condoms, to the company headquarters in Cardiff, where they produce 
rubber gloves.  (True so far.)  A spokesman for their marketing division said that in the event of packaging 
mistakes some customers should try washing up with three fingers, and others should just put it down to 
being a part of life’s rich tapestry.  Another was the news that a group of feminists had complained that 
‘UK’ was a misnomer as we had a queen.  It should be known as ‘The United Queendom’.  (True so far.)  
A spokesman for the Palace said that, with unemployment at over three million, it wasn’t the best time 
to rechristen the country ‘UQ’.

When the listening figures came out, it was found that the phone-in was the most listened-to 
programme on the station, even outstripping the breakfast show, normally a station’s number one.  I 
think it goes to show that lovers of pop music can also enjoy in-depth political chat.  One of the issues 
that featured quite often through 1982 was the Arab-Israeli conflict and it was a time of grievous 
hostilities, including the Israeli bombardment of Sabra and Shatila, which caused many civilian deaths.  
I was critical of this and a lively telephone debate ensued.  Next Sunday I was surprised to find a man 
in a suit sitting in the studio just before the start of the programme.  As I didn’t have studio guests, I 
asked him what he was doing there.  ‘I’m a guest’, he said, ‘to argue on behalf of Israel.’  Minutes to 
go.  I walked round to the control room and asked the producer what was going on.  She explained that 
he was a lawyer who had been invited on to the programme by senior management.  ‘Wouldn’t it have 
been an idea to let me know?’ I asked.  She just looked embarrassed.  As we went on air, it occurred 
to me to explain what had happened – that I had no idea the guest would be there.  I didn’t have long 
to make up my mind.  I decided it would be unprofessional to mention it.  I still wonder if I was right.

I did my best without preparation and, of course, he was well briefed.  Afterwards, off air, I said to him 
that the programme would have been a lot better if I’d known he was coming.  I was only at the station 
for that one hour on Sundays when there was only a skeleton staff, so for the first time I went along on 
Monday to ask the station manager how it could have come about that a live programme featured a guest 
the presenter didn’t know about.  His answer was glib: ‘There was a message in your pigeon-hole’.  Ah, 
there we are then.  Just one problem.  I didn’t have a pigeon-hole.

In the interests of balance, I did everything I could to find a guest to come in and put the Palestinian 
case.  I rang the Palestine Liberation Organization in London and the man was  cagey.  Naturally enough 
he hadn’t heard of Radio Aire and rang me back.  When I explained my predicament, he gave me a ’phone 
number in Bradford.  Eventually I found a Palestinian prepared to appear live.  He would only do so, 
however, if he could remain anonymous, as he worked for the NHS and feared for his job.  In Britain ... 
1982. 

We went ahead and he did well, fielding a variety of calls.  It was my only experience of dirty tricks in 
broadcasting and I wasn’t surprised when my contract wasn’t renewed at the end of the year.  
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VIVA PEDESTRIANS

While I was hosting the phone-in, I formed The Pedestrians’ Action Group, the only pressure group, as far 
as I know, never to physically meet.  Listeners rang in about the need for a pelican crossing here, speed 
bumps there.  One caller mentioned the need for a speed limit near his neighbourhood playground:

‘Are you a member of the Pedestrians’ Action Group, Harry?’
‘I am that, John.  I joined first time you mentioned it.’
What it was like.
Have you noticed how the very language is changing?  There was a time when the space for pedestrians 

in the middle of the road was called a traffic island.  It’s now called a pedestrian refuge.  What next?  
Sanctuary?

I sometimes call myself a Militant Pedestrian – the only way I’ll ever get MP after my name.  In 1992 
I appeared on Channel 4 with this:

‘The other day I asked my insurance company if they’d lower my premium because I’m not a motorist 
and therefore not subject to the motorist’s heart strain and injury risk.  Eventually they came up with the 
reply that more pedestrians are killed by cars than motorists, so I was more at risk.  Not content with 
deafening us with their foul noise, poisoning our air, clogging the roads, and frightening us half to death 
now and then, motorists are bumping us off in our thousands.

How about when we’re trying to cross a side road and cars turn across us without signalling?  Most of 
them don’t bother.  How are pedestrians to know whether they’re going straight on or turning off against 
us?  So ... we step out, hurriedly taking our chance, and nearly get run over.  If we’re lucky.  Pedestrians 
just aren’t worth signalling to.  We aren’t dangerous.  You can take driving lessons and pass the test with 
no mention of a pedestrian.

And then there’s the motorist who drives through a puddle and showers muddy water all over a 
pedestrian.  Why shouldn’t the motorist foot the cleaning bill?  More often than not they can avoid the 
puddle.  I’ve seen a really skilled motorist shower an entire bus queue in one go.

And you take those pedestrian subways.  We do a detour and find we have to wade through a filthy lake 
and risk getting mugged.  Why should cars have the freedom of the air, the sky, the birdsong?  They don’t 
appreciate them.  Cars should go underground.

And how about those spaghetti junctions they’re building all over the place?  Have you tried walking 
across them?  Detour time again.  You walk for half a mile on a ‘pavement’ a foot wide until you come to 
a crossing where you have to wait till Christmas to get across.

But!  They’ve given us The Green Man.  You press the button and wait.  A crowd gathers.  You’re 
waiting eight deep as the traffic surges past.  Suddenly the green man appears.  The first seven cars ignore 
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it and accelerate through.  Then it’s our chance!  We take a firm grip on our shopping bags and advance 
across.  Suddenly ... beep, beep, beep, beep, beep, and we all panic and throw caution to the winds and 
stampede across in terror.  The old and infirm are left behind to fend for themselves.  A bag collapses and 
apples and pears spill out on to the road.  The leading cars rev noisily, eagerly hoping for a chance to get 
at us.  Suddenly the cars charge forward, front wheels in the air, and we huddle together on the far side, 
comforting each other as the murderists gleefully squash the apples and pears to juice.

It’s time something was done.  I mean ... look what they’ve made of our name!  The very word 
pedestrian has come to mean slow, dull, boring.  So, it’s goodbye to the infernal combustion engine.  Let’s 
have a new image: WE’RE TALKIN’ WALKIN’!’

NOWNESS

I first experienced the Power of Now when I was waiting for a train on Newcastle Station.  I thought my 
marriage was ending.  I felt sad about the past and anxious about the future.  

It suddenly occurred to me out of the blue that I was OK at that very moment.  At the very worst I was 
feeling anxious.  But nothing bad was happening to me at that moment.

And the future would be a succession of moments like this.  Nietzsche helped: ‘That which does not 
kill me makes me stronger’.

SHAMANIC FANTASY

At its most basic level, a Shaman (male or female) is someone who goes into a trance state to travel 
psychically within the spirit world.  While there, magical action may be attempted with the aid of ‘power 
animals’ or spiritual guides.  ‘Pagan Paths’, Pete Jennings (Rider 2002) 

Once I reached a meditative peace, I decided to go down into the ground.  I chose a stone slab in the 
cellar and prised it up.  There was a black hole with a ladder leading downwards.  I climbed down the 
ladder, noticing the different colours and textures of the different strata.  It smelled damp.

After what seemed an age, I came to the end of the ladder.  I peered down into the impenetrable 
darkness.  I had no way of knowing how much deeper the hole was.  I remembered one of my mantras: 
Have faith.  And I jumped.

The drop was only a few feet and I landed safely.  Ahead of me was a dark tunnel seemingly without 
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end.  I wondered if I’d meet an animal spirit guide.
Suddenly in the gloom I became aware of a creature standing in front of me.  It was taller than me and, 

as far as I could see through its dense fur, it was powerfully built.  Its upper half resembled a wolf, but it 
was standing on two legs.  

‘ I’, he said, in a deep, accentless voice, ‘am Xavier, the wolf-man’.
I’d been warned that animal spirit guides are often very busy and that I should behave accordingly.
‘ My name is John’, I said.  ‘I hope I haven’t come at an inconvenient time.’
‘It’s OK’, said Xavier brusquely.  ‘Follow me.’  And I followed him along the gloomy tunnel.
Soon I saw a pinprick of light ahead.  When we came to the end of the tunnel, it opened out on to a 

vista of daylight countryside.
‘Don’t be afraid’, said Xavier.  And he bent down.  ‘Climb on my back and clasp me around my neck.  

You won’t fall.’
And we took off on a low flight over rolling green countryside that I was soon able to identify as 

Southern England.  We seemed to be flying over Hampshire towards the South-West.
I don’t remember flying back.  I don’t remember climbing the ladder or how I managed to get on to it.  

I was simply restored to the here and now.

What John experienced was a typical journey to the animal spirit world.  When you go on a shamanic 
journey to the lower world, the spirits that you meet will be allies.  The key that shows one to be your 
guide is when they show themself to you three times.  They can also give personal advice.  (Jo Purdy, 
Shamanic Practitioner)

INGLEBOROUGH

My favourite hill-climb, it’s one of the Yorkshire Dales’ ‘Three Peaks’.  It’s 2,373 feet (723m) to 
Penyghent’s 2,273 (693m) and Whernside’s 2,414 (736m).

I get a feeling of wilderness and great space.  Three-quarters of it is varied, steady fell-walking – a 
gentle ascent.  The last bit’s steep and (for me) slower, but not risky.

Wainwright: The summit of Ingleborough is a place of legend and history.  There are still traces of hut 
circles attributed to an Iron Age occupation and, at the time of the Roman invasion, the local patriots, the 
Brigantes, established a hill fort to resist the foreign legions’.

Once I climbed Ingleborough with my Springer-Collie, Bracken.  As we approached the summit, a jet 
plane flew past below us.
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flurry of dark wings
the blackbird alights

to tailor-trim perfection

SCENE AND HEARD

Harry’s Game: My delusion that I’m dying has appeared at times where I’m in danger of taking a false 
step.  For instance, after an absence of fifteen years or so, BBC Radio Leeds invited me back to take the 
place of a presenter who was off sick.  The manager, who I didn’t know, said encouraging things to me: 
there could be a permanent job in the offing.  And then on the second Monday I woke up convinced I was 
dying and managed to make it to the doctor.  Nothing wrong at all.  But I didn’t go back to radio.

And you can also die on stage.  Or on a film set.

Wear the agonized, gargoyle 
facial expressions you see in 
the street: share their torment.
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Harry’s Game was an ’80’s TV drama set in Northern Ireland at the height of The Troubles – a 
euphemism for civil war.  The haunting theme song was a hit for Clannad.

I was a lieutenant-colonel in the British Army leading a house-to-house search for arms.  It was made 
for Yorkshire Television and they wanted a location that would resemble the urban blight of war-torn 
Belfast.  They chose a desolate patch of wasteland surrounded by old terrace houses in Armley, an inner 
city suburb of Leeds: it hadn’t changed much since the Germans stopped bombing it in 1945.

The script was like a telephone directory.  I eventually found my scene.  To say I had one line would 
be an overstatement.

It’s mid-evening and dark.  The Irish have erected a barricade and set fire to it.  The fire catches a bus 
and it goes up in flames.  They’re hurling bricks and rocks at the British soldiers.  A Saracen tank goes in 
through the flaming barricade, allowing the soldiers to race through and start kicking in doors, looking for 
arms.  Eventually, the lieutenant-colonel races into shot and spots his tank commander.  The lieutenant-
colonel goes up to his tank commander to question him about the search for arms:

‘ Anything, Barney?’
‘Not a thing, sir.  Just a year’s good community relations gone up in smoke.’
It didn’t take me long to learn my line.  But I still felt anxious.  It would have to be done in one take.  

Once the wooden barricade was in flames, that was it.  No second chance.  And that bus would be back on 
the 56 run later that night.  I had to get it right.

I know what it’s like to dry.  Lockjaw.  You can’t manage Help.  Nothing.  Not a sound.  So I had to 
find a way of remembering ‘Anything, Barney?’ if panic set in.  Barney.

And it came to me suddenly.  Wilfred Pickles!  The patron saint of Yorkshire actors and broadcasters.  
The first BBC newsreader with a Yorkshire accent.  He was the Dad in Billy Liar with Tom Courtenay 
and Julie Christie.  But more to the point, when I was a kid, Wilfred Pickles was a household name with 
his radio quiz show Have a Go.  If a contestant got the answers right, Wilfred would say, ‘Give him the 
money, Barney’ – Barney Colehan, the show’s producer, who went on to produce The Good Old Days 
from the City Varieties in Leeds.  Yes, I’d be OK so long as I kept the kindly old face of Wilfred Pickles 
smiling down on me.  Wilfred would see me through: ‘Give ’im the money, Barney’.

The day of the shoot dawned.  All day long I thought of nothing but ‘Anything, Barney?’  Evening 
came.  I was at the Armley location.  I’d got my uniform on.  A real armourer had given me a real gun.  I 
had to sign for it.  It was surprisingly heavy.  And suddenly the dread moment was upon me.  

The director was aloft in the night sky in one of those crane things they use to repair street lamps.  The 
scene in front of me was awesome in its realism.  I was an Army officer, it was Ulster, it was war.  A posh 
continuity girl came up to me wielding her clipboard.  (Why were they always posh?)

‘Don’t say “Barney”.’
‘WHAT?’
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‘Don’t  say “Barney”.’
‘WHY NOT?’
‘There’s a Barney in the preceding scene.’
‘WHAT SHALL I SAY?’
‘Think up a name.  Anything.  But not Barney.’  And away she went.
Think of a name.  Fast.  Sean Connery.  Yes!  He’s good.  ‘Anything, Sean?’  YOU  CAN’T HAVE A 

SOLDIER CALLED ‘SEAN’ IN THE BRITISH ARMY IN IRELAND!  ‘Anything, Seamus?’  This is getting 
ridiculous.  ‘Anything, Paddy?’  But Wilfred’s still there ... kindly face ... looking down on me.

The bricks and rocks start.  The ‘Irish’ extras start shouting and bashing dustbin lids with sticks.  The 
barricade goes up in flames.  The bus is on fire.  Up aloft there’s the director and the beady eye of the 
camera.  The huge Saracen tank drives in over the flaming barricade, soldiers hurtle all over the place.  
And someone pushes me in the back.  

I race into the hellish mayhem and there’s my tank commander.  I grab his arm and stare manically 
into his eyes:

‘ Give him the money, Mike!’

ARTWORK

I was chatting with the Leeds Surrealist artist and writer, Tony Earnshaw, and I mentioned that I couldn’t 
draw.  It was typically generous and liberating of him to reply, ‘Everyone can draw’.  But he hadn’t seen 
my efforts.  I learned the lesson early.

Throughout my schooling I attended art classes, but I only ever had one painting the teacher put on 
the wall.  I was surrounded by people who regularly had their pictures put on the wall, be they beautiful 
cottages, seascapes, or accurate drawings.  My only artwork to be put on the wall was my painting 
Mountains of the Moon.  It was a series of multi-coloured, sharp hills.  I was having fun with paint and I 
enjoyed it.  But I’ve come to realize that the reason why it was put on the wall was that, and remember it 
was 1957,  no-one could round on me and say, ‘But mountains of the Moon don’t look anything like that’.  
My efforts at cottages, seascapes, and portraits all fell foul of that knee-jerk criticism: That just doesn’t 
look like a cottage, a seascape, or Cliff Richard.  

In later life I joined a life class for a year.  The teacher had a good local reputation.  On the first evening 
she came round and looked at my drawing.  ‘The legs are too short’, she said.  A year later, towards the 
end of the course, she came round to my drawing again.  ‘The legs are too short’, she said.  I could have 
stayed at home.  Cut out the middle man. 

So I’ve given the following pages a title that gets me off the hook:
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ARTWORK FOR PEOPLE LIKE 
ME WHO CAN’T DRAW

DRIED FLOWERS

I enjoy making dried flower and leaf arrangements.  I dry them for a few months in baking parchment at 
the bottom of a pile of books.  Then I assemble them on cartridge paper to get the feel of the arrangement.  
On another sheet of paper I paint a suitable wash, usually in strips.  Then I attach the flowers and leaves 
using a drop of glue.  I place the finished arrangement in a laminating pouch and, protecting it with a tea-
towel, I iron it flat.  It can now be colour copied to make pictures to be framed, or greetings cards, or they 
can be cut up to make gift tags, bookmarks, or compliments cards.
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This has a background of freshly ground mixed pepper on paste.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

I know nothing about the techniques of photography.  All I do is wander around with a little digital in my 
pocket on the lookout for interesting images.

On the beach
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Beaded Antlers

On the beach at Berwick-on-Tweed I found a piece of driftwood like antlers.  I got it home and scrubbed 
and sanded it until it was as clean as a bone.  I saw that it had several joints like harps, so I strung them 
with beads.
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An art process that’s perfect for people who can’t draw is print-making ...
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... and prints can have a variety of uses ...
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Another thing you can do with tops is embroidery.
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I buy glasses cheap from charity shops and paint them using glass paint to create a stained-glass 
effect.  They make attractive candle-holders.  The effect is heightened if you half-fill the glass with 
water and put a floating candle in.  It illuminates the entire glass.  Rather like me, they look their 
best in the dark.
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Weddings and funerals ... bar mitzvahs a speciality

Mandalas

‘I realized more and more clearly that the mandala is the centre; it is the expression of all life; it is the 
path of individuation.’  C. G. Jung

I think the reason I enjoy doing mandalas is that they offer parameters.  I don’t get the slightly panicky 
feeling of an empty sheet.  
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‘[Mandalas] serve to produce an inner order – which is why – when they appear in a series, they often 
follow chaotic, disordered states marked by conflict and anxiety.  They express the idea of a safe refuge, 
of inner reconciliation, and wholeness.’

‘The Archetypes of the Unconscious’, C. G. Jung (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1959)

‘Mandalas are gateways to commune with a powerful force that we all can learn to connect with 
directly now.  They are part of our heritage, something for us all to understand and enjoy, the ultimate 
embodiment of essence, a magnification of our energy and connection to our source.’  

June-Ellen Laine, Cygnus Review, No. 7, 2009
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Planet Aurora

I mentioned earlier that the only painting of mine to make the wall was Mountains of the Moon.  More 
recently I’ve worked on paintings about my imaginary planet, Aurora.  One thing I’ve discovered recently 
is that we don’t have to settle for the first attempt.  I stick generations of efforts on the wall and watch 
them evolve to see where they want to go. 
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‘Nebula: a cloud of dust and gas in outer space visible in the night sky either as an indistinct bright 
patch or as a dark silhouette against other luminous matter.’  The Oxford Dictionary of English
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Eyes Closed

The great advantage of painting what I see with my eyes closed is that no-one can say, ‘That’s 
nothing like what you see with your eyes closed’.
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I like finding patterns.
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For me, these images of Paul Sankey and Kate Moss have power, grace, and beauty.  Because I can’t 
draw likenesses, I have to express these qualities in another way.  I used compasses.
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If you’re no good at likenesses, why not try designs?  It’s all just having a bit of fun with pencil and 
paint.

Original unpainted bowl by Create of Ilkley
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The psychiatric patients I worked with enjoyed working with felt-tips, as did several artists who 
featured in the Outside-In exhibition of work by similar patients.  I think it’s because they’re safe.  
This is ink and felt-tip on a watercolour wash:
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Collage enables us to express our senses of colour, pattern, shape, and texture.

collage with red dot

collage with herbs, spices, grain, and gravel
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yin and yang

‘The Dutch historian, Johann Huizinga, once wrote a book called “Homo Ludens” or “Man the 
Player” (1938) in which he argued that play was fundamental to human culture.’

‘A Bigger Message: Conversations With David Hockney’, Martin Gayford (Thames and Hudson 2011)

‘You do not necessarily need to be able to draw or paint to be an artist.  You only need to care about 
something’, Keri Smith
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ALCOHOL AND SMOKING

When I first tried to give up smoking, I decided that I’d only have a smoke with a beer.  They seemed to 
belong to each other.  It worked for a while, until I got fed up with all those bottles of lager for breakfast.  
I realized I needed to do something about it when I was at the checkout with some bottles of wine and the 
assistant said, ‘I hope the party goes well’.  I’d got enough to last me till Tuesday.

In the end I came to realize that the very minor altered states they afforded didn’t justify the cost to 
health and pocket.  I just stopped.

But it’s still a fact that for many people enjoyment of alcohol often includes smoking.  These days, 
with the smoking ban, lots of people even brave the elements outside to do both.  Others have decided to 
forsake the gregarious ambience of the pub so they can drink and smoke at home.

How many inhalations does a twenty-a-day smoker notice?  The first two or three in the morning?  One 
or two after a meal?  Probably the first drag on every cigarette.  But where does that leave the rest?  The 
95%.

It’s not as if they’re natural pleasures.  It’s appetite that doth feed on appetite.  And there’s the con.  
They think it’s a pleasure.  Compare the very best drag on a cigarette and the first sip of a beer or a glass 
of wine with ... waking up on the first morning of a sunny holiday, a favourite piece of music, the first taste 
of your favourite food, the view from the top after a strenuous hill-climb, the book that’s so good you hope 
never to finish it, the feeling of accomplishment at a job well done, good loving.

And have you noticed how smokers actually in the act are nearly always scowling?
Alcohol and smoking deliver relaxation, wooziness, drowsiness, fullness.  Like a baby at the breast 

sucking mother’s nipple and drinking her milk until full and sleepy.

DEPRESSION

Experts have predicted that by the year 2020 depression will be the second most debilitating illness in the 
world.

I was in my late forties.  The children had left home.  They were flying, and flying just fine.  They 
left home emotionally secure, free-thinking adventurers who were to travel the world.  My immediate 
parenting might be over, but I’d be Dad forever.  My ‘career’ as actor, writer, broadcaster, had come to be 
merely a way of earning money.  In a good week.  No soul.  I was drinking quite heavily – beer in pubs, 
wine at home.  I made wine from the fruits and berries of the hedgerow.  Anthea didn’t join me in pubs 
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much.  I was in largely male company.  Our lives seemed to be drifting apart.  I remember once saying to 
her, ‘Look ... I know we’re both married, but ... could we meet now and then?  Nothing serious ... just the 
occasional dinner, a country walk, catch an afternoon film?  No-one need ever know’.

I found myself standing alone at the bar, drinking strong lager and gazing across at the glittering beer 
bottles and optics.  People I knew might say ‘Hello’ and I managed an unwelcoming ‘Hello’ back, but 
that was all.  They knew not to stay.  They joined people sitting somewhere behind me.  Eventually, I’d 
walk home.  You know the old system in the States for testing drunkenness?  Can you walk the white line?  
Not a problem.  The trouble was, walking a straight line was all I could do.  Turned up at home dragging 
several lines of washing round my neck.

The worst was when Anthea and I were driving south for a holiday on the coast – always a time of 
happy anticipation.  I was slumped in the passenger seat, gloomily staring ahead.  Suddenly I sensed that 
I’d entered a cocoon of fog.  Thick as a duvet.  I couldn’t utter.  All I could do was try not to cry.

During the holiday we agreed that things had gone quite far enough and I should see a doctor as soon 
as we got back.

The doctor was a good listener.  He knew what was wrong.  ‘You’ve got Depression.’
Oh yesss!  Rock on, Doc!  I’d got something.  It wasn’t the real me.  I felt like putting a label on my 

forehead: I’VE GOT DEPRESSION.  It’s not the real me.  Oh wow!  That explains it.  From the rooftops 
– tell ’em all.  It’s not my fault.  I’d assumed that what I was experiencing was what everyone else was 
experiencing.  Reality.  It was just that they were putting a brave face on it and coping better than me.  
They were all stronger than me.

Drugs in a crisis, therapy for the longer term.  Antidepressants worked, but I wanted to be free of 
them.  I tried a series of counsellors and psychotherapists until I found the one that was right for me.  He 
helped me uncover the childhood origins of my low self-esteem and a compensatory tendency towards 
grandiosity, and he helped me accept myself, ‘warts and all’, as he put it.

As I look back, I can see that my kundalini experience was a learning curve so steep and fast that I 
was bewildered.  I emerged with a fresh sense of my authentic self, a new mission.  I suppose I improved.  
When I try to see the function of my depression, I see it as similar.  I think it was the result of a midlife 
crisis, a crisis of identity.  After immediate parenting, what was I?  Where did I get my sense of personal 
worth?  As with kundalini, depression had outcomes.  I got no sense of worth from freelancing around TV 
and Radio.  So I became a counsellor and eventually a healer.

Both experiences were demanding at the time, and not only for me; but, as I look back, I’m grateful for 
them, and,  if  I were to live my life again, I’d include them both.
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After listening to the Endellion playing Beethoven’s 14th String Quartet at Leeds Music College on 
10th May 2011:

sinuous insinuations
curdling ... carving ...

through woven entrails

SEEN AND HEARD

At the Nottingham Playhouse it’s the interval during Hamlet.  I could hear two elderly women just behind 
me:

‘I’ve seen that Hamlet in “Coronation Street”.’
‘Oo, have you?!’
‘Yes.  It’s a pity he doesn’t smile more.  He has a lovely smile.’

STARTING UP A RADIO STATION

On Friday 4th September 1981, I went to the first voice-over session at Centre Radio, Leicester, who were 
due to go on air for the first time on the following Monday.  The deadline was mercilessly inflexible and 
the Commercials Production Department was right in the middle of it all.  The salesmen had been out 
for weeks working to reach the start-up target in advertising revenue, and the advertisers, new to radio 
advertising, were waiting suspiciously to see, or rather hear, what they got for their money.

The presenters had been recruited and had moved into temporary accommodation in the town and had 
begun the tasks of learning the weirder pronunciations of local place names and sussing out the night-

For a relationship to thrive, 1+1 
should equal more than 2.  But all 
too often it equals less than 2.
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life, in whichever order.  The engineers had done the trial runs: their studios and equipment had been 
inspected by IBA engineers and passed as adequate.  Most stations have two live studios which alternate 
between programmes.  If you were to dig up one of those neighbouring studios with a pneumatic road-
drill, the sound would have to be inaudible in the other.  The studios are cocooned in a quarter inch of air.  
Everybody’s ready for the start-up, but what’s going on with the man in the middle – the man in charge 
of recording the commercials?

There’s a week to go and he hasn’t yet recorded one ad.  They’ve been written, in consultation with 
advertising agencies, or more usually with the sales managers or owners of local firms whose notion 
of radio advertising is that you put on air what you’ve been putting in the Leicester Mercury for the 
past twenty years.  But, finally, the scripts are ready for the voices.  He’s contacted his chosen team 
of a dozen or so voices and made tentative arrangements for them to come to Leicester for a session 
each.  The arrangements have to remain tentative because, although he’s got his scripts, his voices, 
and enough tape to girth the world several times over, his studio isn’t working.  There’s some suspect 
soldering deep in its entrails and the person who knows about those things back at the manufacturer 
is away on holiday.  Can the Centre Radio engineers handle it?  They can, but have they got the time?  
They’re still getting an inexplicable howl-round in Studio Two, and that’s where the breakfast show 
airs from on Monday.

Eventually, his studio is repaired and is ready to go.  One by one his voices arrive and leave him with 
hours of editing to do well into the evening ...  selecting the best takes, listening for every sound, nuance, 
intonation, selecting the best music bed, mixing it into the voice, watching the levels, indexing the master, 
transposing it on to cartridge, rushing a copy through to Sales for the impatient advertiser to listen to – an 
advertiser who is entirely unversed in the techniques and possibilities of radio advertising:

‘Oh no, I don’t like that.  I don’t like his voice.  I was expecting somebody more like David Dimbleby.’  
But the listeners don’t want somebody like David Dimbleby.  They want somebody more like Chris 
Evans, and they’ll buy things off somebody like Chris Evans.  The Commercials Production Department 
knows that, but Mr Slingsby of Slingsby and Marrowfat – Makers of Precision Tools doesn’t know that.

I got to Centre Radio, Leicester, at two o’clock on the Friday before the Monday launch and recorded 
ads there till five-thirty – the longest session I’ve ever done at a radio station.  The producer was Michael, 
who I’d worked with before elsewhere, but he was barely recognizable.  Before, he’d been a smooth 
operator in rimless glasses, efficient, with a cool and humorous outlook.  This Michael wore an anguished 
expression and he was racing about like a mad thing.  He greeted me warmly and hurtled off towards the 
recording studio, stopped, and hared back to where I hadn’t moved.  ‘Coffee, must get coffee.’  Then he 
hared off in the opposite direction and came back quivering and nursing hot beakers of coffee, still racing 
as fast as his unwieldy burden would allow.  We went through to the studio.  ‘Whatever happens, John, 
stay cool’, he said urgently.  ‘I’ve just about come to the end ... can’t do much more ... on pills.’
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I was OK about keeping cool.  There was no reason to be anything else.  I’m not involved, and I 
didn’t envy poor Michael his stress.  I just scan the script, spot what it needs, put marks for stress and 
intonation, rehearse for timing, go for a take, and do what the producer tells me if he or she doesn’t like 
it.  And I didn’t envy Michael his steady job, his reliable pay-day, his pension scheme, his boss.  I became 
a freelance because I quickly discovered that I disliked bosses so much that I would only be happy with 
a hundred of them.

For Michael, it was all right on the night.  The station made its first broadcast on schedule and all the 
ads were in place.  Next time I went he was his usual cool self.  Well done!

DREAMS

In the mid-nineties, when I was 50-odd, I studied Psychotherapy and Counselling, during which time I 
was a Counsellor at Leeds MIND.  During the period of my studies I experienced psychotherapy as a 
client, and kept a dream log.  My relationship with my parents was a dominant theme, permeated by my 
experience of rejection by my mother when I was an infant, and by my father from when I was eleven.  
I regularly have the experience of being invaded by the spirit of a parent.  It occurs spontaneously as a 
reaction to sudden moods, behaviour or thoughts.  From my mother I feel lazy, self-indulgent, vain.  From 
my father I feel cynical, judgmental, negative, bitter, angry.  My difficulties with him were echoed by my 
mother and her mother, my granny from Heckmondwike.  In private they referred to him as Little Hitler.  
Indeed, to hear his racist remarks to this day one would wonder who won World War 2. 

D R E A M

My mother and father are in the living room of my childhood home.  My father is as he was while I was 
a teenager.  I’m my age at the time of the dream – in my mid-fifties.  He’s repeatedly running at me, 
shouting hysterically, ‘I hate you ... Get out of my way.’  I say,  ‘I’m trying to get out of your way.’

It keeps repeating like action replays.  
My mother stands sadly in the background.  I defend myself while shouting again and again, ‘I can’t 

hit you ... I can’t hit you’.
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the swaying tops of trees 
the late leaves clinging 
are conducting the wind

SCENE AND HEARD

Plain-clothes cop: My agent’s touching faith in my acting ability was rewarded when I was cast as a 
plain-clothes policeman in a police series, Strangers (later to change its name to Bulman).  The lead was 
Don Henderson.  I was in just one episode.  One line.  (They didn’t take any risks with me.)  My scene 
was to be shot on the fire-escape of a rotting Salford tenement.  I got to Granada at dawn and we were 
driven to the location in a minibus.  The tumbril.  They were shooting there all day.  I had no idea what 
was going on.  I made the acquaintance of an imposing, young Afro-Caribbean who complained about 
the lack of roles for actors like him.  ‘I’ve done Othello at the National’, he said.  ‘What else is there?’  I 
almost mentioned Coronation Street, which I’d been in a couple of times, but instinct told me he might 
not appreciate the thought.  

Around midday I was given a thick script.  I surfed it, looking for my line.  Eventually, I found it.  
Apparently, the police were in pursuit of a suspect for something or other.

Plain-clothes cop outside on fire-escape shouts over to window: ‘He’s had it away on his toes, guv, over 
the railway line’. 

My line.  I stared at it.  I read it silently in my head.  I whispered it.  I stared at it some more.  It made 
no difference.  I hadn’t got a clue what it meant.  It could have been Serbo-Croat.  

Finally, the director came for me.  ‘OK, John, it’s your scene now.  Last one.  Thank God for that – it’s 
been a long day.  For God’s sake let’s do it in one, OK?  We’ve all got homes to go to.’

And he led me out of the building into the misty drizzle of a late autumn Salford evening.  It was no 
good.  I had to tell him.  OK, I know it wasn’t Macbeth, but, when all’s said and done, there is such a thing 
as artistic integrity.  

‘I’m sorry, but ... it’s my line.’
‘What about it, John?’
‘I don’t understand it.’

We’re born bi-sexual.
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‘You don’t ... What is the line?’
‘ “He’s had it away on his toes, guv, over the railway line”.’
‘Don’t you know your Cockney slang, John?  “Had it away on his toes” means he’s scarpered.  Run 

off.  Thought you’d have known that.’
He led the way up the rusty old fire-escape.  He gave me a walkie-talkie so we could communicate.  As 

if I hadn’t got enough to worry about.  Technology.  Then he clanged his way down.  I was suddenly very 
alone, cold, wet, and far from home.  I know what it’s like to dry.  Lockjaw.  I could well have trouble 
with this line, what with not understanding it for so long.  Then I had a brainwave.  In case I forgot it, I’d 
have an image that would unfailingly remind me of the words.  

Had it away ... toes ... railway line.
I don’t know if it’s just me.  It might well be.  But the image that leaped into my mind was of a very 

short man struggling to have sex with a very tall woman in the toilet of a railway train.  Call me old 
fashioned.  That’s how it was.  It may be that sex plays a greater part in my thinking than most men.  I 
mean ... I even find the quivering of a stubborn pop-up sexy.  But I knew beyond a shadow of doubt that 
if I kept that cartoon image on the very edge of my consciousness, it would be all right on the night.  

The walkie-talkie crackled: ‘OK, John, on “Action” I want you to grab the handrail and shout your 
line to camera.  Can you see us OK?’

I fumbled with the walkie-talkie.  Where was the damn switch?
‘Yes ... fine.’  I sounded hoarse.
‘Do you understand your line now?’
‘Yes.’
‘OK, for God’s sake let’s do it in one.  Been a long day.  Homes to go to.  ‘SOUND!’ – ‘Sound’, 

‘CAMERA!’ – ‘Camera’,  ‘TURN OVER ... AND ... ACTION!’’
I grabbed the handrail and stared fixedly at the camera: ‘So anyway there’s this little feller ... making 

love ... with this big chick ... in the bog.  Aaarrgh ... Take 2, sir ... homes to go to, sir ... you’ll love it, sir’.

DREAM

I’m a film camera shooting a film in Manchester.  I’m moving along towering, grey backstreets.  I’m 
at my height, but I’m a film camera noticing poverty and decaying, tall, old tenements.  Suddenly, I 
turn right into a sunny Sunday afternoon boulevard crowded with promenaders.  It’s like changing from 
monochrome to colour.  It looks like France, but I know it’s still Manchester.  I film the throngs of happy 
promenaders.  
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Suddenly, my mother appears as an extra, as she was twenty years before ... posh voice, theatrical, 
overdressed.  I film her and move on as she makes the most of her brief appearance.

Then I do a u-turn and the thought crosses my mind, ‘How will I know when the dream’s over and I’m 
no longer a film camera?  It will feel the same’.

‘Ah’, I think, ‘I’ll know because there’ll be a cut, and real life doesn’t have cuts’.
Cut to my mother’s flat where she lived twenty years before, and I’m showing her the film on her TV.  

She has a lengthy appearance.
‘There you are’, I say.  ‘You’ve got more of a part than you thought.’

GIVING AND TAKING

I’m a pedestrian and usually travel on foot or by public transport.  It means I have a choice between 
arriving unusually early or risking being late, which I hate.  On my first visit to Buddhaland in Keighley 
I was the first there and was greeted by a pleasant woman called Anne, who led me down to the cafe in 
the basement.

‘Would you like a drink?’ she asked.
‘No thanks’, I said, ‘I’ve got a bottle of water’.
‘There are books you could look at,’ she pursued.
‘No thanks’, I said, ‘I always carry my own’. 
I was showing her what an experienced and accomplished pedestrian traveller I am.  I was proud of my 

self-sufficiency.  And maybe scoring a couple of Buddha points.
Alone with my thoughts, I put myself in her shoes: I could have given her the pleasure of playing the 

good host ... to provide a visiting traveller with refreshment and the companionship of a good book.  I’d 
let her down, and I’d let myself down.

A contrasting example occurred more recently.  Anthea and I had come to include meditation in our 
Tantric Loving sequence.  We had agreed to start and end the meditation by pinging the singing bowl.  I 
decided not to end the meditation because I didn’t want to interrupt her peace.  So she stopped the meditation 
on two occasions.  Then she said she didn’t like ending the meditation: wasn’t she interrupting my peace?

I realized that what I thought was giving on my part was in fact taking.  By saddling her with the 
responsibility, I was freeing myself of it.  We agreed to take it in turns in future.

When we think we’re taking, we may well be giving.
When we think we’re giving, we may well be taking.
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DREAM

I’m in what resembles the dining recess of my teenage kitchen.  My father is pacing up and down the 
adjoining kitchen.  I’m tearfully saying how I’m trying to communicate.  I’m a teenager.  He’s the 
appropriate age.  

Suddenly, he rounds on me violently and stands over me as I cower.  He shouts, ‘What I’ve done to you 
is like little grey skeletons hanging on a chain round my neck’.

BIRTHDAY

It was lunchtime in a crowded pub and I was sitting in the corner with a friend who was to have his thirty-
third birthday the next day.  I sensed that he was in a state of anxiety.  He told me that he was anxious 
because he thought Jesus of Nazareth died at the age of thirty-three.  He didn’t think he’d be crucified 
on his birthday: he thought he’d be stuck there, on his thirty-third birthday, conscious and paralysed for 
eternity.

I tried to calm him.  ‘It’s not known for a fact that Jesus died at the age of thirty-three.  They only say 
that because 33’s a magic number – it could be a couple of years either way.  Besides, we’re fed a lot of 
rubbish that we take on board as ‘impressionable infants’.  Jesus born in a manger in Bethlehem, where 
“snow had fallen, snow on snow”?  The average temperature for Bethlehem in December is 24 to 28 
degrees Celsius!  And another thing, the images we get of him are straight Hollywood.  Did he look like 
Charlton Heston?  Did he f-f-f-frankincense and myrrh!  He probably looked more like Yasser Arafat – 
another Palestinian rebel.’

I wanted to prove to him that he had nothing to fear from the father of Jesus.  So at the top of my voice 
I shouted, ‘FUCK GOD’.

EXTRA

A studio at Yorkshire Telly had been decked out as an expensive French restaurant.  I’d been told by my 
agent to wear appropriate clothing.  It was full of hard-up extras like me whose wardrobe would have been 
more appropriate to a tomato dip.  The call-time was twelve noon and I found myself sitting at a cosy table 
for two opposite my partner for the meal.  There was nothing special about her.  She was merely a cross 

Suddenly, my mother appears as an extra, as she was twenty years before ... posh voice, theatrical, 
overdressed.  I film her and move on as she makes the most of her brief appearance.
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between Jane Fonda and Brigitte Bardot.  There was nothing special about her hair.  It just shone like a 
sudden shaft of summer sun falling over a gently shifting field of golden corn.  And when she smiled ... it 
wasn’t a special smile.  It just made me suddenly want to tell an awful lot of funny stories.  ‘My name’, I 
purred, ‘is John.  What’s yours?’

‘I’ll ’ave half o’lager.’
We sat there waiting for something to happen until around three o’clock, when suddenly a team of 

production assistants came round, dishing up ‘the meal’.  It was steak, veg, and chips.  Then we were 
given glasses of ‘wine’.  I sampled a chip.  It was cold.  I tried the wine.  It was very watery lime juice.  
At least in the pub on Emmerdale you got real beer.  Then the director came to the front of the set and 
addressed us: ‘Smile, extras ... lots of lovely smiling!’

‘For God’s sake’, I shouted, we wait three hours for the meal and when it comes the food’s stone cold 
and the wine’s corked.  And you expect us to smile?’

I don’t remember working for him again.

DREAM

I once read a book called ‘Dreaming About the Queen’.  A whole book.  Apparently, lots of us do it.  My 
one dream about her was a common one:  we have a protective role towards her.

The only glimpse I can remember is that we’re together in Piccadilly Circus.  It’s very crowded, but 
the crowds are ignoring us as we push our way through.  We’re in love and we’re trying to find a hotel for 
our tryst.  I’m trying to protect her from the scandal should anyone recognize her.  It’s my responsibility 
to find a discreet hotel.  The glimpse that remains like a photograph is of the Queen ahead of me in the 
throng, looking back towards me over her left shoulder.  But it isn’t the Queen as I’ve ever seen her.  She’s 
in her mid- twenties, coquettish, conspiratorial, and blatantly sexual in her eager anticipation.

For God’s sake, don’t tell her.

There are three kinds of people: those to 
whom the future is threat, those to whom 
the future is opportunity, and those foolish 
enough to divide the world into three 
kinds of people.
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early ... Leeds
lickety-spit office girls
a clickin’ and a-clackin’

SEEN AND HEARD

The Station Hotel, Chesterfield is vast and mournful, with a vast and mournful bar thickly carpeted, and 
with gleaming, coiled woodwork.  It was deserted after the lunchtime rush and I sat alone under the high 
ceiling, looking across the room and through a picture window ten feet high and four feet across.  It gave 
on to a view of the foothills of the Peak District.  There was a mountain with a bald pate, a girdle of 
emerald conifers, and a gradual degeneration of scrub.

I wondered why it was that, after a century of Impressionism and Post-Impressionism, I was still 
looking at a Constable.  Why had my eye remained so untutored?  In frustration, I focussed on the glass 
of the window.  The scene beyond, my focus still on the window, became a Cezanne.

I realized that Cezanne wasn’t the last of the Impressionists, nor was he the first of the Cubists.  He was 
short-sighted.  He painted what he saw.

AUDIOBOOKS

Reading audiobooks was one of my favourite ways of earning what I laughingly called a living.  You have 
to prepare them very carefully.  They’re novels, not plays, so you have to write in ‘stage directions’.  The 
margins become filled with reminders as to an accent or a mood.  It can get tricky.  ‘ “Good morning”, 
said the twenty-three-year old Patagonian trans-sexual wetnurse.’  How does she speak?  Just give her a 
vaguely Spanish accent and hope no reader knows Patagonian.  But occasionally it wasn’t just a matter of 
accents.  Sometimes it was the very writing itself.

There was the time I was reading a Home Counties thriller.  I said to the two women through the glass 
in the control room, ‘Look, when we get to page 67, for God’s sake don’t laugh, because if you set me off 
we’ll be here till Christmas’.  ‘What is it, John?’  ‘I daren’t say ... let’s just do it.’

The plot concerned a serial rapist on the loose in the village.  On page 67 a little old lady tells a 
policeman what happened: ‘Well ... I was walking down the lane one night and he came up behind me and 
... and ... put his hand round my mouth.  And then he produced a dagger ... and suddenly I felt a little prick’.
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Who writes this stuff?  Some over-protected dowager from Harpenden?  But, if you ever chance to 
listen to this audiobook, you might just notice a slight tension in the reader’s voice around page 67.

BECOMING A BUDDHIST

It was 1st January 2007, the day I gave up alcohol.  I’d been a veggie for years.  Something made me read 
a few books on Buddhism.  I quickly realized that it wasn’t a conversion: I already was a Buddhist and 
had been for some time.  I don’t believe in killing even a fly and have gone to lengths to rescue them from 
the washing up bowl and dry them out on kitchen paper.  I liked the idea of non-attachment ... to material 
objects and even people.  It made sense to me to try and eliminate the ego.  I liked the principle of mind 
over matter.  I liked the idea of Buddha being a bloke rather than a god.  It was a secular belief system.

I went to some meetings at Buddhaland in Keighley and the honcho there was asked a question that 
I’d been pondering over myself.  ‘Is it OK to feel attachment to our family, our furniture?’  The pleasant 
young monk answered, ‘It’s OK to feel attachment to our family, so long as the love is a giving love and 
not a demanding one, and it’s OK to have attachment to our furniture, so long as we know that we would 
be prepared to live without it.  Buddhists’, he smiled, ‘have it both ways’.  Sounded fine to me.  There was 
no solemnity, no pontificating.  There was a spirit of fun and friendliness.

I also liked the emphasis placed on harmful mindsets ... the idea that we invent problems because of 
our mental attitude.  Straight Cognitive Therapy.  I agree with the three toxins:  ignorance, craving, and 
hatred.  (I suppose hatred includes anger.)  I found the Four Noble Truths compelling: (1) Life involves 
suffering. (2) Desire causes suffering. (3) Eliminate desire and you’ll eliminate suffering.  (Actually, this 
is illogical because it denies the antecedent.)  And (4) The way to eliminate suffering is to follow the 
eightfold noble pathway involving wisdom, ethical conduct, and mental discipline.  Admittedly, these 
need a lot of smallprint.  But I liked the ideas and it re-introduced me to meditation.  I enjoy the mental 
discipline of the koan – the seemingly insoluble conundrum.  When a tree falls in a distant forest with 
no-one there, does it make a sound?  (Clearly not: to enable a sound we have to lend an ear.)  Can you 
hear the sound of one hand clapping?  (This most famous koan brought the comment from one Buddhist 
writer I read recently, ‘And there is a sound’.  I don’t believe him.)  The emergence of faith – in karma and 
re-incarnation – came as a bit of a shock to a lifelong agnostic.

I went to a few gatherings and the best was when we spent a yoga weekend at the Samye Ling Buddhist 
Centre in Dumfriesshire.  Don’t miss it.  Although I don’t know anything about God, I love holiness, and 
Samye Ling is a terrific centre for working holiness.  Real monks of both genders wandering around, 
accommodation for guests from all over the world, great food in the refectory, where you can help with 
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the washing up, a fabulous setting, simplicity, and an eye-boggling technicolour temple amid the rolling 
Scottish Lowlands.  As well as yoga sessions, we went inside the gorgeous temple for Mahakala Prayers 
around Overcoming Obstacles.  Half a dozen monks, young and old, maroon robes, shaven-headed, 
skinny, maybe a young woman, performed in the belly of the temple, while we onlookers were seated near 
the massive doors.  There were weird musical instruments, including a horn like two metres of drainpipe 
resting on the floor in front of the player.

Then they started and they were chanting, led by what I guessed was the young woman’s voice: a 
stylized, high, metallic wail, as if conjured by a sound studio, chanting and mantras in a language I 
couldn’t recognize.  And then without warning they gave vent to the assorted instruments and the air 
went wild with a chaotic tumult of noise, dominated by the manic, wounded trumpeting of the length 
of drainpipe.  And then they relaxed back into the murmurings and mutterings and I got the idea.  The 
cacophony was the obstacles we were to overcome.  And so it went on for a couple of hours ... obstacles 
and overcoming ... until at the end they lit off into an especially loud and raucous cacophony,  a-bangin’ 
on the big bass drum, a-shakin’ and a-clangin’, a hellraisin’ hootenanny, shards of sound, a juggernaut of 
noise, a caterwaulin’, a dogerwaulin’, an everydamnthingerwaulin’, and at the end of it, for the first time 
the wonderful young woman with the shaven head sang bliss, the wondrous bliss of all obstacles overcome, 
with melody for the first time and a lovely, lovely melody sung with unfeigned love for the music and for 
themselves and for us being there and O the sweetness of the song for everybody everywhere and for the 
overcomings past, present, and to come, and I saw us all together, after the raging tempests at sea, rest on 
the sun-blessed sands of our tropical island, checking each other over, smiling gently, ‘Hey, we made it ... 
we made it together ... we have come through ...we have overcome’.
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The Main Shrine in the Temple – the setting for the Mahakala prayers
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Nagajuna Samye Ling Monastery and 
Tibetan Centre, Eskdalemuir, Scotland

As an agnostic I had trouble with karma and reincarnation.  I read the Dalai Lama and his vision 
of the cycle of rebirth into samsara – material misery and ignominy – including all the beings in outer 
space too, and I felt bewildered.  It was too great a leap of faith for me.  I mentioned my difficulty to 
an experienced Buddhist and he was cool: ‘Treat karma and reincarnation as metaphor’.  I tried that.  I 
tried the idea that karma can involve cause and effect in this lifetime.  But that led me to the idea that 
good deeds make us feel good and bad deeds make us feel bad, but that’s virtually a tautology.  Karma 
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did seem to be pretty fundamental.  And reincarnation?  Look Buddhism up: they get an early mention.  
My attendances at Buddhist gatherings dwindled.  And then came the day when I asked myself a pretty 
fundamental question: What am I doing that I wouldn’t be doing if I wasn’t a Buddhist?  I left it simmering 
on the back-burner for a while.  Eventually, I came up with the answer: Nothing.

Then I read William Bloom’s SOULution (Hay House 2005):

‘Without exception, all faiths with a supreme boss or supreme reality also have religious organisations 
that reflect the command hierarchies of an army or imperial court.  At the very top is the Being or Reality 
who is so extraordinarily important that we hardly ever get to see or experience him.  Immediately below 
him, however, is his visible and most important senior officer – the unique special representative and 
acting president of the organisation – Pope, Chief Rabbi, Dalai Lama, and so on.  This bloke always has 
a wonderful title and very special clothes, and usually a great hat, too.  (And before anyone protests about 
how I dare place the Dalai Lama in that group, I need to point out that there are no senior female priests 
in Tibetan Buddhism, that there is a strict male hierarchy and control, and that the most effective hand-
to-hand killers are Buddhist monks of the Shao Lin tradition.)

‘... [T]his separation of people into the elect and the unelect has been further justified by theologies 
such as the karma of Buddhism ... for mystics and holists there is no separation of anything from anything. 
... It is profoundly offensive and demoralising to be consistently told by people in sacred authority that we 
and our lives are less than sacred.’

So here I am ... back to my familiar, agnostic, humanist, holistic, spiritual mess.

‘Believe nothing, no matter where you read it, 
or who has said it, unless it agrees with your 

own reason and your own common sense.’  Buddha

A MAN I LOVED

Tony Lawrence ...  He was the only man I’ve ever loved outside my family.  His wife, Anne, was a 
colleague when Anthea and I got married.  The first time I met him was when they came to our wedding 
party.  We became a regular foursome for meals and holidays.  They were old enough to be our parents.  

Tony was a handsome man, in an indifferent, passive kind of way, medium height, trim and fit.  He was 
gentle and considerate.  He was the Official Receiver for Bradford.  They lived just outside Harrogate, 
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while we were living in a ground-floor flat in Chapeltown, a highly cosmopolitan northern suburb of 
Leeds.

Tony was constantly blinking.  He explained one day that during World War 2 he’d been a dispatch 
rider through the Sahara Desert in North Africa.  On one occasion his motorbike had broken down way 
behind enemy lines, so he walked back via a long detour south into the desert.  Sand had got behind his 
eyes and a surgeon had told him after the war that it was impossible to remove it without endangering his 
sight. 

Tony was a life-long Labour voter and he told us once how a Tory (in very Conservative Harrogate) 
had canvassed him on his doorstep in the run-up to an election:

‘I assume we can count on your vote, Mr Lawrence’, said the Tory confidently.
‘Young man’, said Tony untypically, ‘lives were lost in the campaign for the secret ballot.  I’m telling 

you nothing!’
He didn’t talk about himself or his past very much, hardly ever.
I liked him physically, too.  I enjoyed swimming with him.  He taught me a stroke called ‘the trudgeon’ 

– a mix of breast stroke and crawl – which he said was the best stroke for long-distance swimming.
I suppose he was a bit diffident.  He once asked me if Anthea and I put up with him just because he was 

with Anne.  I very sincerely put him right.  He couldn’t have been further from the truth.
There was the time the four of us were on an overnight boat from Piraeus, Greece, to Ancona, Italy.  

Anne and Anthea had gone to their bunks and Tony and I sat alone in the stern, watching the waves 
receding from the boat in the clear moonlight.  I can’t remember how we got round to it.  It was only the 
second and last time he mentioned his war experiences:

‘It was just outside Benghazi.  I was on my way back to Tobruk and I stopped for a break with a group 
of Polish soldiers.  Suddenly a truck arrived with a group of Polish soldiers holding a German pilot.  
They’d shot him down.  They shouted at him and knocked him around a bit.  Then ... then ... they erected 
this cross ... and they crucified him’.

And Tony burst into tears.
He died just four years after I met him, suddenly at his desk, of a massive heart attack.  I travelled from 

Bournemouth to Harrogate for the funeral and, when Anne opened the door, I hugged her and it was my 
turn to burst into tears.  It’s the only time, other than my father’s, a death has made me cry.

I hope somehow you know this, Tony – I still love you.  Thanks
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B E I N G

It’s often said that people in the West live by becoming, whereas people in the East live by being.
Becoming is personal development from a variety of sources.  We adopt behaviour and mindsets from 

people we find charismatic.  (Sometimes the things we adopt aren’t meant for us and we soon jettison them.)  
Through fiction in its many forms, we exercise power without responsibility – we eavesdrop on characters 
in their most intimate moments without having the obligations of a living relationship with them.  And then 
there are all the other things, like trial and error, studying, learning from experience and so on.

In my third age I feel as if I’ve reached a plateau.  It’s like that party game where they stick a label on 
your forehead and you wander around asking questions to find out what’s written on the label.  I’ve been 
wandering around hungrily.  But now I’ve become a recluse and I feel no interest whatsoever in party, 
party, party.  I know who and what I am.  After asking lots of questions, I’ve taken the label from my 
forehead and I’m right.  

I don’t mean I’ve stopped learning: through reading and listening to music and watching artwork, I 
learn new things every day.  And all the time I reflect on my behaviour and my relationships and still 
criticise myself for mistakes – mistakes at whose memory I still blench.  I can still experience being 
flooded by the horror at a gaff or thoughtlessness.  But, when I feel I’m no longer becoming, I think it’s 
that my mould is now set.  Things inside are constantly changing, but not the outer mould itself.

Siddhartha and the ferryman Vasudeva are sitting by the river: ‘They both listened silently to the 
water, which to them was not just water but the voice of life, the voice of Being, of perpetual Becoming’.  
‘Siddhartha’, Herman Hesse)

So it seems that they can co-exist.  It isn’t all or nothing.
And so for the first time I had a go at channelled writing.  For the first time I wanted advice from the 

spirit world.  I had the pen and paper ready to go.  This could be a book.  Even several books.  It has been 
known.  Look at Alice Bailey, Neale Donald Walsch.  I settled down, calmed myself as if for meditation, 
and put the question to my spirit guide (assuming there was one): ‘Can you help me over Becoming and 
Being?’  The answer was instant and came in the form of a thought ... not a voice ... just a thought, in a 
way I hadn’t experienced before.  An empty voice.  ‘Becoming is Being.’
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Thank you.
‘He also noted that fulfilled people had peak experiences of enjoyment and that beyond the peak 

experience was the plateau experience, an ongoing sense of connection, confidence, and happiness.’  
William Bloom introducing Abraham Maslow in ‘The Penguin Book of New Age and Holistic Writing’ 
(2000)

‘We ... are ephemeral, we are becoming, we are possibilities.  For us there is no perfection, no complete 
being.  But from the point where we move from the potential to the deed, from possibility to realisation, we 
participate in true being, come one step closer to perfection and the divine.’  ‘Narcissus and Goldmund’,  
Herman Hesse (1930)

‘It is storied of that prince that, having conceived a purpose to invade Italy, he sent for Cineas, a 
philosopher, and the king’s friend: to whom he communicated his design and desired his counsel.  Cineas 
asked him to what purpose he invaded Italy.  He said to conquer it.  “And what will you do when you have 
conquered it?”  “Go into France”, said the king, “and conquer that”. “And what will you do when you 
have conquered France?”  “Conquer Spain.”  “I perceive”, said Cineas, “you mean to conquer all the 
world.  What will you do when you have conquered all?”  “Why then’, said the king, “we will return and 
enjoy ourselves at quiet in our own land”.  “So may you now”, said the philosopher, “without all this 
ado”.’

‘Centuries of Meditations’, Thomas Traherne (1637-74)

‘An American tycoon was on holiday in Mexico and watched a young fisherman setting out each day 
and coming back with a small quantity of fish.

“Why do you only catch a handful of fish?” he asked the fisherman.
“I just catch enough to feed my family”, said the Mexican.
“Look”, said the tycoon, “why don’t you catch a few more and sell them?  Next you could hire other 

fishermen and set up a refrigeration plant.  Soon your company would be producing enough fish to export 
them to the United States, where you could secure a contract with a major supermarket chain”.  

“And what next?” asked the fisherman.
“Well ... you’d make so much money that you could afford to take early retirement.”
“And what then?” asked the fisherman.
“Well ... you could do a little fishing ... spend more time with your family”.’
‘Conversations with God’, Neale Donald Walsch (1955)

330 years ... the Atlantic Ocean ... same plot.
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In my third age my life has come to be about four things: learning, helping, creating, and travel.  I 
recently trained as a spiritual healer and worked as a healer at the Leeds Healing Centre for a while, until 
my reclusiveness kicked in, as usual.  I now practise unpaid as what I call an energy therapist with friends 
and family.  I have also become a pen-friend with a man on Death Row in Alabama.  I’m also learning 
about spirit via books and magazines and extending my experience of music and art through concerts, 
listening at home, exhibitions, and books.  My creativity is writing this and fiction and monthly m-b-s 
Newsletters to family and friends, and continuing to paint and draw, as well as my usual glass-painting 
to make candle-holders.  And I’m always looking for unusual subjects for photographs.  Cultivating an 
allotment is a form of creativity too. As to my efforts with the guitar and the djembe drum, ‘learning’ 
would be an overstatement.  As regards travel, Anthea and I went to India for the first time for the month 
of January, 2010.
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KERALA DIARY

We travelled south from Thiruvananthapurum Airport to Bethsaida Ayurvedic Hermitage, where we spent 
the first ten days acclimatizing amid wonderful buffet food, where the European guests, including the 
obese Mrs Two-Dinners, fell on the many dishes like gannets at a pilchard party ...  meditation, yoga, 
Ayurvedic massage, and our first forays outside the Hermitage to buy fruit, juices, and postcards.  
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Next we hired a driver, Dass, a short, plump, smiley man with a young family,  He drove us up 
to Kumaly in the hills for a two-night stay at the Wilderness Hotel with its monkeys, from where we 
visited the Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary.  Then he drove us to Allappuzah, where we boarded our very own 
houseboat for a two-day cruise around the Backwaters.  From there he drove us to Kochi, where we spent 
a couple of nights at the Old Courtyard Hotel and said Farewell and Good Luck to our friend, Dass.  Next, 
a driver took us to Abbi and Minny’s homestay – ‘Arakal’ – a group of traditional Keralan cottages in a 
coconut grove on the coast, where we spent a week, before returning to Kochi for one night before flying 
home.

Outside Thiruvananthapurum Airport, the scent of vanilla and an unidentifiable flower.  The number of 
people waiting outside the airport reminded me of ’Sixties scenes of the Beatles arriving, and the crowds 
milling beyond resembled those outside a major football ground twenty minutes before kick-off.  

An early surprise was that the taxi for the 35-mile drive south was a humble, clattery vehicle from the 
1950’s.  The A road soon became a B road, lined like anglers beside a river by visibly poor people and 
their ramshackle shanties with roofs of loosely slung corrugated iron or vast banana leaves.  The people 
were minimally dressed and skinny and stared out of hollow eyes.  There were lots of shanty shops, often 
with many tresses of hanging bananas.  An odd sight here and there was skyscrapers growing out of 
jungle.

Bethsaida Ayurvedic Hermitage was ornate, with tropical flowers, trees, and shrubs, with winding 
paths around the cloistered, low-slung buildings.  Waiting for dinner as seven o’clock approached, we 
calculated that, including the stopover at Dubai, we’d been awake for 31 hours.  The Reception staff, 
whom I christened the Vestal Virgins, were friendly, helpful, and beautiful, with the wide-apart eyes, 
cheekbones, and heart-shaped faces so typical of the Tamils.  One taught me that ‘Hello’ was Hello, and 
‘Thank you’ was nanni, which was to cause hilarity whenever I tried it.  I learned that 100 rupees was 
£1.50 and that a 10-rupee note was a reasonable sum to give to beggars, which I did at every opportunity.
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Bethsaida Ayurvedic Hermitage

Receptionists
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A family of pedlars outside Bethsaida

The Hermitage lent on to a small, sandy beach with a shanty tent where a family took it in turns to sell 
souvenirs.  But the most remarkable thing about the beach was the three beached fishing boats like Viking 
longships.  Almost every morning the fishermen would row the boats out to sea to spread the large net, 
which they would then heave in to the rhythms of the tuneful chants led by the gangleader.  It looked hard 
work.  Seeing their minimal, colourful headscarves and miniskirts, I felt sure the scene hadn’t changed 
for thousands of years.  As well as heaving in the net, they had to heave in the boats – another exhausting 
task.  And they weren’t exactly built like our tug o’war teams.  On one occasion I approached them 
when the catch was landed and I was surprised how few fish they’d caught.  Tuna, apparently.  Just a few 
bucketsful.  One morning they weren’t there and I asked a staff member why.  ‘They know there will be 
no fish today.’  And who could blame them?  On another morning, after bringing in the catch, there was 
a fishermen’s meeting.  The fishermen lay on the sand in a vague circle.  A bulkier man was haranguing 
them.  He was doing all the talking.  I imagine it was like an Alex Ferguson half-time talk with United 
three down.  I asked a Bethsaida staffer what he was saying.  ‘He say that some of the men aren’t pulling.’
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A typical ‘A’ road through a village

A day trip to Thiruvananthapurum by taxi – about £20 for the day – took in the Fort Area, with the Sri 
Padmanabhaswamy Temple, the Puttan Malika Palace, the Sri Chitra Art Gallery, the Napier Museum, 
the Chalai Bazaaar, the Zoo, and the Connemara Market.  A shop sign proclaimed Ladies Inner Wear, 
another Ladies Stitching Centre and Embroidering, and Consumer Marketing Centre, which turned out to 
be a grocery.  There was the Bombay Chits Finance Company, Royal Heritage Arts and Crafts Emporium 
WHERE ART IS TREASURE AND JEWELLERY IS CUSTOM, Bra, Panty, Camisole, and Toddy Parlour.  
More sober signs stated Advocate Notary, Montessori Home of Children Teacher Training, Kerala Women’s 
Conference, and Kerala Women’s Commission.  A road sign said STOP AND PROCEED, another DO NOT 
DRINK WITH DRIVE, and there was SPEED THRILLS BUT KILLS, ACCIDENT PRONE AREA, ALWAYS 
ALERT – ACCIDENTS AVERT, DRIVE SLOWER LIVE LONGER, TIGER LAND – NO HORN.  The small-
car traffic was like a rink of bumper cars that don’t actually touch.  The drivers never used indicators.  I 
thought of mentioning to the driver, Dass, how many rules of the road there were in our Highway Code and 
how many were being flagrantly ignored by Indian drivers.  But I suddenly anticipated his reply: Are your 
drivers so bad that they need rules?
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The main shopping street of Thiruvananthapurum ... the capital of Kerala

Auto-rickshaws were everywhere.  They’re a pretty minimal, slow, three-wheeler mini-car with the 
driver up front and two seats behind him.  The drivers would tout for business whenever you passed by 
and at first I found this a bit intimidating, until I stopped for a chat and found them all utterly friendly 
and curious ... What’s your name?  Where you from?  On one occasion I saw an auto-rickshaw driver at 
the wheel of his vehicle with his right foot outside, pushing a broken down auto-rickshaw in front of him 
with its driver doing the steering.
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Connemara Market ... Thiruvananthapurum
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Friday, 15th January 2010, the annular eclipse ...  a once-in-a-millennium celestial alignment ... at 
13.10 the moon masking the sun as completely as possible, leaving only a ring or annular.  The eclipse 
lasted for 2 hours.  It became cooler and the birds stopped singing.
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The Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary near Kumily

I detect elephants ...
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... and there they were ... a mother and her two youngsters at play.

Dass was our driver for a few days as we left Bethsaida and made our way towards Kumaly, high in 
the hills.  A moment that gave pause for thought came when Dass was about to drive us up the steep and 
winding road up the Western Ghatt to Kumaly.  Just as the road started its ascent, he stopped outside a 
church and put money into a collecting box.  ‘What were you doing?’ I asked.  ‘We all give money to God 
to protect us on the hill roads.’  Soon I saw what he meant.  The road was not wide enough to take two 
vehicles and on one side was an unprotected sheer drop of thousands of feet.  Dass repeatedly overtook 
blind and we saw lots of lorries and coaches.  I hoped he’d made a generous donation and wished I’d 
thrown in a few thousand rupees myself.

Dass revealed his philosophy of life and I’ll always remember it.  The key word was enough.  He 
worked hard – long hours – but he wasn’t greedy.  He just wanted to earn enough to afford the costs of (1) 
His daughter’s education; (2) The family home; (3) His extended family.
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We spent a night on a 
houseboat in the Backwaters, 
whose many dwellers have a 
captivating lifestyle all their 
own.  Known as Kuttanad, the 
Backwaters extend for 75km 
south of Kochi and comprise 
lakes, canals, and rivers. Beside 
the banks, countless women 
stood waist deep in the water, 
slapping washing on to stones. 

Dass
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The humble waterside dwellings were often very colourful and cottagey, with trim little gardens and 
flowers.  Around breakfast time, lively schoolchildren in uniform would frolic as harassed parents tried to 
harness them for the walk to schools which were actually on dry land in the Backwaters.  
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At the same time, commuters travelled to Kochi by boat, some in rowing-boats, some in powered 
launches.  One launch was full of strong-featured women sitting bolt upright and staring forward in classy 
saris.  Men could be seen paddling to the market in kayaks full of bananas. 

African Moss is encroaching dangerously amid efforts to remove it.  Where it almost meets in the 
middle, there are no birds.  The rice paddy fields beside the Backwaters are vast, stretching to the far 
horizon like prairies.  ‘There’s a harvest’, I was told, ‘every 45 days.’ 

The Backwaters had its very own selection of night noises: muted chirruping, a lone howl like a wolf, 
twitterings, soft watery flutterings, the non-stop shrilling of cicadas, the banshee howl of a crazed dog 
(the Kerala dog is a middle-size fawn terrier), the schlup ...  schlup ...  schlup of a passing canoe, and, 
eventually, the weird wail of the dawn muezzin, accompanied by the chirruping of an early chipmunk.

There was a variety of birds.  I saw immaculate egrets, technicolour parakeets, single-minded 
cormorants fishing, a colloquy of crows, and a host of others I couldn’t identify.
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But ‘The Rough Guide to South India’ gives a warning: ‘The African Moss that often carpets the 
surface of the narrower waterways may look attractive, but it is actually a menace to small craft and 
starves underwater life of light’.  The build-up of Moss has been caused by fertilizers getting into the 
water.  ‘The Rough Guide’ continues: ‘In little over a century the total area of water in Kuttanad has been 
reduced by two-thirds, while mangrove swamps and fish stocks have been decimated by pollution’.  I’m 
sorry to admit that oil pollution from tourist motor boats is adding to the problem by killing fish, so that 
the number of bird species found in Kuttanad has halved. 
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S n a p s h o t s

Josef ... He was simply the most beautiful man I’ve ever met.  I’d guess that he was thirty, short, slim, and 
graceful, with dark hair and eyes.  His face was almost female, with its cheekbones and wide-apart eyes.  
His every move and gesture were gentle and elegant, but entirely unselfconscious, uncontrived.  He was 
the yogi at Bethsaida Ayurvedic Hermitage and he led sessions of yoga every day at dawn and dusk.  We 
attended the dusk sessions.  As the great Sun went down over the Arabian Sea, a dozen of us settled on our 
mats in front of him.  He sat in front of us in full lotus, as straight as a bookend.  And then he would sing.  
He had a lovely, pure voice – a restrained tenor – and he sang in Hindi what were more like mantras than 
songs.  He would sing at intervals throughout the session.  He would model asanas with extraordinary 
flexibility and contortion, and then quietly circulate, giving us murmured advice.  The yoga session over, 
he led us in silent meditation and I shall always remember this gentle man sitting there in full lotus in front 
of me with his eyes closed, and, behind him, the vast scarlet orb of the Sun sat on the distant horizon of 
the Arabian Sea and sank slowly out of sight.
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The evening in Kumaly ... when we approached a makeshift pole across the main street.  The pole 
represented the border between Kerala and Tamil Nadu.  There were no officials.  We stepped over the 
pole.  On the other side there was even more litter than litter-strewn Kerala and within seconds there was 
a power cut, plunging the stalls into darkness.  As we returned over the border, Dass shrugged with a smile 
and said, ‘Tamil Nadu’.  Apparently, Nadu is a popular destination for students because the fees are lower.
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On the Backwaters loud Indian rock echoed across the water and, as we approached, it turned out to be 
a wedding party with a merry throng of people in colourful party dress in a waterside garden.

A gaily painted red and yellow ‘bus’ stopped to pick up passengers, before proceeding at quite a lick.
At 7.00 a.m. women were already washing clothes; one woman was standing in the water  to brush her 

teeth and then wash her face; a young man was washing his feet.  In the sunless and pale dawn, an Indian 
dawn chorus.  

A woman slapping her washing is wearing a vivid buttercup-yellow sari as she stands in the water.  
Suddenly, she ducks her whole body into the greenish water as the young woman with her stands up to 
her neck in it.

A long canoe moors just in front of us.  The ferrywoman waits as eight women disembark and stroll 
elegantly along the path beside our houseboat.  The ferrywoman patiently paddles back whence she came.  
There’s a lot of patience here, apart from motorists.

A cormorant on a spar of wood emerging from the water spreads its wings like a flasher.
Across the water a mother in an orange sari and her little daughter in a white frock with an orange 

ribbon round her waist.  The girl is excitedly jumping around.  Her mother is chiding her and coaxing.  
School beckons.

Spiderman ... We saw him at the holiday resort of Kovalam.  It was as if he’d been designed to fit into 
a crate.  His head was in the middle of a chaos of arms and legs.  He moved like a spider.

A fisherman in a coracle, launching his net like a discus thrower.
A skinny little boy came up to me in Kochi: ‘You want bodyguard?’
I was naked for an ayurvedic massage administered by a pleasant young man whose oily fingers probed 

close enough to the erogenous zone around my loins to cause a frisson of sexual pleasure.
The three-man band in the central open-air yard of the Old Courtyard Hotel, Kochi ... two drummers 

with different drums and a violinist with the round bit against his left side and the bow in his right hand, 
playing it like a cello.

The beautiful 14-year-old mother, with her cheekbones and wide, brown eyes, cradling to her narrow 
chest her tiny baby.

The rickshaw driver ... I’d seen the drivers as irritating hucksters who’d stop at nothing to secure a fare.  
On one occasion I was lost in Kochi and asked a rickshaw driver to take me to The Old Courtyard Hotel.  
He smiled, and drove me round the corner – maybe two minutes.  When I offered to pay, he refused the 
money, and I had to insist.

A man crapping beside the road ...  He was just squatting there.  It reminded me of the one about 
the two students who’d been swimming in the Cam and were towelling off with no clothes on.  At that 
moment a skiff full of male and female students approaches.  One student wraps his towel round his 
middle, the other round his head.  When the skiff disappears, the first one asks, ‘Why did you put the towel 
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round your head?’  The second replies, ‘Well, most people in Cambridge recognize me by my face’.  In 
similar vein, I wondered whether I’d prefer to be facing the traffic or away from it.  This particular fellow 
was facing the traffic.  His facial expression was blank as he surveyed the passing cars.  There were also 
lots of polite little coils of crap left on the beaches by fishermen.  Clearly there was an etiquette: all the 
turds were close enough to the sea to be washed away by the tide.  Some fishermen chose to leave them 
visible, whilst others buried them in the sand.  Personally, I backed the leave it visible fraternity.  I tried 
not to think about it when I was swimming in the Arabian Sea.

The young man flogging picture postcards on the beach ...  He sidled up, wearing only a skirt, and 
looked as if he hadn’t eaten for a week.  I bought a few and paid a few rupees and he wandered off, taking 
a call on his mobile.

The other similar postcard seller ...  who I refused, as I was up to here in postcards.  As we parted, he 
murmured, ‘My name is Babu’.  Immediately I was won over.  From anonymity he had become a son, a 
brother, a husband, perhaps a father.  I knew that I would buy from him next time.  On an Indian beach it 
was a brilliant piece of marketing.  

Kochi harbour ...  Before breakfast I strolled along the seafront to buy an India Times.  A crowd had 
gathered by the ferry terminal, looking down towards the beach.  I negotiated my way through.  A newly 
washed-up corpse lay on the narrow strip of scruffy sand.  A policeman was standing beside the body.  The 
crowd, all men, were silent.  He was in his forties and dressed in a grey t-shirt and jeans.  He was lying 
at an angle of roughly 45 degrees to the sea.  There was a long gash on the right side of his head.  The 
atmosphere was quiet, sombre.
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Cobbler just off the promenade, Kochi
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In the hills, schoolchildren ... zig-zagging to school via the paths through a tea plantation.  It was 
striking everywhere just how keen the children were by their demeanour.  They wore uniforms and looked 
alert and ready.  And at the far end of the school day they looked as if they’d enjoyed it and were eager 
for the next day.  

Teenage girl, Connemara Market, Thiruvananthapurum ... She stood elegantly in a lovely sari.  Medium 
height, slender, seventeen, maybe eighteen.  She had the lovely Tamil-influenced beauty of so many in 
those parts – a heart-shaped face with wide-apart eyes, cheekbones, full rosebud lips, and a neat chin.  Her 
eyes were fixed unseeing on the middle distance.  Wherever she was, it was nothing to do with Connemara 
Market.  Her complexion was the worst I’ve ever seen.  Her face was covered in red porridge.  

Beggars ... lots of them – men and women equally.  On the advice of one of the Vestal Virgins, I gave 
10 rupees to them all, about 15p.  Every beggar would look critically at the note, with no vestige of thanks.  
I wondered if it was development arrested in childhood to save them from the ignominy.

Tea plantations in the Idduki District in the Western Ghat
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Paunches ... Several examples of prosperous-looking men in a skirt revealing substantial pot-bellies.  
They had kind of authoritative, superior expressions.  Could it be that the well-fed belly is a status symbol?

Birds ... especially in the Backwaters, where there was a cormorant fishing from every perch, be it rock, 
spar, or bough.  Lots of egrets, including cattle egrets, and, I learned, grey hornbill, great Indian hornbill 
(the Indian national bird, apparently), tree pie, scarlet minibet, barbet, forest barbela, rat eagle, the very 
rare white-breasted woodpecker, jungle mynah.  In the wildlife park there were 326 different birds.

TV ads and shows ... where the iconic faces were as pale as Westerners.
I was reminded of Libya ... ‘Mr John, you have very good Arabi wife.’  ‘I’m afraid not – she’s from 

Guildford ... you know, Surrey.’  It was different in India: ‘Mrs Anthi – you are like my mother’.
The Indian Express ...  ran a feature about alcoholism in Kerala: ‘alcohol tempting the customer to take 

reeling, rolling trips into the realm of the jocose, lachrymose, and comatose’.
Worship ... A couple of times I heard from what I assumed to be a mosque near Bethsaida, the parson 

leading his flock with an impassioned wail mounting with increasing tempo to a crescendo of horrified 
panic, shared by the terrified keening of the congregation.  I had never heard anything remotely like it.  I 
learned later that it was a Roman Catholic church. 

At the David Hay art gallery and bistro, Kochi ... large, colourful, energetic, and eclectic paintings, 
mainly abstracts by Keralan artists, including a painting of simply litter.  Nothing else.  Just very realistic 
litter. 
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Cricketers ... Wherever there was a park, there was cricket.  They were informal games played on 
sparse grass and they were in two age groups – at a guess, under 11’s and over 11’s.  They had a good turn-
out.  Here you might see a batsman, bowler, wicket-keeper, and a couple of fielders.  In India there were 
at least a dozen to a game, and they were playing with a hard ball.  But the main thing that distinguished 
them was the wrist.  Every ball was delivered with a crooked wrist, every stroke whipped from the wrist.  
They were playing damn good cricket.
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Haircut ... I asked Dass if he’d stop at a barber’s and I was surprised that he stopped at a small 
collection of shops on the main road – scarcely even a village.  In England, I ask for, ‘As short as it’ll go 
and still be called ‘hair’’.  I simplified it a bit for Dass’s translation.  He was a wiry little barber of about 
forty, with a white coat on.  He had two chairs with no-one in, so I was attended to straight away.  I didn’t 
have the vocabulary to raise the subject of holidays and he didn’t speak English, so we just kinda grinned 
at each other.  He had sharp, shiny scissors, and a trimmer.  You could have performed open-heart surgery 
on his floor. Damn good haircut.  He asked 50 rupees – 75p – so I gave him 100.  Didn’t want to overdo 
it.  Might upset the local economy, and, besides, I’m not an American.

We stayed for a week in a Homestay – Government-registered accommodation where you live with the 
hosts.  Arakal Heritage was a group of traditional Keralan cottages built in the seventeenth century.  They 
were single-storey, with a bedroom and a bathroom and toilet open to the elements.  There were three of 
them in a coconut grove a short walk from the sea. 
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Our hosts were Abbi and Minny, their two teenage sons, and Kulman, a tall young man who every 
evening wafted burning, pungent twigs around our bungalow to deter mosquitoes.  (There were mosquito 
nets wherever we slept.)  Minny was a trained cook and her meals were a Keralan delight, featuring 
coconut milk, curry spices, aromatic dals, bananas, wondrous, light flatbreads, and fresh pineapples.  We 
ate in a large tent.
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Abbi was clearly a wealthy landowner and landlord.  Every now and then he would disappear to Kochi 
wearing a suit on business.  He ate with his fingers.
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There was a shaky ‘bridge’ of two palm trunks and a length of string over a stagnant swamp.  It was a 
short cut to the beach.  I was aware that, if I lost my balance, the string wouldn’t support me.
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I’ll never forget Minny’s mother, who stayed with them for a couple of nights.  We were introduced 
and she ate a couple of meals with us in the large tent on sand that was the guest dining room, but 
we didn’t talk as she didn’t seem to speak English.  I’ll always treasure the memory of her effortless, 
unselfconscious elegance.  I remember reading the words of a Buddhist who said that he could always 
recognize a Buddhist in the street by their walk.  He meant the sort of grace Minny’s mother had.  She had 
a round head with grey hair showing around her shawl.  Her sari was too discreet for me to remember.  
Her features were gentle, the expression in her eyes soft, the hint of a smile on her lips.  But it was her 
demeanour.  She was at peace.  She walked her height with grace.  She has helped me overcome my 
English reserve about walking tall lest we appear snooty.  I can see her now as I write and she remains for 
me an abiding symbol of an aspiration.

One day Minny had an awful migraine, her face racked with pain.  I instinctively let my hands hover 
over her head in healing mode and her hands instantly went into Namaste – the ‘prayer’ greeting – her 
head bowed.  She knew all about what was going on.  I arranged to do a full 20-minute healing with her 
at three o’clock that afternoon when she’d be free.  

I set a chair outside our bungalow in the shade of coconut palms and, with Abbi watching from a 
nearby hammock, I led Minny to the chair and got ready by relaxing and clearing my mind.  This had 
better be good.  After all, I was healing for England.  After a couple of minutes of relaxation, I said my 
usual request: ‘I seek attunement to the highest possible source of healing and I ask you to purify me and 
Minny so that we can be the best possible channel and receiver of your healing’.  And then, with one 
hand in front of her and the other behind her at a distance of a couple of inches, I hovered over her seven 
chakras, then her right side, then her left side, and, just as I was about to return to the chakras again, 
approaching the end, I realized that Minny was sound asleep. 

They hadn’t covered this in my training back at the Leeds Healing Centre.  Would it work if the client 
was asleep?  Should I wake her?  The show must go on.  I continued to the end, touched her shoulders to 
show the healing was over, and knelt in front of her in the sand.  It occurred to me that it’s best if the client 
is nice and relaxed, and Minny certainly was nice and relaxed.

Eventually, she opened her eyes and her face was wreathed in a smile of delight at relief from the pain.  
To say that I was relieved would be an understatement.  

Our next visit will again be for the month of January three years after the first ... this time to Karnataka 
and Goa just up the coast.  At this rate we should hit the Himalayas early next century.
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THE EARLY BIRDS

There was the time I woke at five to the cheerful song of a blackbird.  At first I thought it was the dawn 
chorus, but the others took no notice.  Oh, it’s only that old blackbird banging on again ... just ignore it.  
And they went back to sleep.

But the blackbird continued with its happy song.  Because it could hear another bird just on the edge 
of its hearing, and that bird could hear another on the edge of its hearing, and so on all over the country, 
and, eventually, all over the world.

An unofficial dawn chorus ... the early birds ... sharing their joy at seeing light in the darkness.

two deer 
on the bosky slope

bound away
moon creatures
leaving no print

SEEN AND HEARD

I was walking alone along the embankment beside the Seine in Paris.  It was mid-afternoon and very 
quiet.  Although there was traffic, the embankment was virtually deserted.  Suddenly, a skinny young 
woman appeared, walking towards me, and, as she passed, she bent to retrieve a coin from the pavement 
and offered it to me while muttering something that must have meant, ‘Is this yours?’  I shook my head 
and walked on.  Within a hundred yards a plump young woman approached me and exactly the same thing 

When I look back at the bad 
things I’ve said and done, I can 
explain them away as being 
psychologically caused and 
therefore excused.   When I 
look back at the good things, 
they were all me.
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happened.  Again I shook my head, but I was beginning to get the idea.  The third was a pleasant-faced 
young man.  The same thing.  I wondered what would be next.  A dog?

MARRIAGE VOWS REMADE

On our fortieth wedding anniversary, Anthea and I read out loud our second go at marriage promises.  We 
climbed to the top of Otley Chevin, with Bracken, our beloved Springer-Border Collie, as witness.  There 
was a chilly wind blowing and we had a 360-degree view.  Anthea had written hers on hand-made paper 
and I’d written mine on music manuscript.  We shouted against the wind as we exchanged rings.  (She lost 
hers shortly after our wedding and I’d never had one.)

Anthea:  This ring is a symbol of my hopes and promises for our future togetherness in mind, body, 
and soul.  

Togetherness in mind is trusting, intimacy, and love.  It’s nurturing and safe.  It helps self-belief.  It is 
holding you in mind in the most special and unique way.  This I give to you.

Togetherness in body allows us to share delights and intimacies through our bodies.  I have no other 
desires.  It is joyous and gentle.  It will keep each other in good health, but, should frailty overcome us, 
we will be strong together.  This I give you.

Togetherness in soul is deep and mysterious, creative, and eternal.  Much is unknown, but the journey 
feels safe with you.  This I give you ... always and forever.

Me:  With my body I thee worship.  With my mind I thee respect and admire.  With my soul I thee 
treasure and cherish.  I shall cleave unto thee, forsaking any other.  For thou art lovely to behold, with a 
goodness within that shines forth like gold.  I shall endeavour to be thy soulmate, bringing succour in bad 
times and fun in good.  Thou art my best friend and I shall do my best to be the same for thee.  Thou art 
simply the best person I have ever known.  I love thee with an abiding love, symbolized by my only ever 
ring.
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WHITMAN’S ANIMALS

‘I could turn and live with animals, they are so placid and self-contained.’  ‘Leaves of Grass’, Walt 
Whitman

Lucy, aged 12
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Otley Bridge
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Fuerteventura
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Bracken
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BEING A SPIRITUAL HEALING CLIENT

In 2008 I trained as a spiritual healer.  I experienced lots of healings on the receiving end with lots of 
different healers.  My experiences on the receiving end have all been pretty much the same – a feeling of 
relaxation so deep that I remain with my eyes closed for minutes afterwards, reluctant to leave it.  I’ve 
never had it to heal anything, but once, when the healer asked what I’d like to gain, I said energy, and 
afterwards I did a personal best time for a run.  Sessions usually last about twenty minutes.

This was written and painted by my daughter-in-law, Sonia, after I gave her her first healing:
I approached the healing with some degree of anxiety.  I was concerned and distracted by the thought 

that twenty minutes would not, could not, have a profound effect.
As I closed my eyes, I decided to try to push such thoughts out of my mind, and make myself open to 

possibilities.
I started focussing my mind on an image, which helped clear the busy thoughts and distractions away.  

A tunnel seemed to fix in front of me.  As I focussed on this image, I entered it.  I was swimming like a 
water-baby, through dark subterranean waters ... or the birth canal, perhaps?

Then this waking dream morphed into another one where I was, again, a water-baby, but this time in 
a green sea with an open sky and waves of dark blue, turquoise, and green.  I felt blissful, ducking and 
diving through warm, comforting, all-consuming waters.

This went on for some time, and an affirmative thought formed in my mind: water is important to me, 
I’m a water-baby, I love water, I love swimming – it is healing and it makes me happy.

At that moment I was conscious of my feet firmly placed on a cushion on the floor, and felt quite 
intensely that terra firma wasn’t quite right for me, that swimming in these dark, colourful, protected 
waters was where I belonged.  I felt like a child again, happy, excited, and carefree, lost in the everyday.

After some time I started to see a goddess-like statue in the yogic tree pose.  At times the statue was 
supine and being carried on the tide; at times it was upright, rising out of the water; and at times it was 
submerged, sitting on the sea-bed along with other statues, like a lost underwater temple.

I was drawn to this statue figure and wanted to reach out to it.  I saw in momentary flashes god-like 
faces, red and angry, and then crowds of supplicants following the goddess in a frenzied state of idolatry.

I started to feel heavy and yet queasy and light-headed at the same time.  When the healing was over, 
it took several attempts to open my eyes before I could.  Afterwards I felt rested and happy, with a deep 
sense of calm and peace.
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Anthea had been suffering from sciatica for some days and I’d been healing and massaging her every 
day.  The combined treatment alleviated the sharp pain, but then it reappeared somewhere else along the 
line from buttock to calf.  I felt positive about this ‘partial’.  I was trying very hard not to try too hard.  She 
wrote this account of her experiences:

20:12:08

The sciatic pain I’ve experienced over the last ten days has been sharp, persistent, and tiring.  The pain 
moves between my left buttock, thigh, knee, calf, and shin.  It seems to stay in one area for a few hours 
and then move on.

For the first few healings I focussed during the session on whichever area of my leg was most painful 
at the time.  I visualized energy being channelled through John into that part of my leg.  In more recent 
healings I’ve meditated with no focus on the area of pain.  I haven’t discerned any difference in the 
outcome of the session, but the meditative approach is more relaxing.  During all the sessions, at some 
stage the pain in my leg intensified.  Initially, this was a bit alarming, until John explained that it was an 
indication that the energy was having some impact on my leg.  I was then able to welcome the increase in 
pain, which only lasted a few seconds.

I’ve found that during the 30 to 60 minutes after the healing session there are no obvious effects in 
terms of the level of pain.  However, after this, there has invariably been a release from the pain.  On 
several occasions this lasted for the rest of the day.  To me this has been remarkable.  It’s allowed me to 
relax and believe that the pain will eventually go away.

This has been my first experience of a prolonged period of healing.  It’s been a learning experience 
for me, and I feel I’ve opened myself up to it, and embraced the idea of it in a wholesome way.  I feel 
privileged to have had this form of healing available to me during a distressing time.

I’ve always been a bit suspicious of the 
Holy Ghost.  It smacks of them needing a 
third to make up the numbers. So we get 
some feller in an empty nightshirt racing 
about the place impregnating virgins. And 
even that’s not reliable. The Hebrew word 
for ‘virgin’ could also mean ‘first time 
mother’.
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the souk ...
its faded spice scent

no stronger
than the pages of an old book

SCENE AND HEARD

I went to a film studio in Wolverhampton to audition for the part of ‘Dad’ in a training film for Harrods.  
I was waiting in the waiting room with just one other candidate ... a young woman with enough make-up 
on to go on stage and dressed for a night of clubbing in Benidorm.  After a while another similar young 
woman came in.  They knew each other and did the kissing mwha business.  When they were sitting down 
again, the first one looked critically at the newcomer:

‘Have you come for “Annie”?’
‘Yes.’
‘That’s funny.  My letter said “young and ... attractive”.’

What it’s like.

TREE

I was on a train not far from Liverpool recently when I saw a large tree that had had all its limbs sawn 
off, leaving denuded boughs a metre or so long.  It had become a thalidomide tree.

It was a cold day and I wondered what the tree was experiencing.
I don’t think this is as odd as it might seem.  It’s well known that inanimate objects react to their 

environment.  Experiments in Japan have shown that water crystals form lovely patterns when spoken to 
kindly and ugly ones when spoken to harshly.

There was one blessing: although the tree had to suffer the cold in its bare state, it hadn’t suffered the 
ignominious agony of having its summer foliage hacked away.

As it recovered slowly, it must have been experiencing post-traumatic stress disorder.  I imagine the 
tree overcame its horror and resumed its usual philosophical resignation.  But, however positive it strove 
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to be, I can only imagine it reluctantly thought, ‘Why did I bother if that’s all the thanks I get?  I do my best 
... breathing in your revolting CO2 emissions ... cleaning your air for you ... and what do I get?  Hacked 
about to within an inch of my life.  And there’ll be no leaves this Spring to brighten things up a bit, no 
shelter for the pretty birds to nest in.  That’s it then ... see if I care.

Oh, but I do’.

BEANZ MEANZ ...

Following the curious effect of a tin of beans on a saucepan, I wrote to Heinz:

Dear Director of Marketing,
I have today uncovered a feature of your baked beans which, I have every confidence, offers you an 

unparalleled marketing window.
I used my copper saucepan to heat your baked beans.  The pan was due for a clean, so I was more than 

gratified by the sight of clean copper showing where the baked bean sauce had dribbled down one side.  
After the usual delicious meal of baked beans on toast, I set to with my usual cleaning implements – a 

large wire brush and a tin of Brasso metal polish.
After half an hour’s vigorous work, I was surprised to find that the rivulets occasioned by your baked 

bean sauce remained brighter and cleaner than the rest of the saucepan.
Given the cost of cleaning materials these days, it occurs to me that you would profit by a TV 

advertising campaign wherein a ‘Mum’ strains the beans before serving them to her grateful young 
children, whereupon a gleeful ‘Dad’ adds the sauce to the pan and uses it to give the outside a vigorous 
wipe, revealing it seconds later in its pristine gleam.  I can just hear the tag-line:

‘Your saucepans has-beens?
NOT with Heinz Beans!’

Further, I wonder if you could let me know the crucial ingredient in your sauce so that I can search for 
a cleaning agent that contains it.  As I scan the list of ingredients, it occurs to me that it might just be one 
of the constituents spirit vinegar or spice extracts.

I am aware that you will feel like offering me remuneration for this notable discovery.  I must assure 
you, however, that such a motivation is far from my thoughts.  I was wondering whether a year’s supply 
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of your baked beans might be appropriate, but then it occurred to me that the sauce in which your beans 
are bathed could have an impact on my digestive system beyond that of a heavy-duty wire brush and a 
tablespoonful of Brasso.

I await your reply with eager interest.
Yours etc.

Still waiting.

FORGIVENESS

Forgiveness isn’t something we do: it’s something that happens.  All we can do is make ourselves available 
for it.  I can be a bit judgmental.  I’m trying to grow out of it, but I have to admit I do occasionally get a 
bit annoyed by a discourteous motorist or an unruly pedestrian.  I calm myself with these thoughts: When 
I feel critical of someone’s bad behaviour, I should offer the same compassion and forgiveness I hope to 
receive from someone who is critical of my bad behaviour; behaviour that I might not even think of as bad, 
or even notice.  When we look back in shame at the cruel and thoughtless things we’ve said and done, we 
crave forgiveness of our victims.

A few years ago I was the victim of an injustice.  I found that my anger was an obstacle to forgiveness.  
I was experiencing unrequited rage.  I managed to separate the anger and the forgiveness.

There are two kinds of anger: the one that provokes action to bring about benevolent change is fine, but 
the personal sense of grievance that provokes a debilitating urge for revenge is merely egotistical.  It helped 
when I came to see my anger as mere righteous indignation, so that it suddenly became unsustainable.  
And I also discovered that to sustain that degree of anger and lust after revenge implies a massive sense 
of self-importance.  It would make us, for example, more important than Jesus of Nazareth or Nelson 
Mandela.

With the righteous indignation eliminated, forgiveness became available.  And ask yourself which feels 
better ... anger or forgiveness?  Forgiveness brings peace.

‘Holding on to anger is like grasping a hot coal with the intent of throwing it at someone else: you are 
the one who gets burned.’  Buddha

‘Resentment is like swallowing poison and waiting for the other person to die.’  Anon
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WHERE GOD?

On the radio this morning I heard what happened to a young Congolese woman who fell victim to rebels.  
She was made to watch her family being murdered, she was made to kill her baby, and then she was gang-
raped.

It’s the sort of atrocity that makes us question the ways of God, Fate, or whatever.  It reminds me of 
the story from a Nazi concentration camp during the Second World War: the Nazis hanged some children 
and a prisoner turned to a rabbi and demanded, ‘Where is your God now?’  The rabbi replied, ‘Hanging 
there with the children’.

Eckhart Tolle says: ‘If everything was blue, there would be no blue’.  If everything was good and just, 
there would be no goodness, no justice.

HOW TO SLOW TIME DOWN

There’s an old Jewish saying: ‘The years pass quickly, but the days pass slowly’.  Be that as it may, there 
seems to be agreement that time is speeding up.  When I Googled ‘Time speeding up’, it gave me over 
50 million results.  It’s as if we’re approaching a time whirlpool.  At first I thought it was part of the 
ageing process.  Indeed, in a TV play not so long ago, Jimmy McGovern had a man facing retirement 
reflecting that, when he was a twenty-year-old, a year was divided by twenty, but, now that he’s sixty-five, 
a year’s divided by sixty-five, ‘and that’s nothing’.  I’m not comfortable with that.  There’s something 
about it, about its logic perhaps, that doesn’t ring true.  Also, if it was only caused by the ageing process, 
it would have featured in earlier literature.  I’ve never come across it.  Could it be something we’re all 
experiencing, something that’s happening for the first time?  The other day I read an Indian writer who felt 
compassion for us in the West, with ‘their materialism and their anxiety about time speeding up’.

I reckon it’s caused, in part at least, by our acquisitiveness: the present is never enough.  We’re victims 
of what a sociologist in the ’Sixties called ‘the revolution of rising expectations’.  In ‘The Spontaneous 
Healing of Belief’ (Hay House 2008), Gregg Braden describes what he calls a miracle: he’s a member of 
a tour party in Egypt who make an eight-hour journey to the Great Pyramid in four hours.  He explains 
that, because the party are all anticipating the end of the journey and the tour of the Great Pyramid, it’s as 
if they’d completed the journey.  In our case, we’re anticipating so much the end of what we’re doing at 
the moment and the arrival of the next pleasure, consciously or unconsciously, that the time between now 
and then speeds away.

We virtually live in the future.  Days after the poor kids and teachers break up for the summer holidays, 
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shop windows proclaim ‘BACK TO SCHOOL’  and start flogging satchels and writing pads.  As I write, in 
September, a brochure has just arrived in the post emblazoned ‘CHRISTMAS GIFTS’.

OK, some of it’s proper forward planning, but we do seem to need something to look forward to, 
something that’s an improvement on the present, be it the next holiday, the end of the working day, or the 
next meal.

In addition, we have an instinct that makes us always need to know what we’re going to do next.  As 
I’m writing this, I’m aware that next I’ll be doing a bit of shopping.  It isn’t in the forefront of our mind, 
nor is it entirely unconscious.  I suppose it’s what the philosopher Alastair McIntyre called preconscious.  
I asked my daughter, Melissa, what it would be like for her not to know what she was going to do next.  
‘It would’, she said ‘do my head in’.  There are moments when time yawns ahead alarmingly. 

The more we look forward, from the next few minutes to the next few years, the more we diminish 
the present.  It’s almost as if we’re wishing our time away.  But there’s something else that’s even more 
sinister.

In the West, sleep disorders have prompted a multi-million pound industry.  We do seem to welcome 
unconsciousness, incapacitated stupor, and altered states, whether achieved through pills, alcohol, or 
drugs.  We welcome rest from pain, boredom, travail, stress, sin, effort, loneliness, grief, disappointment, 
worry, disability, fear, sickness, reality TV ... whatever.  And the ultimate rest is death.

There’s something well hidden, deep down in the darkest, murkiest, and furthest dungeon in the 
darkest, murkiest, and furthest recesses of our unconscious.  And, like the other skeletons down there, it’s 
one we’d stoutly deny.  It’s our death-wish.

Just about the darkest bit of humour I’ve ever come across was an Andy Capp cartoon by Reg Smythe.  
Andy’s lying on the settee, fag in one hand, bottle of beer in the other.  Flo’s reading from the newspaper:

Flo: ‘It says here, “People who don’t drink and smoke live longer”’.
Andy: ‘Serves ’em right’.
If you don’t believe you’ve got an unconscious death-wish, then either you’re in denial or I’m wrong.  

But, if I’m right, what can we do about it?
If we find ourself relishing the passing of time, why not spare a thought for our death-wish?  We can 

rob it of its potency by holding it up, blowing the dust away, and polishing it, then watching it shrivel like 
Dracula in the sun.  

‘... the demon must be found, conjured up and made visible.  Then it could be conquered.’  ‘Narcissus 
and Goldmund’, Herman Hesse (1930)

Another thing we can do is to constantly indulge all our senses.  We must keep telling ourself to focus 
intently on what we’re experiencing in the moment.  Buddhists call it mindfulness.

I was by the sea in Sussex.  It was autumn.  At dusk I went and sat by the sea to find whether I could 
see the light change.  I gave it a good go.  But I couldn’t manage it: it was cloudy and it was too gradual.  
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Next evening I had another go.  This time the sky was clear and there was a big moon.  I sat by the sea at 
the end of the gleaming stream of waxen moonlight.  And I could see the stream of moonlight gradually 
getting brighter.  Very slowly.

And there are loads of other things.  How often do you listen to music without doing something else 
at the same time?  Can you listen to two tunes in your head at the same time?  And listen to birdsong and 
the whispers on a wind ... not just hearing: listening.  

‘As you continue to walk, become more aware of the sounds that surround you, that are continually 
touching you through the delicate surfaces of your eardrums.  Become aware of those oh-so-delicate 
vibrations.  The tiny movements and flutterings of life.  The quiet susurrus of the wind across the green 
fingers of the grass.  The flutters of a bird’s wings.  The tiny sounds that only children hear.  Focus on 
them, let them grow in your awareness until they are all that you hear.’  ‘The Secret Teachings of Plants’, 
Stephen Harrod (Cygnus Review, Issue 5, 2009)

A Swiss chap called Werner once taught me how to taste wine: take a tiny sip and let it flow round the 
taste buds on either side of the tongue.  Why not focus fully on every sip, every morsel?  Taste a raisin and 
make it into a slow feast.  You’re on a train going through a long, black tunnel, longer than you expected, 
still going through it, longer and longer ... and suddenly out into the relief and joy of a green landscape 
blessed with golden sunshine.  The blind are still in the tunnel.  In a special sunset, see a fantastically 
lovely coastline.  I stroked the surprisingly bony head of a little lamb and, when I offered my finger, I felt 
the urgent tug of its coarse tongue.  And smell: I always notice the grateful smell of growing basil when 
I water it.  Choose three of your favourite smells, preferably from three different sources ... fruit, flower, 
food etc.  And then imagine smelling them in turn really hard.  Notice the different kinds of smell, and the 
different effects each has on you.  Do they give rise to different emotions, to different sensations?  And do 
they reach different parts of your body?

Finally, invent a smell – a smell that will have ten times the impact of the ones you’ve been sensing.  
Breathe it in deeply.  Let it change in flavour and intensity.

‘Smells do give me impressions.  I find them long or short, thin, thick, round, fat, deep or shallow, warm 
or cold, sharp or soft, pricking, spreading etc.  I find they act differently as well.  Some ooze, others waft, 
some are like fireworks and seem to shower pockets of smell, some linger and others are short-lived, some 
hurt your nose, others can be tasted, some I am very wary of and reluctant to breathe in, others I can’t 
breathe deeply enough and want to eat the smell.’  From an anonymous letter quoted in her ‘Led by the 
Nose ... a Garden of Smells’, by Jenny Joseph (Souvenir Press, 2002).

In his ‘The Miracle of Mindfulness’, the Vietnamese Buddhist, Thich Nhat Hanh, chides a friend for 
having the next segment of tangerine ready before he had finished the previous piece: ‘Thus we are sucked 
away into the future – and we are incapable of actually living one minute of life’.

There’s no time like the present: make more moments.
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amid the summer
the scent of rain

springing sweetly
from hot pavements

SEEN AND HEARD

The Geordie on the train, talking to a younger man: ‘Did I tell you about the time I was dropped at 
Arnhem?  You know ... Arnhem.  They gave me the rum to carry.  On the drop.  We had the one bottle 
between us.  They gave it me and I had it in my pack for the drop.  Do you know why they gave it me?  I 
was the only one didn’t drink rum.  Never liked it.  Tried it once and I wor sick.  Your mother used to like 
it.  She used to drink it in the Alexander.  No, it wor the Locomotive – the Alexander wor lower down.  John 
Smith’s – the Alexander.  You wouldn’t wash your feet in it.  We had some good nights in the Locomotive.  
A bloke brought his banjo in.  We had a real night.  We used to lay lino down in Woolworths.  Look!  Leeds 
United!  They got a hammering the other week on the telly.  A marvellous game it wor.  There’s some 
beautiful places round Leeds, but I reckon where we live takes some beating.  Ten minutes to the seaside, 
ten minutes to the country.  I wouldn’t go to Spain.  I’ve never found a place better than Bournemouth.  
Plenty of nightlife.  We had better weather than they had in Spain last year.  We only stop at a small place.  
Right good food.  Bar open before you have your dinner.  And you can stop out as long as you want.  
Do you know the best beer in the country?  You wouldn’t know because you can’t get it in Darlington.  
Longlife.  80 pence a pint.  And that wor four years ago.  Longlife.  Only trouble is ... tastes ’orrible’.

We all know how to improve.   
We all know the next step – 
what to do less of, what to do 
more of.
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MEDITATION

I aim to meditate every day and usually do ... sometimes just a few minutes, mostly twenty minutes or so, 
longer in groups.  I think it needs to be robbed of its mystique.  For one thing, it’s a misnomer.  You read 
‘Hmm, he said, meditatively’; you think thoughtfully.  Meditation can go beyond thought. Why not call it 
silence?  In my view there are three stages to meditation: relaxing in silence and watching the thoughts 
and images as they come and go, focussing on a particular issue, and ‘emptiness’.  

I reckon we all experience the first stage in the moments after waking and before sleeping, when our 
mind idles in neutral, mulling over.  Then there’s daydreaming, which I’ve heard described as attention 
without tension.  There are anglers sitting beside a river, people in queues, travellers on buses and trains 
looking out of the window ... you’ll have your own examples.  I discovered some time ago that yoga is a 
form of meditation: I was in an easy and familiar asana when suddenly a thought about work crossed my 
mind and I immediately overbalanced.  When I tap out rhythms on my djembe, I’m focussed only on the 
drum.

We can use the second stage to focus on a problem such as a relationship or a course of action.  You 
might choose to send a prayer to someone such as the Buddhist prayer May you be well, May you be 
happy.  You might use the quietness to send distant healing by calling on the universal healing energy to 
help someone in distress.  

Emptiness is the usual translation of the Sanskrit sunyata.  I think this is an inadequate translation, 
because my experience of sunyata is fullness: there’s no room for anything else.  Sunyata is a state of 
mindfulness ... mind full ness.  It involves ridding the mind of its chatter and entering a zone of ego-free, 
peaceful silence.

There are obstacles on the way to sunyata: intrusive thoughts and images, distractions such as noises 
off, discomfort.  It’s important to sit comfortably.  I once attended a training course where we were told 
that there was only one acceptable way to sit ... kneeling on a cushion with a blanket round the knees.  The 
state of my knees, I didn’t need a cushion, I needed local anaesthetic.  Keep it simple.  I just sit in my usual 
seat in the front room.  They say, ‘Don’t sit comfortably or you’ll nod off’.  I’ve been sitting comfortably 
for years and I haven’t nodded off yet.  To clear my mind I often use as an aid thinking aaaah on the in-
breath and ooommm on the out-breath – sacred sounds to Hindus, who are pretty good at this stuff.  I start 
with my eyes open – indeed, I often do open-eye meditations by the sea or in the countryside – looking at 
something restful such as candles, a log fire, or a relaxing image.  And then at some stage my eyes usually 
close. 
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Relaxing image from India
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A shrine with a Buddha, glasses I’ve painted, family photos, a crystal which has a positive energy 
charge, and a text  from ‘Meditating’, by Jinananda: ‘A Buddha image on a shrine is not an idol.  It does not 
represent some sort of god.  It represents the open-mindedness of the exploration of the mind and heart, a 
recognition that there is no limit to that process and that we cannot therefore conceive of where it is leading 
– or indeed what deeper processes may be going on underneath whatever sense we are making of it’.

Appropriate music can be a help, too.  I’ve also made a tape of waves caressing shingle.
It’s often difficult to get rid of intrusive thoughts.  In ‘Diamond Mind: a Psychology of Meditation’, 

Rob Nairn offers excellent tips on stilling the chatter; for example, striking a deal with an obsessive 
thought – OK, I know you’re there, but I promise to think about you afterwards.  One of my favourites 
is my own take on an idea Barefoot Doctor gives us in ‘Pure’: shift the centre of consciousness from the 
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front brain to the mid-brain.  Barefoot says this alters perception.  I don’t know about that, but I certainly 
know it stills front-brain chatter.  I imagine the centre of a triangle, with its apex the third eye in the 
middle of my forehead and its base between my ears.  A colleague on my Spiritual Healing course came 
up with a superb idea.  Every time you achieve silence, think of an image that symbolizes your peace.  
Mine’s a carnation ... I can smell it as well as see it.  Eventually, merely summoning the image is an aid 
to meditation.

I don’t think we should approach meditation as a duty – something that confers some weird spiritual 
respectability.  I think we should do it because of its proven benefits, not least for our wellbeing.  Here’s 
what I get out of it:

Pre-Sunyata
Prayers
Gaining insight into an issue
Just seeing what crops up ... it could be unexpected
Traffic calming
Addressing parts of the body
Any of the hundreds of psycho-exercises abounding in the literature

Sunyata
The peaceful freedom from chatter
The sense of achievement and empowerment through discipline
The companionship of meditators past, present, and future
Attunement with higher-frequency energy sources for, e.g., spiritual healing
Communication with beings on higher planes, e.g. spirit guides
It leaves you unafraid of nothingness.
A terrific way of surviving long queues.

I send monthly mind-body-spirit newsletters to many readers worldwide.   Here’s one from 2013:
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On June 5th, 6th, and 7th Anthea and I attended a course in Transcendental 
Meditation led by Colin Beckley with help from his wife, Sue, and their 
daughter, Jemma.   The courses take place in the wondrous Oxon Hoath, 
which they hire.   (We were there after a gang of French insurance 
executives.)   ‘T.M.’ is the ancient form of meditation popularised by the 
Beatles after their meetings with its leading teacher, Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi.

I must just mention that my autobiography (soon to be published by 
Authorsonline) features a piece on meditation which will form Newsletter 

49.   The reason I went on the course was that, although I’ve been meditating on and off for twenty-odd 
years, I’d recently lost my faith in it.

Colin was an inspirational leader.   He’s comfortable about revealing that, when he learned T.M. 
in 1982, it cured him of stress-related dependency on alcohol, cigarettes, 
and prescription drugs.   His brochure continues ‘After extensive training 
he qualified as a TM teacher in 1990 and went on to run one of Maharishi’s 
Ayur-Veda health centres but resigned in 1999 because he disagreed with the 
dramatic increase in prices charged for TM instruction.   In 2000 he founded the 
Meditation Trust and, assisted by his wife, Sue, has taught thousands of people 
to meditate’.   He might have added that another reason for his resignation 
was that they refused to adopt his suggestion of a sliding scale for tuition fees 
according to the client’s ability to pay – a policy Colin now has in place.

My first contact with Colin was an individual initiation which included us 
standing in front of a kind of shrine featuring a photo of  Maharishi.  Colin 
intoned from memory a page or two of what he told me was Sanskrit.   When 
he stopped, I assumed the initiation was over and said ‘Hey, Colin ... for all I 
know that could have been ‘Jailhouse Rock’.   What were you talking about?’   
I was wrong.   Without a flicker he continued ‘And now let’s sit and close our 
eyes’.   A key moment in the initiation came when he whispered to me my very own personal mantra 
... a Sanskrit word of two syllables.   He told me never to divulge my mantra to anyone.   It’s a sort 
of meditation pin number.   I’m very fond of it and during meditation it constantly protects me from 
intrusive thoughts.

I feel as if I could write lots about the course but I’m trying to keep it to reasonable Newsletter length,   
The structure tended to be Colin eloquently introducing aspects of T.M., encouraging questions and 
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comments and responding to them instinctively and openly, and feeding off answers to questionnaires 
we filled in there and then.   I asked him about something he often mentioned - ‘the power of meditation’.   
‘The power to do what?’

He referred to well evidenced benefits from group TM  preventing a war in Lebanon to personal 
meditation eliminating stress,  furthering our progress towards self identity, and lending succour to 
our endeavours.   I remembered the case of a group meditation in New York temporarily lowering the 
crime rate.

I’d wondered who’d be there.   Our group of 25 at a guess averaged late forties, two thirds were 
women, they were dressed uncontroversially, and could have been teachers or social workers.   One 
couple were bikers, two woman friends, one 6 foot 5 tall, were self-styled housewives from Wensleydale, 
one woman was a civil engineer.   Most contributions were made by a persistent minority.

Colin quickly restored my faith in meditation by his insistence and charisma.   TM introduced me to 
two new ideas:  the mantra, and a more laid back approach to intrusive thoughts ... instead of devising 
ways of banishing them why not accommodate them?   Let the meditation be.   They’ll wander off in 
their own good time.   Colin refreshed my belief in the many benefits of meditation from the global to 
the personal.

The course ended, as it had begun, with an individual consultation with Colin.   He checked that 
I’d remembered my mantra.   All OK.   I said ‘It’s a rare and welcome experience to sit at the feet of a 
guru.   You’re my fifth’.   He replied ‘We’re all gurus’.

 Anthea and I usually do TM meditations of 20 minutes before breakfast and before dinner with a 
momentum gained from Colin’s energy and a confidence that the practice will continue forever.

Perhaps because of the course I’ve made a couple of discoveries recently.   When I get intrusive 
thoughts, I stretch my head very slowly backwards and forwards and side to side.   As in yoga the thoughts 
disappear.   Second, when silence arrives, it can be a bit of a surprise – especially for beginners.   That 
and intrusive thoughts come about because we’re in observer mode.   Kick the observer into touch.   
Become the silence.

Thanks, Colin

www.meditationtrust.com
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HOW DO YOU SEE PEOPLE?

I’ve used this illustration in pubs and places.  The fist means everyone’s the same, the fingers mean 
everyone’s as randomly different as possible.  There’s a line between them.  Where do you place your 
view on the line?  

Most people go just inside B.  Two people whose minds I respect made a rapid hand movement 
between the two.  My position is just inside A.

PAST-LIFE REGRESSION

I asked the shaman, Jo Purdy, why she believed she’d had previous lives.  She replied that as a little girl 
she realized she knew things that she hadn’t learned in this life.

I made a list of things that have appeared in my life from an early age ... things that don’t seem to have 
their origin in early experiences this time around: When I was six or seven I stayed in Heckmondwike on 
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holiday at my Granny’s and I was shown a Yorkshire Evening Post in which the editorial was written in 
Yorkshire dialect. I remember finding it familiar and very welcome.  And other things ... claustrophobia 
... fear of heights, including recurring nightmares ... an urge to meet aliens and have ufo experience ... 
log fires and old houses ... I don’t like ties or anything tight round my neck: loose scarves are OK ... 
comfortable in hot sun ... I love rain.

How about you?

For the first time, at the age of 66, I did two past-life regressions in quick succession with two different 
guides, Isabella and Mary.  Both used a slow, relaxing induction.  In the first, I became a carpenter in an 
Indian village.  I’m wearing a skirt and sandals.  As I look around, I see villagers going about their day’s 
business ... just doing things.  Although I live alone, I’m not lonely.  I have a feeling, unfamiliar to me in 
my current life, of belonging.  It’s a wonderful feeling.  I’m not an outsider here.

Isabella invited me to go forward in my life as an Indian carpenter.  A slow smile of great joy crosses 
my face.  Ohhh!  I have  become a minor guru in my own simple ashram.  Villagers and people from 
further away come to be with me in my modest ashram.  Sometimes we talk quietly, sometimes people 
just sit alongside me, enjoying my peacefulness.  I’m in a state of permanent ecstasy at my good fortune 
in having come to this.

In the second regression, when I was deeply relaxed, Mary took me back to being a teenager, then a 
child.  In my visit to my childhood, I revelled in happy memories of my grandpa and his magical garden.  
She then led me to my birth and being in the womb, but I couldn’t recreate those.  Next she invited me to 
see a vast room full of people, dead or alive, who loved me and whom I loved.  I saw a large ballroom with 
only a handful of people in it.  They could have fitted in our front room, never mind a ballroom.

My first landing was as an outlaw with Robin Hood.  But then I remembered that I’d just read a review 
of the new film and that the guru identity had occurred not long after a visit to India, so I moved on.  Next 
I settled on a Wuthering Heights kind of house in Yorkshire, where I went from boy to my dying day as a 
yeoman.  It’s a Victorian lifestyle in the mid-nineteenth century.  This is from the cd in the dying scene: ‘I 
seem to have become the head of the household.  I’m lying in a four-poster bed with a few younger people 
round it.  I’m smiling gently to reassure them that there’s nothing to fear about dying.  It’s a peaceful 
adventure.  I have no regrets.  I suppose I’ve had a good life in this smallholding.  I’m dying at peace with 
myself and my family.  My main feeling is of belonging’.  

After the regression, Mary encouraged me to think what I can learn from ‘Yeoman John’.  I gave it 
some thought.  As with the India regression, my main memory is of belonging.  I enjoy being a member 
of a community, to achieve a fulfilling rural simplicity.  There’s ‘Victorian John’ in my self-reliance, in my 
love of the allotment, in log-gathering for fires, in arts and crafts, in simple building tasks.
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Since then I’ve reached certain conclusions about both regressions.  In neither case was I deeply 
hypnotized.  I remained aware of who I was and what was happening.  I wouldn’t have been capable 
of supporting myself stretched out on two chair backs.  I suspect that really deep hypnosis can produce 
sensational regressions where the subject reveals arcane knowledge they had no way of knowing, or 
speaks in tongues.  But then again I suspect that such apparent miracles are in fact people accessing 
Akashic Records – the repository of our art, our dreams, everything ever known.

My regressions included two examples of the influence of recent experiences, and the image of the old 
stone house was a recurring waking one.  I have often seen myself, in full wakefulness, as a boy in the 
courtyard of that house.

I’m puzzled about the guru.  If we progress, how have I been relegated from guru to the holistic, 
agnostic mess I find myself to be now?  Karma?  If so, where did I go wrong as a humble guru?  It’s only 
more recently that I’ve come across ‘future-life progression’ – the idea that we can also access future 
lives.

Finally, I believe both my regressions revealed aspirations rather than past lives.
‘The late Ian Stevenson, MD, former head of the Department of Psychiatry, University of Virginia, 

and subsequent Director of the Division of Personality Studies ... dedicated much of his time and effort 
to reincarnation research.  From the mid-1960’s he documented over 6,000 case studies, most of them 
involving children.  His studies reveal convincing scientific evidence, if not “proof” of reincarnation.  Dr 
Stevenson methodically documented statements made by children and subsequently proceeded to identify 
the deceased person that the child remembers being and verified the facts of the deceased person’s life 
that match the child’s memory.  He even matched birthmarks and birth defects to wounds and scars on 
the deceased.  In cases where he was able to identify the deceased person, he found that the details of the 
deceased person’s life unmistakably matched the child’s statements.’

Charu Bahri in Nexus, Vol 18, No 4, June-July 2011

the springleaf trees
effervescent

as symmetrical
as curled parsley

There should be no shoulds.
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SEEN AND HEARD

When the children were seven, eight, and nine, I took them for their first row in a rowing boat on a lagoon.  
I’d had some experience as a teenager in Reading, when we took it in turns to pull a skiff of teenage boys 
and girls up the Thames to Mapledurham in the morning for a picnic and back downriver to Caversham 
early evening.  I was careful to avoid catching a crab and quickly corrected the tendency of a right-hander 
to oversteer on that side.  

As dry land receded and we approached the middle, the youngest, Anna, was the first to break the 
silence: ‘Dad ... would I be out of my depth here?’  Second came the oldest, Young John: ‘I’ve got my 
certificate in swimming a width with my clothes on’.  Finally, Melissa: ‘I haven’t got my certificate for 
swimming with my clothes on, but I’ve practised it a bit’.

Confidence in Dad?  Not a problem.  But we made it safely back to shore. 

FUTURE MEMORY

A scientific friend once explained energy and sub-atomic particles to me.  I think I understood it.  
Apparently, objects have auras of diminishing density.  What we see and feel as a spoon is the maximum 
of its energy, energy that surrounds it in receding, weakening waves.

I think the present moment is like that: it’s partly fuelled by the influence of the past and partly by 
unconscious anticipation of the future.  

A recent Nexus magazine carried an interview with Clif [sic] High, who is masterminding a  fascinating 
and devastatingly successful method for predicting the future.  The introduction to the interview says: 
‘The sampling of conversations and data sets over the Internet using special software called “spiders” 
has enabled the collective psyche and emotions to be tapped and key events in our future to be forecast’.

Since 1997 High and his team have been measuring the frequency and intensity of emotional 
expressions.  By our choice of expression we’re unwittingly predicting the future.

High: ‘We started talking publicly about The Death of the Dollar I think on July 4th 2007, but we’d 
actually been picking it up in the data a number of years before that. ... We got the quake for China’. 
(Nexus, Vol. 16, No. 1, December 2008-January 2009)

So, at any given moment, we’re unconsciously recording evidence to do with the future and unknowingly 
broadcasting that evidence in our choice of words.

Look at any High Street – the people and the clothes shops.  All the young styles are monochrome.  
Are they preparing for a puritanical time of hardship where peacock finery will be shameful?  And the 
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pandemic of obesity: are the overweight storing up fat against lean times, the way a camel stores water?  
But anticipating the future can be a conscious process too.  In ‘Memories, Dreams, and Reflections’, 

Jung anticipates the First World War with disturbing premonitions: ‘In October [1913], while I was alone 
on a journey, I was suddenly seized by an overpowering vision: I saw a monstrous flood covering all the 
northern and low-lying lands between the North Sea and the Alps.  When it came up to Switzerland, I saw 
that the mountains grew higher and higher to protect our country’.  Later, the waters of his dreams and 
fantasies turned to blood and landscapes were ravaged by catastrophe.  ‘On August 1st [1914], the World 
War broke out.  Now my task was clear: I had to try to understand what had happened.’

On a much more trivial scale, I’ve recently noticed myself having involuntary premonitions.  Only the 
other day, for example, I found myself singing in my mind Bob Dylan’s ‘Shelter from the Storm’, and a 
day later it appeared in a trail on Radio Four.

But there’s a more sinister side to all this.  If we lump together High’s findings and Jung’s premonitions, 
we get a powerful example of a widespread Law of Attraction in action.  It seems that we’re unconsciously 
willing a future we dread.  Can it be that we’re unwitting collaborators in horrendous self-fulfilling 
prophecies?

If this is the case, what functions do these apparently natural events perform?  At first glance they seem 
to portend events that could hardly be said to be in our best interests.  It looks as if they help precipitate 
a kind of blood-letting, be it the population purging of war, or the radical rethinks occasioned by climate 
change or financial crisis.

It might be that widespread anticipations of a dire future are there to eventually restore us to a better 
path.

PEAK EXPERIENCES

My kundalini experience was a peak experience at 9.5 on the peak scale, but there are others which I think 
deserve the name, even though they’re down at the 2 or 3 area and not life-changing.  (My depression was 
pretty significant, but it was more of a trough experience.)

The other evening Anthea and I were sitting by the log fire in the front room when I experienced what 
I can only describe as a mindslip.  She crossed in front of me to replace a book on the pile on the coffer 
and returned with another.  As she crossed my eyeline, it became like a déjà vu ... I was suddenly looking 
down on us from outer space.  I saw us through the wrong end of an intergalactic telescope and marvelled 
at how close we were in our tiny bit of space and time and what vast distances we’d travelled to be here 
together.
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I’ve had three recently while travelling by bus through Wharfedale.  It’s possible that the one above 
opened me up to them.  It was not long after dawn and the huge sun hung orange over the pale-sky horizon.  
It was the intensity of the sight, the eternality of it, the perfection of it: it had become an unfamiliar planet 
that had amazingly just arrived.

The second of the three occurred only a few days later.  I was walking along a pavement and suddenly 
looked up at the flawless blue sky.  Again it was as if it had just arrived.  It was the intensity of the blue, 
its unfamiliarity.  I just stared at it in amazed joy – its perfect duck-egg blueness.

The third was a few days later, again on a Wharfedale bus.  This time it was the Spring trees.  I noticed 
the perfect, balanced symmetry of a huge tree, and then almost every huge tree had the same effect on 
me ... a parsley-patch perfection of balance on a vast scale.  I think this last vision came about because 
it was Springtime and the structure of the trees was visible – their pointillist froth of foliage allowed the 
skeletons to be seen.  I suppose Springtime is also the explanation of the others; it was such a blissful 
surprise.  One explanation could be that on each of these recent occasions I was experiencing one feature 
of the things I saw.  Although my perceptual scheme is obviously ready and waiting, it hasn’t happened 
again as we settle down for summer.

In ‘The Transpersonal’ (Routledge 1993), John Rowan writes: ‘The lives of most people are filled 
with long periods of relative inattentiveness, lack of involvement or even boredom.  In contrast, in their 
broadest sense, peak experiences are those moments when we become deeply involved in, excited by and 
absorbed in the world’.

In ‘Towards a Psychology of Being’ (2nd Edition, Van Nostrand, New York 1968), Abraham Maslow 
takes it a step further: ‘All peak experiences may be fruitfully understood as completion-of-the-act ... or 
as the Gestalt psychologist’s closure, or on the paradigm of the Reichian type of complete orgasm, or as 
total discharge, catharsis, culmination, climax, consummation, emptying or finishing’.  Phew.

GOING ASTRAL

I chose early afternoon, safe in the knowledge that I wouldn’t be disturbed.  I lay on the bed and hypnotized 
myself until I could deepen the trance simply by sending waves of energy from tip to toe.

Eventually, I felt myself rising above my body and coming to rest at a height of about a foot.  My 
physical body lay empty beneath me.  My centre of consciousness was my mind a foot in the air.  My 
being had become a cloud-like ghost of myself.

I was aware that, by sending more waves of energy, I could move further.  I imagined passing through 
the wall and out into the street, but that felt a bit scary.  Maybe next time.  Eventually, I allowed my ghost 
to rejoin my body.
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I’ve since asked myself questions:
Had I become my astral body?
How far could I have travelled?
Would I have been vulnerable to, for example, being in a traffic accident?
Might I not have got back?
Suppose I’d met someone doing the same?
What would someone have seen if they’d entered the room?  I’m pretty sure they’d    
simply have seen me asleep on the bed.
But I can’t be sure.

I was helped by Hereward Carrington’s introduction to ‘The Projection of the Astral Body’, by himself 
and Sylvan Muldoon (Rider 1929).  
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‘The Astral Body may be defined as the Double, or the ethereal counterpart of the physical body, 
which it resembles and with which it normally coincides.  It is thought to be composed of some semi-
fluidic or subtle form of matter, invisible to the physical eye.’

And later ...
‘As opposed to such cases [involuntary projection], we place those of conscious or voluntary 

projection, in which the subject “wills” to leave his physical body, and actually does so.  He is then 
fully alert and conscious in his astral body; he can look upon his own physical mechanism, and travel 
about at will, perhaps seeing scenes and visiting places he has never seen before.

The astral and the physical bodies are invariably connected by means of a sort of cord, or cable, 
along which vital currents pass.  Should this cord be severed, death instantly results.

He can at will return to his physical body, or may be drawn into it again automatically by reason of 
some shock, fright, or vivid emotion.

If the patient can induce this complete relaxation of the muscular system without falling asleep, he 
will often experience an illusion of levitation’.

Despite the remark above that the astral body is invisible to the physical eye, both Carrington and 
Muldoon describe instances where their astral bodies have been seen.  Here’s Carrington: ‘On a number 
of occasions I “willed” to appear to a certain young lady – naturally quite psychic – just as I was falling 
asleep.  Most of these attempts were apparent failures, but on three occasions she awoke suddenly and 
saw me standing in the room or sitting on her bed’.

WORDS WRITTEN TO A FRIEND WHOSE WIFE HAD JUST LEFT HIM

You must be in a state of shock.  You must feel as if you’ve been cut adrift and that you’re rudderless.  Lend 
yourself to the flow of the tide, safe in the knowledge that it’s there to keep you afloat.

the heady fragrance of wallflowers
sun-dazed bees
attentive in love

What age are you if you’re not the age you are?
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SEEN AND HEARD

The Barcelona Umbrella Man: His shop is only a bit bigger than a telephone kiosk.  It’s full of umbrellas.  
Nothing else.  Just umbrellas.  He’s very middle-aged, and cadaverously lean, in a worn grey suit.  The 
constant expression on his long face is one of extreme melancholia.  Even when I chose a top-of-the-range 
umbrella, his expression didn’t lighten at all.  Not even when I paid him. 

Either his wife had just left him.
Or she hadn’t.

LOVE AND FEAR

I keep bumping into the phrase:

‘The only power we truly have is the power to choose love over fear.  This one choice gives us the 
power to create our reality. ... Ultimately, there are only two frequencies in Existence:  fear and love.  
When we focus on what we don’t like or don’t want, we vibrate in the frequency of fear. ... It is only 
when we choose the openness of love that our world changes from one of limitation to one of infinite 
possibilities.’  

‘How to find God in everything’, amoda maa jeevan (Watkins Publishing 2008)
‘How or whether we love each other, care for others, whether we share or have a lifestyle based on 

fear rather than love or trust ... such issues are knocking on all our doors.’
‘Your Healing Power’, Jack Angelo (Piatkus 1999)
‘There are only two roots to all our emotions: love and fear.  Love is the natural state of human life: 

fear is the means the ego uses to control and possess the world.  They cannot simultaneously co-exist. 
... The ego wants to own everything: this denies the invincibility of surrender, the handmaiden of love.’

‘Ascension: An analysis of the art of ascension as taught by the Ishayas’, Maharishi Sadashiva 
Isham

‘Fear is only the absence of love.’  ‘The Reconnection’, Dr Eric Pearl (Hay House 2001)

I thought it might be an idea for us to make lists of what we mean by love and what we are afraid of.  
Why don’t you make your own lists before you read mine over the page?
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KEN

It was a privilege to know my father-in-law.  He was a fine, upstanding man, ahead of his generation in 
his concern for the planet.  He was a piano player, an avid reader of audiobooks, a lover of wildlife, an 
adept at identifying birdsong (before I’d even seen the bird), a tireless walker, good to listen to and a good 
listener, a ready sense of humour, early on a very good footballer and a lifelong enthusiast for sport and 
keep-fit, strong, generous, kind, and excellent husband, father, father-in-law, and grandfather.  

He had a degree in Chemical Engineering and one day at work, when he was 25, he set up an experiment 
and left it in someone else’s charge.  He returned to check it and it blew up in his face, taking his eyes.  
£50 an eye he was given.  Never, by word or deed, did he show a millisecond of complaint or self-pity.  
He beat blindness in a victory that was to last till his death at the age of 94.  At the well-attended gathering 
after a simple funeral service, I read this tribute:

‘My earliest and most abiding memory of my father-in-law was when we first met in a pub in Leeds 
when he and Ros came to meet their daughter’s intended.  Soon, Anthea and her mother made their 
excuses and left the menfolk together.  Ken actually asked me, in the kindest possible way, about my 
‘prospects’.  His use of the word is a reminder that, however much he kept aware of the life and times 
around him, he was born at the start of the First World War.  As for my ‘prospects’, I managed to cobble 
together some kind of respectable fantasy.  Whatever, he was OK about it.  No grilling.

But then came a sterner test: he said he wanted to visit the gents.  Panic!  I was in sole charge of a 
blind man for the very first time in my life.  Just how far would my responsibilities extend?  He took my 
arm and we wended our uncertain way.  When we arrived, he sniffed and said, ‘Hmm, smells as if we’re 
there.’  And he instantly broke any ice I was experiencing.  It was an inspired thing to say and it warmed 
me to him right away.

Later, we’d do crosswords together, and I marvelled at his ability to solve an anagram faster than me 
... and I could see the letters written down.  Holidaying in the usual place on the Sussex coast, we’d go 
on walks and it soon became clear to me that they were walks he and Ros had done together, before she 
preferred to stay behind with the grandchildren.  It was often a case of the blind leading the blind.

‘Er, Ken, we’re approaching a t-junction.  I’m not sure whether to turn left or right.’  
‘Is there a cottage on the right?’
‘Yes.’
‘Is there a tamarisk tree in the garden?’
‘What does a tamarisk tree look like?’
‘I don’t know.’
‘I don’t know either.’
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Ken on his 94th birthday.  He was to die not long afterwards.
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But somehow we always made it to a country pub, where he always insisted on buying the first round 
and allowed himself only a scrupulous half for my round.  

One summer of walks we played the game of Alphabet Cricketers All-Time Best.  Some of his I’d 
never heard of and I must admit we erred heavily in favour of Englishmen.  Even so, the W’s were a crack 
eleven: Worrell, Weekes, Walcott, and Washbrook, to name but a few.

The M’s would take some beating: Keith Miller, Peter May, Chris Mason (my brother-in-law, an 
accomplished batsman).  And of the two Finalists, it would be churlish to call the G-Men underdogs: Gordon 
Greenidge, Graham Gooch, David Gower, Mike Gatting, W. G. himself, and ‘Big Bird’, Joel Garner.

But the winners of our Alphabet Test?  In a class of their own, the B-Men: Allan Border, Geoff Boycott, 
Ken Barrington, Sir Donald Bradman, Sir Ian Botham, Trevor Bailey, David Bairstow of the county of 
Ken’s birth, behind the stumps, and, if this array of batsmen needed bowlers: Keith Boyce, Bill Bowes, 
Alec Bedser, and Bishan Bedi.

I hope that somewhere up there, Ken, there’s a cricket ground ... and that, by some miracle, our fantasy 
side – the best ‘B’ team ever assembled – will play that fantasy Test against the G-Men ... and that you’ll 
be there watching ... with your eyes wide open’.

Through Ken I learned that, as well as what you say, what you don’t say is important too.  And I wonder 
if there is rhyme and reason behind the travesties of fate, if Ken might perhaps have been saddled with 
blindness because it was known that his great strength would see him through in style, and that everyone 
who met him would be the stronger, and the less fearful, as a consequence.

NO  SMOKING

I’ve been working on a form of words to avoid possible 
violence when I ask someone not to smoke in a No 
Smoking area.  I usually say, ‘You’re smoking in a No 
Smoking area’, and indicate the sign.  If they refuse, I 
simply say, ‘You’re a poisoner’.  Occasionally there’s 
a hostile reaction, which is understandable.  After all, 
smokers hate being smokers.

To defuse a situation where I might get thumped, 
I’ve made cards to hand out:
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My first opportunity to launch the cards came shortly afterwards at Chichester Bus Station.  Two young 
women were smoking a couple of feet away from a NO SMOKING sign.  They were in their mid-twenties, 
one dark and plump, the other fair-haired and thin.  The latter was facing me, so I spoke primarily to her.

‘Excuse me ... you’re smoking in a No Smoking area.’
I spoke gently with what I hoped was a friendly smile.  Both were stupefied.  They stared at me in utter 

incomprehension.  Both were shocked into speechlessness.
‘Look’, I continued, ‘there’s a notice saying “No Smoking”’ ... and I indicated the notice.
Again shocked silence.  No change of blank expressions.  Jaws dropping.  Was I a Martian?
‘Ah’, I said, as one for whom the penny had just dropped.  ‘Do  ...  you  ...  speak  ...  English?’
‘Yaaiirrr’, said the thin one in a confused tone and three notes.
‘This’, I said, ‘is for you’.  And I handed her a card.  She didn’t throw it away.  She didn’t tear it in half.  

She didn’t spit on it.  She didn’t spit on me.  She just took it silently.

INVISIBLE GIVING

I was reminded of this only the other day.  At the allotment I took delivery of 2 tons of hardcore and I 
spent three and a half hours barrowing it to the main path (which is muddy and gets very wet) and raking 
it smooth.  There were no allotment holders there at the time and I did it with the pleasant anticipation of 
them arriving and delighting in the new path, but having no idea who had done it.  Must be the council.

The first time I did it was twenty-odd years ago when I overheard a student I knew slightly bewailing 
the fact that she needed a book for her course and she couldn’t find it anywhere.  I had it back home, so 
I found out where she lived and left it on her doorstep with no note and no way of identifying the donor.

Afterwards I had a unique sense of generosity – the sense of generosity that’s unsullied by any ulterior 
motive or personal gain.  No Brownie points.  No leverage. It felt kind of clean.

On a recent stay in India, I noticed some children playing football in a coconut grove.  They were 
playing with a collapsed ball.  While they were at school, I placed a new ball on their penalty spot.  They 
could have had no idea where it came from.

In India it’s known as invisible giving.
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THANK YOU

One of my near-death experiences was when Anthea was driving with me in the passenger seat and Young 
John in the back.  We were in the slow lane of a motorway near Manchester when three cars rammed us 
broadside.  The car was like a crushed Coke can.  A couple we know were enormously helpful and I gave 
them a present to say Thank you.  A couple of years later I wrote a Thank you letter to say it again.  And 
I’ll do it again in a while.

Big gratitude’s forever.

AS IF ...

My dreams indicate what a difficult relationship I’ve had with my father.  His rejection of me from when I 
was ten hurt grievously and still affects me to this day.  He was very critical of me or ignored me and never 
had a kind word for me.  He was often angry with me and it seemed I could do nothing to please him.  
One evening, when I was ten or eleven, I got out of bed in tears and went into the sitting room, where the 
television was permanently on.  Through my tears I managed to say, ‘Why can’t it be like it used to be?’  
My mother turned the television sound down, but neither of them spoke.  I went back to bed.

Later, when I was about sixteen, he tried to hit me when I’d done nothing wrong, but I was bigger than 
him and held him off.  I was left with long-term emotional insecurity and low self-esteem.  Throughout 
my adult life he has remained critical of me at every opportunity, especially when my mother was alive 
and she was present.  He finds it impossible to relate to me in a normal human way.  Also, I detest his 
racism and his sexism.  An example of the racism: ‘I can’t see the American public accepting Mrs Obama 
as First Lady’.  He’d be age-ist if he wasn’t so old.  To hear him talk you’d wonder who won the Second 
World War.  And I hate his negative outlook on people ... always seeking to belittle, to show scorn, proud 
of his cynicism.  He still has influence over me into his nineties.  He engenders in me a love-hate mess so 
potent that they can almost appear simultaneously.

Despite all this, for his ninetieth birthday I decided to act as if I felt unconditional love for him.  I decided 
to get hold of an application form for an OBE, to fill it in in glowing terms, and give it to him to keep.

In my ignorance I rang Buckingham Palace.  The recorded voice was stern and  ladylike: ‘This is 
Buckingham Palace.  If you’ve been given this number as a hoax, RING OFF NOW’.  I left a message 
explaining what I wanted and left my details.  Shortly afterwards an application form arrived from the 
Cabinet Office.
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And what a loving portrait I painted.  I wrote about what a magic Daddy he was to a little boy, and how 
hard he worked as an accountant to improve the living standards of his family.  It went swimmingly until 
I came to the most important bit – the section about his contributions to his community, to the nation, and 
to the world at large.  Gamely, I mentioned that in retirement he swept up leaves and dead-headed flowers 
in civic displays.  We’re not talking Mother Teresa here.

The odd thing was that it worked.  For a while I saw him through OBE-tinted spectacles and actually 
managed to feel fond of him.  But it didn’t last.  His habitual hostile and negative words and deeds wore 
away at my affection.  Such is his grandiosity that the process was accelerated rather when he wrote to 
say that he’d sent the application in.

‘If you want a quality, act as if you already had it.  If you want a trait, act as if you already have the 
trait.’  William James

They laughed.
Oh my!  How they laughed!

Until it almost seemed
They were crying.

Scotsman in pub: Hello. 
How’re yer doin’?

Me: I’m sorry – I don’t think I 
know you.

Scotsman: Everybody knows 
everybody.
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SCENE AND HEARD

Coronation Street: I appeared as an extra twice, in quick succession.  My agent called:  ‘John, they want 
you for a Johnny Briggs scene, seeing off your son at private school.  You’ll be there with your wife.  It’s 
a pretty expensive-looking school, so dress up for it’.

Dress up for it?  Who does she think I am?  £50 for a day’s work and she thinks I can dress up for it.  
So anyway, I blew the dust off my funeral suit, found a tie and set off.  When the extras’ minibus arrived 
at the school, there was quite a crowd gathered.  I was introduced to my ‘wife’. 

It’s an odd process, casting.  There was the time I went for an audition at Leeds City Varieties to be 
‘Dad’ in a photo-shoot including a wife and two children on a boat.  People go to enormous lengths.  They 
dress up for the part.  So City Varieties was full of Dads in white roll-neck sweaters, Mums in white 
jeans and sailor caps, and little sons and daughters in sailor suits.  I just turned up in what I happened to 
be wearing that day.  I surveyed the scene.  There were some pretty young women with attractive little 
children.  The pretty women were half my age, but I wouldn’t mind being married to some of them for a 
day on a boat.  So anyway, I was chosen to be Dad.  ‘Would you mind waiting, John?  We’ll introduce you 
to your “wife” and “children” once we’ve chosen them.’ 

It’s odd the way casting tells you things about yourself.  The sort of roles you get.  When I met my 
wife, she could have been my auntie.  And the son looked as if he played for Leeds Rhinos and the little 
daughter looked as she was just about to start uni.  It can age you, casting.

Back at the private school just outside Manchester, I met my wife – fifty-five if she was a day and 
dolled up as if she was off to a wedding.  Much older than me, surely!  The scene was set and the producer 
came over to us: ‘OK, you two – you’ve seen the boy off, you’ve been into the school, talked to the head, 
chatted with teachers’.

‘I’ll tell you one thing’, I said; ‘we haven’t paid the fees’.
Anyway, I managed to walk towards the camera without looking at it and without looking as if I’d got a 

balloon between my legs, and next week my agent rang again: ‘John, they liked what you did last week and 
they want you again.  This time you’re a businessman having a dirty weekend in Blackpool with his secretary’.

‘How dare you, madam!’ I said.
‘What do you mean?’
‘I can’t do that.  I’m a respectable married man.  Well ... married man.  Southport – yes ... but never 

Blackpool!’
I met my secretary, Tina.  This time, appropriately enough, she was less than half my age.  And very 

attractive.  The producer placed us at a table in the dining room where we were having breakfast.  ‘OK, 
you two’, he said, ‘I want you all over each other.  Make it obvious what’s going on’.  Ah well, it’s a living.  
Almost.
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It went fine.  But I couldn’t help wondering what the more perceptive viewer might have seen.  The sort 
of attentive viewer who takes in what’s happening in the background.  There was a sub-plot developing.  
‘That feller’s on a slippery slope.  One minute he’s with his wife seeing their son off at an expensive 
school, the next minute he’s on a dirty weekend in Blackpool with his secretary.  What will it be next – 
mud-wrestling in Jakarta?’

KILLING TIME

I’ve just heard on the radio that a product called egg-in-an-instant has been launched.  It’s eggs supplied 
already broken and free of egg-shell.  The idea is to save all that time we squander breaking them.

I remember a politician declaring recently that he hoped to have broadband in every home very soon.  
Whatever broadband is; I gather it does computer things seconds faster.

Again on the radio, I heard recently that thanks to the computer a method has been devised to extract 
the seeds from pomegranates.  I happen to be partial to pomegranate seeds – I add them to salads and 
muesli.  I enjoy taking the seeds out.  It’s easy.  A bit of patience, a modicum of skill, and there they are, 
glistening like rubies.  Not all that time-consuming.

Whenever I mention my love of log fires, people agree but add, ‘Yes, but too much trouble, too much 
time’.  It’s like the pomegranate seeds: when you really enjoy something, you don’t begrudge the time.

I find it alarming to watch motorists in the evening rush-hour.  They race along at breakneck speed in a 
state of panic, urgency written into their features.  Downtime ... must get ahead ... get to free time ... fast.

I can’t help wondering what we do with all the time saved.  Lots of people complain of being bored.

THE ALLOTMENT

What a blessing.  Religions offer explanations of Creation and the Universe, and talk about God.  I prefer 
to sift through my fingers the wondrous tilth of prepared soil.  It’s near enough.  The rest is hubris.

People ask me what we grow.  I say: ‘Everything from asparagus to zucchini’.  You have to say 
zucchini.  It’s the Italian for courgettes, and, if you say, ‘Everything from asparagus to courgettes’, no-
one’s all that impressed.
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We’ve had our allotment for around 15 years.  Anthea’s the brains behind the outfit:  I’m the labourer. 
I get all the building materials free – throw-aways on building sites and skips, pebbles from a beach.   
Sometimes neighbours donate stuff. I built the terrace and paths from scrap flagstones, bricks, and 
timber.  I’ve made four compost bins from double and single pallets.   

I built the terrace using mostly free materials. We inherited the chairs from Kim and Helen when they 
left.   I got the refectory table for a few quid from Thespy Tony’s bazaar down the road, stripped it down, 
sanded it, polished it, and applied several layers of yacht varnish.

The other day, while I was working, our neighbour and allotment friend, Fiona, came up to me and 
asked if I was any good with birds.   There had been a couple of instances recently of birds getting caught 
in netting. It was something I had no experience of. ‘I’ll try’, I said.   We walked to her allotment and I 
saw a female blackbird caught in pea netting.   She was thrashing about in panic.   I was immediately 
flooded with calm.   ‘Ah’, I said, and crouched next to the bird and talked to her gently:  ‘Hello, little 
bird ... you must be very frightened.   I can understand why you’re so upset but I want you to know 
that we’re here to help you’.    I gently held her in both hands and continued murmuring to her.   She 
fitted perfectly into my praying palms.   Very soft.  I could feel her heart beating in my hands. The 
more I spoke softly to her, the more she relaxed, until she lay at rest.   But with a beady left eye turned 
watchfully back towards me.  I suggested to Fiona that she might try to free the foot that was caught in 
the netting.   She did so gently and with great care.   When the blackbird was freed, I decided to release 
her on the ground in case she couldn’t fly.   She flew just fine to a nearby nut tree.

It reminded me of the Japanese experiment where, when water was spoken to harshly, its crystals were 
ugly, and, when spoken to gently, they were beautiful.
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VISUALIZATION

The other day I was looking for something in the attic when I suddenly realized that I was holding 
the image of the object at the back of my mind.  I wasn’t doing it consciously, and I wasn’t doing it 
unconsciously.  It was what the philosopher, Alastair McIntyre, called preconscious.  It was there when I 
thought about it.  Like knowing the way to the bus-stop.

It occurred to me that we always do that, whether we notice it or not.  We wouldn’t be able to find 
anything without it.  We wouldn’t know what we were looking for.  It’s a short step from there to 
visualization.  If we want, for example, to lose weight, it’s helpful to hold in mind the image of ourself at 
the preferred weight.

Here’s Shakti Gawain at the start of her ‘Creative Visualisation’ (Nataraj Publishing 2002):  ‘Creative 
Visualisation is the technique of using your imagination to create what you want in life. ... In the past 
many of us have used our power of creative visualisation in a relatively unconscious way.  Because of our 
own deep-seated negative concepts about life, we have automatically and unconsciously expected and 
imagined lack, limitation, difficulties, and problems to be our lot in life. ... The use of creative visualisation 
gives us a key to tap into the natural goodness and bounty of life’.

THE LEEDS HALF-MARATHON: SUNDAY 15th MAY 2005

FIRST THOUGHTS

Anthea: For some time we had thought of entering a race and got details of some local 5k and 10k events, 
but never got round to filling in an application.  In late February I was talking to some of the staff at After 
Adoption Yorkshire and found they were in training for the Leeds Half-Marathon.  I said on impulse, ‘You 
might find me joining you’.  When I got home that day, I announced that I was going to run it.

Me: I was shocked.  I’d always been the only runner in the family and I didn’t like the idea of Anthea 
doing it on her own.  How could I help?  When I was 15, I won the school cross-country and I’ve done 
lots of running all my life.  But never more than about five miles.  A half-marathon is 13.2 miles.  It took 
me a week of agonizing before I realized I’d have to run it with Anthea.

PREPARATION

The recommended preparation time for a half-marathon is 3 months, including 2 weeks tapering at the end.
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Anthea: We had only two and a half months preparation time, but we’d been running since the previous 
summer.  Although the longest regular run we’d done was only 5 miles, the difference between 5 and 13 
didn’t sound that much.

Me: A lengthy ligament injury had put me out of running for most of the autumn and I felt less ready 
than Anthea did.  She planned our preparation.

Anthea: We were sent a map of the route a month before the race.  As we studied it, we realized why 
the Leeds Half-Marathon is considered the most demanding half-marathon in the country: the first half is 
up-hill.

So far we’d only trained in the valley and I wasn’t sure I could run up-hill.  We’re surrounded by hills, 
but it had never occurred to me that I’d ever run up them.  Using the car’s milometer, I measured 2 miles 
up the long climb out of Wharfedale on the Leeds Road and at the weekend had a trial.  It was a great relief 
to find that running up-hill was possible.

We knew that we had to do several long-distance runs a month before the race.  We decided that, if we 
could run 10 miles, we’d be able to run 13.  We did two 10-mile runs on consecutive Sundays, and then a 
6 miles, the first half of which was up-hill.

Me: We were surprised to find that the 6 miles including up-hill was more tiring than 10 miles on the 
flat.  Also, running downhill wasn’t as easy as we’d deserved.  You had to use leg muscles to slow you 
down, to keep control.  

Anthea: We were constantly reading books and magazines about half-marathon preparation and found 
that by now we should be running an average of 20-25 miles per week.  This was far more than we had 
time for.

Me: Things were getting serious. I’d taken out a subscription to the excellent monthly magazine 
Runner’s World.  With its help I wrote a 14-day tapering programme.  We ran the last 10 miles on Sunday 
8th May ... one week to go.

As the time spent running became less, we introduced more emphasis on yoga and pilates, and I made 
use of the rowing machine at work.  Our diet came to include a higher than usual amount of carbohydrate 
for energy.  We’d been taking an isotonic drink before running and were now drinking more than our usual 
three pints of water a day.

Anthea: We’d been timing our runs so that we knew how long we took to run a mile over distance and 
could project an estimated time for the half-marathon.  In the last few days I found myself driving along 
parts of the route during my working day and tried to imagine what I’d be feeling at each stage. 

In particular we wanted to know where the last 3 miles started, because we’d be breaking new ground.  
We found that the last 3 miles started at Kirkstall Abbey, just opposite where we used to live.
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THE NIGHT BEFORE THE RUN

Anthea: By now the run had come to dominate our thoughts.  I was ready for it.  I wanted it to be over.
Me: That Saturday was my 62nd birthday, and I couldn’t help feeling a little deprived.  It was the most 

abstemious birthday in living memory.  We’d cut out alcohol for some time.  At least, when I was six, I 
could guarantee a bucketful of dandelion and burdock.

By now the run had become an obstacle I wanted to put behind me.  I was excited and felt a mixture 
of confidence and apprehension.  Would I be at the back with the Father Christmases and gorillas pushing 
prams?  Would I suffer a mechanical breakdown?

Our daughter, Melissa, had been with us for a few days and Kat, our niece, arrived in time for the pre-
race evening meal, which included plenty of pasta.  

15th MAY

Weather:  Dry, still, mild, cloudy.
Breakfast:  Anthea’s banana smoothie, washed down with an isotonic drink ... 2 hours 
 before the 10.00 start.
The Distance:  13.2 miles.
Aims: Anthea:  To complete the run at an average of 12 minutes per mile, giving a time of 2 
 hours 36 minutes.
Me:  To run the entire distance without stopping to walk, preferably under 3 hours.
Support Team:  Melissa and Kat were great.  Just by being there with us they gave us 
 confidence and support.
Best times for 10 miles:  Anthea – 1 hour 55 minutes
 Me – 2 hours 35 minutes.

THE START

As the four of us approached Millennium Square in the centre of Leeds, the more the crowds of runners, 
supporters, and spectators grew, like the fans approaching a major football stadium.  We had done stretches 
at home and now we jogged up and down to keep flexible.

Anthea: It was a shock to see the size of the gathering in Millennium Square, nearly all of them runners.  
There was a First Aid tent and loudspeaker announcements by a Radio Aire disc jockey.  He told us that 
there were 5,500 runners present.  It had the atmosphere of a vast summer carnival.

Me: Nearly all the runners looked skinny and fit.  I heard some of them gossiping about the recent 
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London Marathon: I actually did a pb ...  I only managed 3 hours 15 minutes ...  My shoulders got sun-
burned.

I didn’t actually see anybody who could be over 60, but I knew there were some.  Most were men, but 
there were plenty of women.  I said Hello to a voice-over client of mine at YTV – Paul was with his wife, 
who was also running.  He was hoping to break 2 hours!

As 10.00 approached, the announcement came that elite runners should make their way to the front, 
with leading runners just behind them.  Then the great mass of also-rans separated ourselves from 
supporters and spectators and moved in a throng towards the start near the main street, the Headrow.  And 
suddenly everybody was running, with a crowd of spectators lining the route and clapping with shouts of 
encouragement.

Anthea: I had been warned not to run too fast at the start.  Most people would be doing that and would 
regret it.  I planned to start very slowly.  Running along the Headrow, I was overtaken by dozens of 
runners.  I stuck to my plan and felt pleased with myself.

Me: Despite the adrenaline, I slipped straight into my usual stride to the rhythm of my breathing: in ... 
2, 3, 4  ...  out 2, 3, 4.  I lost sight of Anthea in the melee and I wouldn’t see her again until the end.  

THE FIRST PHASE

The first three miles were flat, as we ran through the inner city suburbs of Sheepscar and Meanwood.  
There were few spectators here.

Anthea: Something I found off-putting at this stage was that the corporate teams running in relay 
suddenly changed over at 3 miles and new runners joined in, running surprisingly fast.

Me: I was surprised (and relieved) to find that by Sheepscar I knew I’d finish non-stop.  I’d settled into 
my comfortable rhythm and I knew it wouldn’t let me down.  I felt fit, strong, and relaxed.

At around 3 miles, up-hill running started and was to continue for 2 miles as we ran north-east to the 
ring-road.  There was more up-hill running along the ring-road.

Anthea: As the up-hill section progressed, I found I was beginning to overtake people who had slowed 
or stopped to walk.  It was hard work up the hill.  It seemed a long, slow climb to me, even though I was 
familiar with the road.

Me: The long up-hill stretch was lined with semi-detached houses and spectators thronged the 
pavements, clapping and shouting words of encouragement.  I was running alone, unlike most runners, 
and I wondered what to say in reply to the spectators.  Or did runners maintain a dignified silence?  ‘Is 
this the way to Amarillo?’ got some laughs, as did ‘Stick around ... after me it’s the one-legged runners’.  
I was appalled when two overweight young women overtook me, but it wasn’t long before I passed them 
while they were walking.  
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One sight made me angry.  A middle-aged feller was dragging a brown Labrador by a lead from his 
collar.  Labradors aren’t built for distance running.  I could see the poor dog’s neck being pulled askew.  
Fortunately for the dog, the man did stop to walk now and then.

PHASE 2

We turned left near Sainsbury’s and followed the ring-road to Lawnswood School and then downhill for 
a bit.

Anthea: This was the least memorable part of the run.
Me: On the ring-road there were few spectators, although a few cars hooted in greeting.  I found out 

something about the drink stations: it’s very difficult to drink out of a plastic beaker on the run.  You spill 
it and risk choking.  I soon learned to choose the little bottles, which were OK.  We also had water bottles 
in our running-belts.

THE FINISH

We turned left off the ring-road towards Kirkstall.
Anthea: This was a pleasantly downhill stretch towards the familiar area around Kirkstall Abbey.  I felt 

fit and confident that I’d complete the run.  I had underestimated the demands of the last 2 miles, especially 
the final stretch back along the Headrow.  It was unclear where the finishing line was.  My friend and 
colleague, Jane, was a spectator near the finishing line.  She cheered me on at the end, up the final stretch, 
where Melissa and Kat greeted me with open arms.  I was delighted to see from my stopwatch that I’d 
achieved my goal – I’d broken 2 hours 30 minutes in a time of 02:28:01.

Me: As I passed Kirkstall Abbey, I was aware that I’d done 10 miles and was entering new territory.  
Past Yorkshire Television ... past the fire station ... the edge of the city proper ... and my legs felt different 
... there was no spring in my step ... my legs felt stiff.

I was glad to overtake the cruel man with the Labrador for the last time.  They were walking.  I knew 
I should have said something, but it wasn’t the right time or place. 

In distance races I’ve always had a finishing sprint and, as I passed Park Lane College, I was wondering 
whether I’d got the energy left.  I overtook a young woman just as she was asking a man who had come 
to meet her, ‘Can I break 3 hours?’  ‘No’, said the man, ‘It’s three hours five minutes’.

I was disappointed.  I managed not so much a sprint finish as a token increase in speed, just to show the 
numerous spectators that the run hadn’t finished me off.  I was annoyed with the 3 hours 5 minutes man 
when I learned that my time was 03:02:36.  I could have dipped under 3 hours.
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AFTERMATH

Anthea: A glow ... a high ... chuffed.
Me: To stop running was to move suddenly like a Moon being in the absence of gravity.
Ecstasy ... achievement ... relief that I hadn’t had a mechanical breakdown.  Glad I’d done it without 

stopping.

248 
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SECURE WARD

It was the last job I did for the three years before the age of 65.  I was Activity Organizer on a secure 
psychiatric ward.  Because of confidentiality, I won’t name the institution or the patients.  They were men 
and women, mainly in the age range 25-40, who were a serious danger to themselves or others.  Some had 
killed, some had attempted suicide.  One man was in his fifties, placid and plump, with a coach driver’s 
paunch, a little pompous, rather boring.  Most of his adult life had been spent on high-security wards with 
people like the Yorkshire Ripper.  As a young man he had sawn the limbs off a living man and raped what 
was left.  

Access to the ward was via two sets of twin-locked doors.  There were bars on the windows.  Just 
before my interview, I looked into the ward through a secure door with a window.  A middle-aged man 
was storming down the corridor towards my door.  He was bald and naked from the waist up, revealing 
a vast gut.  His face was full of rage.  He was shouting incomprehensibly.  I wondered how the heck I’d 
deal with him.  ‘Nice game of chess?’  At the interview I was asked, ‘What’s the difference between you 
and our patients?’  I made my right forefinger and thumb show a very narrow gap.  ‘And that’s mainly 
luck’, I said.  I got the job.

The ward I worked on was a low-security ‘forensic’ ward for patients who’d been through the courts 
for crimes of violence.  I’d walk towards the first locked double doors with a bunch of keys on my belt to 
make Marley’s ghost jealous.  I pass through the airlock and then through the second set of locked double 
doors.  Then, to my right, there’s a long, long corridor.  From the distance I hear the crazed, banshee, 
falsetto wailing of a barely recognizable pop song.  Halfway along the corridor there’s a grotesquely obese 
middle-aged woman slumped against the wall in a chair and gazing vacantly into the middle distance, 
her vast legs splayed.  And suddenly a young man strides angrily down the corridor towards me, shaven-
headed, sawn-off t-shirt, tatts all up one arm like chainmail, and, as he passes, violent eyes boring into 
me like bullets.  All three are members of staff.  I go down the corridor, turn left, and then I get to meet 
the patients.

It was a low-security ward, the lowest of the three.  Medium is for patients who are more of a risk 
of violence to themselves or to others and need a higher staff-patient ratio and more observation.  High 
Security is for patients like the Yorkshire Ripper – unlikely ever to be released.  Grassington Gardens 
was a suite of rooms in a stately, Victorian hospital. On my first day I went into the ward determined to 
go in the deep end.  No point hanging around.  The ward had around a dozen patients and, with breakfast 
over, it was quiet.  There were two kinds of helper – qualified psychiatric nurses and Health Care Workers 
who had no formal qualification.  Behind the scenes were an Occupational Therapy team and a team of 
psychiatrists who would make regular assessments of the patients and prescribe medication.   My role 
lay between the patients and OT – getting them used to the idea of doing something.  This was quite 
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challenging, as they were all on very strong medication and had low motivation.  There was a cramped 
staff room, a large, high-ceilinged room that served as dining room and recreation area, and individual 
patient bedrooms.  Most of the staff were in the staff room, and some were sitting in the big room reading 
daily papers.  Most of the patients seemed to have gone back to their rooms after breakfast.  I was to 
discover that several of them scarcely appeared.

The big room had a wide and high bay window leading on to shaven lawns and shrubs.  A young 
man was sitting in the bay in an armchair, his back to the room.  He was wearing a t-shirt and jeans.  I 
confirmed from a colleague that he was in fact a patient and made my way towards him.

As a counsellor, one of the most effective tools of the trade I’ve come across is reflection.  It’s simply 
the art of paraphrase or summary.  You echo to the client the thought or thoughts they’ve expressed, in 
different words:

‘She’d criticize me all the time.  Every opportunity.  Whatever I tried, she’d make fun of me’.
‘It sounds as if you felt humiliated by her.’

I’ve extended the use of reflection to include echoing what the client is unconsciously experiencing.  I 
did this with my first patient.  I took a chair similar to his into the bay and sat to his left at a comfortable 
distance which took into account the size of the bay and the need not to crowd him.  Then I sat calmly 
looking at the view.  I was relieved that he didn’t immediately get up and leave.  I was aware that he 
would see me as a stranger and that he wouldn’t know from my appearance or manner whether I was a 
patient or staff.  (One of my fondest memories is the time I was playing Scrabble with three patients when 
a nurse came by with a clip-board, ticking off patients’ names.  ‘And your name?’ she asked.  ‘John’, I 
replied.  She nodded, then frowned:  ‘I don’t seem to have a John on my list’.  The patients were delighted.  
‘He’s our Activity Organizer’, they laughed.)  After a few minutes I gauged that he’d had time to accept 
my presence, so I said, ‘I imagine you like sitting here because the ward can get claustrophobic and 
here you’ve got the view and the sky’.  He immediately turned to me with a smile and said, almost with 
surprise, ‘Yeah, that’s right’.  And we were away.  In gradual stages I got him to join me every day in a 
sports quiz game.  The staff told me it was the first time he’d interacted with anyone on the ward.

In my early days on the ward I’d read up patient notes and discover the variety of acts of violence and 
weirdness involved.  As you might be reading this before the watershed, I’d better not go into details.  
Once my curiosity was satisfied, I stopped looking them up, preferring not to know, and to see everyone 
as a clean sheet.

One of the most successful activities I introduced was the ward magazine.  Because the patients suffered 
from a very short attention span, partly the result of the powerful medication, I had to devise short-lived 
interactions.  So, instead of asking them to write anything, I’d do a quick interview: ‘Tell me one of your 
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favourite films ... Who was in it?  What happened? Where and when was it set?  What was the best scene?  
What else have you seen the stars in?  Any good bit-part actors?  Tell me about your favourite holiday, 
book, music performer, sport’, and so on.  Then there was artwork, profiles of staff, quizzes, poetry, and a 
Free Speech box where patients (and staff, I suppose) put anonymous messages in a box and I reproduced 
them in the magazine, complete with swear words.  

I was trained in ‘C and R’ – Control and Restraint – although I was told that my role shouldn’t involve 
me using it.  C and R is a collection of techniques for physically subduing an angry patient and, although 
I never had to use C and R, I saw it done.  Although I hated the sight of a patient being levered to the floor 
in great distress by as many as half a dozen staff, I had to acknowledge the need for it, and in the instances 
I saw the violence was at a minimum.  My only feedback to the trainers after the training was that staff 
should also be trained in talking down angry patients so that in some cases at least C and R might be 
unnecessary.  Again, reflection could be a useful tool.

Another recourse for angry patients was De-Esc ... De-Escalation.  A specially designed room was set 
aside for angry patients to simmer down in.  It was bare except for a mattress.  Once a patient had been 
physically subdued and lowered to the floor, staff would often keep them there for some time until it was 
felt that it was safe to move them.    

The patient I liked most spent nearly all his time on the ward in De-Esc because of his extreme 
violence.  ‘Michael’ was in his mid-twenties and slim, good looking and very bright.  At first he kept 
himself to himself, so we only exchanged a few words.  He was an avid reader of thrillers, so I checked 
with the staff that it was OK and lent him some that he read fast.  It seemed odd to be giving a man with 
a very violent past ‘The Silence of the Lambs’.  Might it not be ... what?  Stimulating?  

One morning he emerged from his room and came and sat beside me at a round table where some 
patients and I were doing artwork.  And he took over.  It was like ‘One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest’.  He 
enthused the patients, gave them ideas, energized them, praised their work, gave tips – all done faultlessly.  
At one point, with no rancour whatsoever, I said, ‘I’m beginning to wonder who’s the Activity Organizer 
round here’.

Michael was on top form, but sadly that was to be the only occasion.  Next day, when I went on to the 
ward, he was in De-Esc, where he would stay until he was moved up to a medium-secure ward.  I was told 
that he’d had a fit of rage and had bitten a female nurse’s arm and had then announced that he had AIDS.  
I never found out whether the latter was true or not, but the traumatized nurse was off sick for a long time 
before announcing her retirement from the service. 

I continued to lend him thrillers during the week or so before he left.  A male nurse would give them to 
him in De-Esc.  On the day of his departure I gave him a book to keep with ‘Good Luck, Michael’ written 
inside.  I wasn’t allowed into the De-Esc room while he was there.  The door was securely locked and 
there was a member of staff permanently on guard outside the room.  As I left the book with the guard, 
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I realized that, through the thick glass, Michael and I couldn’t hear each other.  So instinctively we each 
placed our right hands palm up on the glass and held them together.  His eyes said, ‘Thanks for being a 
friend’ and I knew my eyes were saying the same, along with heartfelt togetherness and ‘Good luck!’

Another patient I felt very close to was Sebastian.  He was a gentle young academic in Theology who 
talked to God.  Whenever we met, he’d tell me about his latest conversation:  ‘God was a bit annoyed with 
me today’.  And again: ‘God wants me to go to Israel and spread the Gospel’.  He had a gentle, bemused 
manner and a rather vague presence.  I couldn’t imagine him being violent to anyone, including himself.  I 
asked a nurse why Sebastian was on the ward.  The answer came, ‘He can’t look after himself’.  It seemed 
odd to me that someone should be on a psychiatric ward for that reason.  Wouldn’t it have been cheaper 
to allow him to live outside with a regular visit by a Community Psychiatric Nurse?  It also struck me as a 
sad irony that, if you look in the Mind, Body, Spirit section of any bookshop, you’ll find several volumes 
of channelled writing by the American, Neale Donald Walsch, entitled ‘Conversations With God’.  One 
becomes wealthy and world famous, the other gets banged up.

I never feared violence from them.  I suppose my role separated me from the staff and their role as 
quasi-jailer.  The nearest I came was the time I was clearing away the activities gear from the recreation 
room and carrying it through the airlock to the cupboard in an empty conference room outside the ward 
itself and accessed via the airlock.  Disobeying orders, I left the conference room door unlocked as I was 
encumbered by activity equipment.  Carrying things in my arms, I unlocked the door out of the ward and 
a young male patient I didn’t know barged through into the airlock before the door swung back to the 
automatic magnetic lock position.  When it did, I was stuck in the locked airlock with a violent patient, 
while through the window into the ward I saw the anguished faces of staff staring at us as they fumbled 
for keys.  The patient raced past me, through the unlocked door into the conference room, and maniacally 
attempted to climb the high picture window to where there was a top window open, as staff raced through 
the airlock and into the room towards him.  At that moment he somehow clambered through the high open 
window, and managed the long drop the other side without breaking a leg.  He then raced off across the 
grass towards the entrance and the main road.  Two male members of staff raced out via the corridors and 
I watched them racing in pursuit, with the patient out of sight.

I was mortified. The staff were nice about it.  One said their main worry was what would happen to me 
stuck in the airlock with a violent patient.  I was feverishly imagining what would happen if he got away.  
I was enormously relieved to see, a long half an hour later, the two members of staff returning, with the 
patient firmly held between them.

Next morning I saw the young man in the recreation area.  I went up to him: ‘It was you who used me 
to escape yesterday, wasn’t it?’  He nodded.  I offered my hand and we shook hands.  ‘I just want to say 
that, if ever I’m in the position you’re in, I hope I’ll have your courage.’
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SNAPSHOTS

The new arrival ... I was in the staff room and noises made me look towards the open door which lent 
on to the main corridor and framed the scene frozen forever for me.  The new patient had attempted to 
disembowel himself with a carving knife.  After hospitalization, he came to our ward.  Strapped to a 
stretcher, he appeared in mid-air carried by two nurses and, as he passed the open door, I glimpsed a man 
in his mid-twenties with an attractive face amid fair ringlets, wearing only a white cotton shift, limbs 
akimbo, his eyes wide and staring with horror like John the Baptist being led to his slaughter.

Eleanor Rigby, wearing the face that she keeps in a jar by the door... there was the patient who stored 
his crap in a jar.  Removing it every day wasn’t the most popular nurse’s job.  Beats Eleanor Rigby.

Yussef was a middle-aged patient.  He’d seen artwork being done without showing any interest, until 
one day.  He excitedly asked me for sheets of paper and Sellotape.  I watched fascinated as he stuck the 
sheets together to form a large sheet and then went down on his knees and prostrated himself, carefully 
facing east.  Then he took a marker pen and drew a continuous line around himself.  He then stood up, 
blu-tacked it to the wall, and wrote under it ‘Yussef Praying’.

One day, mid-morning, he was snoozing sideways on a settee with his feet up.  There was a support 
worker who had told me about his violent life as a younger man ... he had been a street gangster.  It was the 
only thing he told me about himself.  He went over to Yussef and shouted angrily at him: ‘Yussef!  What 
the hell do you think you’re doing?  GET YOUR FEET “OFF”’.

And he did.
I found a newspaper and went over to him and placed the newspaper where his feet had been.
‘Thank you’, he said.  But he’d gone off the idea.  (All names have been changed.)

  

through the looking glass again
to the soft tinkling

of chandeliers

The Power of Fiction:  When 
you’re considering whether 
to watch a film, does your 
anticipation go up a notch or 
down a notch when you read 
‘Based on a true story’?
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SCENE AND HEARD

Audiobooks: One of my favourite ways of earning what I laughingly called a living was reading audiobooks.  
It’s more complicated than it looks.  For one thing, there are lots of different characters and accents.  
‘Good morning’, said the 28-year-old trans-sexual Patagonian wetnurse.  How does she speak?  I hadn’t 
got a clue.  I just hope the listeners hadn’t either.  But then there can be things that are simply very difficult 
to read.  There was the time I was reading a Home Counties thriller where a rapist is loose in the village.  
I said to the two young women in the control room through the window, ‘When we get to page 57, for 
God’s sake don’t laugh because, if you do, you’ll start me off and we won’t get through it till Christmas’.

‘What is it, John?’
‘I’d prefer not to say.  Let’s just do it.’
Page 57 arrived.  An elderly lady is telling the police what happened to her: ‘ I was walking down the 

lane one night when he came up behind me and ... and ... he grabbed me round the throat and ... suddenly 
he produced a dagger and ... then ... I felt a little prick’.

Who writes this stuff?  Some over-protected maiden aunt from Harpenden, or what?  But, if ever you 
should chance upon this particular audiobook, notice the slight tension in the air around page 57.

Over the past couple of years I’ve been sending mind-body-spirit ‘Life and Soul’ Newsletters to 
a wide range of readers worldwide.  Here are three examples.  Others can be downloaded from my 
website,  www.johnhendry-online.co.uk. 

FRANCIS BACON (1909-92)

Our enthusiasm for Lucian Freud led us to Francis Bacon .. they were close friends.
‘What I want to do is to distort the thing far beyond the appearance, but in the distortion to bring it 

back to a recording of the appearance.’
‘One thing which has never been really worked out is how photography has completely altered 

figurative painting.’ (1962)
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‘You can see an advertisement, you can see something lying in the street.  Anything can stimulate 
and excite you into wanting to do something.  It doesn’t have to be a great or remarkable thing; it could 
be just lying on the floor.’

And Bertolucci on ‘Paul’, played by Marlon Brando in ‘Last Tango in Paris’ (1973):  ‘I wanted 
Paul to be like the figures that obsessively return in Bacon – faces eaten by something coming from 
the inside’.

From the cover of ‘Incunabula’: ‘In 1949 Francis Bacon found his subject – the human body – and 
from then on it remained his principal theme.  But he did not paint from life.  Instead, he appropriated 
images from the mass media that he manipulated into his “studies”.  His paintings bore witness to the 
shattered psychology of the time and shot him to a prominence that hardly diminished over the next 
fifty years, and that continues to rise’.

‘It is impossible to say what I mean!
But as if a magic lantern threw the nerves in patterns on a screen.’
T. S. Eliot, ‘The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock’ (1911)

‘Painting is the pattern of one’s own nervous system being projected on canvas.’  Francis Bacon 
(1949)
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‘I should have been, I don’t know, a con-man, a robber, or a prostitute.  But it was vanity that made 
me choose painting, vanity and chance.’
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‘I should have been, I don’t know, a con-man, a robber, or a prostitute.   
But it was vanity that made me choose painting, vanity and chance.’ 
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The work that first brought him fame:

‘Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion’ (1944)

On the left is a vulture eager for carrion.  As a metaphor it tells us that we feed off Christ’s crucifixion 
in that he died for our sins.

The centre is an ostrich.  Instead of burying its head in the sand, it’s blindfolded.  It could be a 
Pilate washing its hands, a humanity refusing to admit the power of redemption in the death of Jesus, 
or blinding itself to its guilt.

On the right is a monster of nightmare that oddly reappears as a finger in the later variation.  It 
frightens me.  Is it the baying crowd?  It’s all voracious appetite and nothing else.  I see violent greed  
... the very opposite of Jesus.  Can it be Satan as a voracious serpent?

The whole is relentlessly horrific, unredeemed by salvation or hope.
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‘I would like all my pictures to look as if a human being had passed between them, like a snail, 
leaving a trace of the human presence and a memory trace of past events as the snail leaves its slime.’
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‘I want  to isolate the image much further ... to take it very much further away from the photograph 
.. I only use photographs as I would use a dictionary in a foreign language.’  (1974)

John Deakin: Henrietta Moraes  ‘Lying Figure with Hypodermic Syringe ...’
                      c 1963                                                                    detail  ...  (1963)

‘In Camera – Francis Bacon:  Photography, Film, and the Practice of Painting’,  Martin Harrison
‘Francis Bacon – Incunabula’,  Martin Harrison
‘Francis Bacon’,  Anna Maria Wieland  
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RILEY’S FUTURE

I’ve been speculating recently about what the future may hold for Riley, our first grandchild, now 18 
months old: what dangers lie ahead, and how his lifetime will compare with mine.  I was born in the middle 
of the 2nd World War.  We had blackout curtains so communities would be in complete darkness to avoid 
German bombers.  We had gas-masks: I saw mine when I was a little boy after the war – it was small and 
gaily painted orange.  The larger adult ones in the same old Yorkshire cupboard were a grey-green.  We 
had been issued with instructions as to what to do when the anticipated German invasion came.  Churchill 
considered encouraging us to become suicide bombers, along with the tempting slogan ‘Take one with you’.  
Rationing of basic needs was in place and imports were severely restricted.  We didn’t see a banana till we 
were five.  Then came a decade of post-war austerity.  As teenagers and beyond, we experienced the Cold 
War and the threat of nuclear annihilation, with  Kennedy and Kruschev eyeballing over Cuba.  Another 
flashpoint was the Berlin Wall dividing Germany into Western and Communist sectors.  As the wind of 
change blew through Africa, we fought insurgents in Kenya, the Mau-Mau, and for years we fought rival 
insurgents in Cyprus.  As our imperial role dwindled, a new insurgency arose on our own doorstep – or, to 
be more accurate, in our back yard.  The IRA renewed its campaign for a united, Republican Ireland … a 
civil war fought in Ulster and in the pubs and streets of England.  All our bags were thoroughly searched 
before we were allowed into public buildings.  There were bombings in Birmingham and Guildford, where 
we rounded up the usual suspects and imprisoned them, knowing them to be innocent.

How about Riley?  He enters a world where dissident Irishmen and women are again showing 
militancy, but with a terrorist campaign that’s dwarfed by Islamic fundamentalists and 9/11 and 7/7 
prompting infringements of human rights, the erosion of civil liberties, and a dilution of democracy, 
where wars in Iraq and Afghanistan might well pave the way for further idiocies in the Falklands, 
Pakistan, Iran, or North Korea, where AIDS is still a killer, where abuse of drugs and alcohol fuels 
daily stabbings to death, a society reels into a coma induced by tranquillizers and cheap Reality TV – a 
misnomer if ever I heard one – where dehumanization is pandemic, and where a feeding frenzy causes 
fatal obesity.  The UK economy will continue its decline in the face of the burgeoning economies of the 
Far East, particularly those of China and India, and the measures taken to control global warming seem 
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to be too little too late.
But while comparing our childhood and Riley’s, he has a lot to look forward to.  Life expectancy 

has soared, along with transformations in medicine.  As a child I had fillings without anaesthetic 
and childhood diseases were par for the course … measles, mumps, chicken pox, whooping cough, 
scarlet fever, and the potentially fatal poliomyelitis.  Riley’s time will see an upward curve in successful 
treatments, including for cancer.  He’ll experience an unparalleled period of access to information via 
the Internet and to formal learning where he’ll have an infinitely greater chance of higher education 
than post-war children.  As social mobility has improved, he’ll have a far greater choice of who to 
become and, should misfortune strike, he’ll find available the support of a fully-fledged welfare state.  
His choices in leisure activities will be infinitely wider than sixty years ago.  Although Thatcher flogged 
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school playing fields, the sports and keep-fit activities on offer outside the education system will be many 
and varied, as will the availability of books, magazines, artwork, and recorded music with terrific sound 
quality.  Thanks to what used to be called Women’s Lib, he’ll benefit from friendships with women who 
are accessing higher education and achieving more career-wise than was imaginable fifty years ago.  
He’ll also know gay people who mostly remained locked in the closet until 1968, and he won’t have the 
experience that I had at school, aged eight, the morning Derek Bentley was hanged for a crime he didn’t 
commit.  At nine o’clock Mr Dawson asked us to be quiet as the hanging was taking place at that very 
moment.  And travel … Wow!  I’m pretty sure Riley will know exactly which he’d choose.  

NUMBER 21

SAYING THE RIGHT THING AT THE RIGHT TIME

An enviable talent.  Most of the time I come up with the perfect riposte some time after the event, but I 
remember one time where it worked quite well.  I was in my early twenties, struggling to survive on a 
novice Further Education lecturer’s pittance ... £600 a year, as I recall  ...and I’d tended to ignore rates 
demands, probably because as a rent payer I didn’t really believe that I should pay twice for the same 
thing.  Surely rates were for owner-occupiers?  Also, unlike income tax, rates had a kind of arbitrary, 
voluntary quality.

Anyway, be that as it may, I got a final demand for £37 with threats that ‘bailiffs’ – that quaint, 
almost Dickensian word – were entitled to enter my modest flat in Headingley and remove property to 
the value of the debt.  I doubted very much whether they’d succeed in actually finding property to the 
value of the debt, but I didn’t want these bailiffs breaking and entering and nicking off with my record 
player; so, during a lunch break, I presented myself at the Rates Office, which in those days was not 
far from Park Lane Collage of Fuhrer Education, where I worked.

I politely pinged the bell on the wooden counter and not long afterwards an official emerged:
‘Yes?’
He was forty-odd, in a pinched suit that had seen better days and a tightly knotted tie just showing 

above a Fair Isle pullover.  He had a mean smoker’s face and a pompous manner.
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‘It’s about my rates bill.  I’ve had a final demand for £37 and I can’t pay it, so I wondered if I could 
pay it in instalments.’

‘You’ve already had the opportunity to pay it in instalments and you’ve failed.  Why should it should 
be any different now?’

We argued backwards and forwards for quite a while until I lost patience:
‘It’s obvious that I’m getting nowhere with you – I need to talk to a superior of  yours’.
He actually managed to puff out his little chest.
‘There is no-one here superior to me.’
‘Where are they all?  Having lunch?’
(Very reluctantly)  ‘Yes.’  He wilted visibly.

A wonderful example of saying the right thing at the right time ... and it seems to be an ad lib ... 
appears in ‘The Miracle of Mindfulness’, by Thich Nhat Hanh, the Vietnamese Buddhist, who in 1967 
was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize by Martin Luther King.  He was touring the States, asking 
that America stop its bombing and killing in his country, and this report comes from James Forest, an 
American sympathizer who travelled the States with him.  Thich Nhat Hanh had concluded his address 
to a wealthy Christian church in a St Louis suburb.  Suddenly, a large man rose from his seat and 
demanded, ‘If you care so much about your people, Mr Hanh, why are you here?  If you care so much 
for the people who are wounded, why don’t you spend your time with them?’

Out of the silence that followed, Thich Nhat Hanh spoke quietly and gently with a compassion that 
clearly included the angry speaker: ‘If you want the tree to grow, it won’t help to water the leaves.  You 
have to water the roots.  Many of the roots of the war are here, in your country.  To help the people who 
are to be bombed, to try to protect them from this suffering, I have to come here’.

I had a personal example only the other day.  See if you can come up with an instant response.  I 
was talking to a 77-year-old neighbour who I like.  I like his face, his manner, and his lifework as a 
gardener.  We’d been talking about Buddhism – ‘The nearest I’ve come to having a religion’, he said.  
‘They always seem so peaceful.’  And then somehow we got on to immigration.  ‘I can’t see why we let 
so many of them in’, he said.  ‘We’ve made it nice through our own efforts and they just come here and 
take advantage ... and spoil it all.’

What happens next?
(In the next issue I revealed that I asked him 

‘What would a Buddhist say?’ and we agreed on ‘Live and let live’.)
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FUTURE PARADOX

I met a lovely paradox only the other day in Paradigm Shift magazine:
‘A storm that comes as a result of an event that has not yet happened, an event so big that the wake of 

it, the backwards ripple that flows through time, is upsetting the past, our present, in such an extreme way 
as to almost jeopardise the nature of that future event itself.  ...  If many more of these walkers on the path 
abandon their way, we will not have the critical mass of awakened beings on the planet needed to make 
this event occur’.

He’s talking about the Winter Solstice, 2012.
(Edwin Courtenay channelling Djwal Khul)

s  u  r  g  e

I call it surge.  I first experienced it by proxy watching Pasolini’s ‘The Gospel According to St Matthew’, 
as healer, moralist, and possible avatar, Jesus of Nazareth, starts on his mission performing miracles and 
rounding up apostles.  It also appears, in a wonderful expression of it by Richard Dreyfuss, in ‘Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind’, the wondrous Steven Spielberg film.  I’ve experienced surge myself 
several times.  A drivenness, on autopilot, into high risk with a sense of holiness rampant, whirling dervish 
ecstasy, a mission, inevitability, helplessness ... in the hands of Providence, in the arms of Chance ... music 
can have it: the rolling third movement of Mozart’s 39th Symphony does it for me ... willing thralldom, 
flying free, and O the soaring strings, the sounding brass ... headstrong, heartstrong, soulstrong, beyond 
death into the eternal flow ... Gloria in Excelsis ... sacred and profane ... lost, pell-melling with love ... 
soaring firebird to the stars ... heedless mystic questing, eyes glistening, roseate with light ... Lord of the 
Dance, of the Firmament, of Eternity ... it’s heady ascension to spirit, freewheeling, anarchic, dangerous, 
no safety net, compulsive ... at its heart is passion, in its head – conviction, in its soul – love ... it’s heroic 
and epic ... ever feeling the loose, hip, quickening and ever onward, ever upward ... fearless amid dread.

‘Weave a circle round him thrice,
And close your eyes with holy dread,

For he on honey-dew hath fed,
And drunk the milk of Paradise.’

‘Kubla Khan’, S. T. Coleridge
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E  N  D  I  N  G

The Death of my Father

He died peacefully of bone cancer on Thursday 29th September 2010 at Southport Hospital.  He was 93.  
I was an only child.  The round rail journey took me at least eight hours, so during his three weeks in 
hospital I visited Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.  Anthea visited him on her own, too.  On the morning 
of his death, I had a call saying his end was near.  I caught the next train and got there to find he had died.  
The curtain was round as I said my farewell.

While I was in single figures, he was the perfect daddy.  He was a kind magician.  I haven’t got the 
space to tell you what a perfect parent he was to a little boy.  I talked in praise of him for thirty minutes at 
the funeral without notes.  There was a pig farm just beyond the bottom of our garden and one night the 
pigs got out.  He came upstairs to wake me up and he took me to the orchard to the right of our garden 
where the pigs were loose and he put me on the pink, hard back of a huge pig and I had a ride on a pig.  
Magic.  

There was the time my mother wasn’t there and we went to post a letter at a distant pillar box in the 
rain.  We befriended a lovely golden labrador (he taught me dogs) and he followed us home, where my 
father towelled him off and gave him a drink of water and biscuits.  My father gently opened the labrador’s 
mouth and showed me how you can tell the age of a dog by its teeth.  More magic.

And when it was Christmas and we hadn’t got enough money for a Christmas tree, he took me on a 
great Christmas tree hunt and we ended up at a Christmas tree plantation deep in the country.  (How did 
he know about that?)  And looking to left and right he dug up a Christmas tree and we carried it home.  
All magic.

Whenever we were walking together in the dark and we passed a street lamp, he’d say ‘Shadow ... 
come to the front’, and just after the lamp, sure enough, my shadow appeared in front of me.  More magic.

He could make a cotton bobbin move along the lino just by adding a matchstick and a rubber band.  
Kind magician.

Things went wrong when I reached double figures and our relationship staggered on through my adult 
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life, through my parents’ separation and their eventual reunion.  
When I visited him in the acute ward, I stood by his bed so he could see me, because he couldn’t move 

much.  With my right hand I held his right hand, and I echoed every touch of pressure.  With my left hand 
I gently stroked his old brow.  Most of the time his eyes were closed.  He’d been deaf for some years, so 
I wrote notes.  

There was the time he sympathized with my long journey.  I wrote, ‘I’m remembering the many hours 
you spent commuting to keep us fed and watered’.  He said the same thing on another occasion.  I wrote, 
‘We’ve come a long way together’.  

I’d been reading Liv Ullmann’s autobiography,‘Changing’, and I wrote on a card for him a quote from 
it.  She’s working with an old Norwegian actor, Gunnar, who says to her: ‘I no longer think of death with 
panic.  If I become old enough and tired enough, death must feel more natural than birth’.  On one visit 
a nurse had spilled a tumbler of water all over his table and he’d been drying things on his counterpane.  
‘Is that dry?’ he asked urgently, indicating an index card.  ‘Seems OK’, I wrote.  ‘Put it on the table where 
I can reach it’, he said.  As I did so, I noticed my writing on it and wondered what it was.  A closer look 
confirmed that it was the Liv Ullmann quote.

I told him that I’d secured a room for him at a five-star nursing home near our house and we’d be able 
to visit him every day.  On the Sunday before his arrival date, we went to his room and placed there bric-
à-brac from his flat and flowers from the allotment to make him feel welcome and at home.  On the day of 
his move he went down with a urinary infection and remained too unwell to make the move.

On one visit he was asleep for quite a time, then opened his eyes, saw me, and his eyes opened wider, 
and with no teeth and disappearing lips he made a sound that could only be ‘John’.  I’m glad he saw his 
son’s tears.

When I look back at my life, I can see that the bad things were all excusable psychologically, whereas 
the good things were ALL ME.  So it is now with my father.

The miracle is that my unconditional love for him has been restored by his passing.  I hope he knows.

A Session with a Spiritual Medium

My father died on 29th September.  On 20th October I did a thirty-minute session with a spiritual medium.  
She is about forty, trim and attractive, but not showy.  She has an air of thoughtfulness and experience.  
Wherever you met her, you would recognize that she might well prove to be unusual in some way.  She 
knew nothing about me or my family.

She explained that she is ‘clairsentient’ – operating via feelings.  She used ‘angel cards’ and invited me 
to choose seven randomly from the pack.  At different stages through the session she would turn a card 
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over as if for inspiration ... almost using them for inspiration 
when things went a bit quiet in the ‘world of spirit’.  She turned 
one card over and said, ‘You are rich ... I don’t mean financially 
... an ongoing thing ... a very spiritual thing’.  (At the very least 
she was right on the money with ‘I don’t mean financially’!)  
Another card prompted, ‘You’re a very spiritual person ... but 
sometimes you try too hard.  Everything’s coming around that 
you’ve been hoping for for a long time’.

The first visitor was my old granny in Heckmondwike: 
‘She’s in her pinnie.  She’s bringing in a lot of love for you’.

Next came my mother: ‘I see wavy hair, a good head of hair.  
Attractive lady.  I see Ormskirk, Southport ... she’s showing them 
to me.  [My mother spent her last twenty years in Southport, 
during which time her brother worked in Ormskirk.]  There 
are seagulls.  She’s bringing tremendous love and compassion 
for you.  She says there was a distance between you at the end.  
She’s saying “I’m sorry.”  She found it difficult ... things unsaid 
... “You had a difficult time.”  There’s sadness.  Mum and son 
weren’t as close as they should have been.  She’s showing 
me books ... all sorts of books.  [My mother and I were avid 
readers of books.]  She’s glad that the relationship between you 
and your children is better than the relationship between your 
parents and you’.

(After a few minutes regarding my three children, she went on to my new grandchild):  ‘You’ve got a 
grandson.  Should be another grandchild soon.  I’m not saying it’s conceived yet ... but one coming fairly 
shortly.’ (‘Fairly shortly’ turned out to be absolutely right.)

My granny returned: ‘She has a compassionate, loving side to her.  She still wants to do that for you.  
When she died, she was ready to go.  She walks with you.  You walk a lot, don’t you?  You do a lot of 
thinking while you’re walking.  She listens to you’.

‘There’s a gentleman coming forward.  You’ve been on an emotional rollercoaster recently.  That’s the 
power card ... you have the power to go through it.  The gentleman finds it difficult to express himself.  My 
breathing’s laboured.  He’s terminally ill.  He’s putting his glasses on.  Is he in a coma?  He wants you to 
know that, even when he was in a coma, he knew that you were there.  I never hear him saying “Sorry”.  
Difficult for him to say “Sorry”.  Keeps himself to himself.  A very private gentleman.

[She puts her hand to her brow.]  He’s touching my hair here.  Don’t know why.  He keeps doing it.  Touching 
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my forehead.  [At my father’s bedside, as he lay terminally ill, I would hold his hand and stroke his brow.]  
Something happened ... you were 20 ... 20 to 24 ... something must have happened.  [My parents 

separated when I was 19.]  
He says he’s missed out on your family a lot ... he’s showing me your three children growing up and 

he’s aware that he wasn’t around.
He’s acknowledging a grandson ... a special little boy.  Still little.  There’s a celebration coming up ... 

an anniversary ... a birthday ... three weeks max.  [The date of the session was 20th October.  On 10th 
November young Riley was one and my father would have been ninety-four.]  

He’s listening to music ... nice music ... classical piano.  Did he enjoy his garden?  [My father was 
always a keen gardener and enjoyed classical music.]  He’s taking me to a garden.  Roses.  He’s quite good 
at growing.  He’s now tending this beautiful garden.  Now he’s absolutely fine.  Fruit trees abundant with 
fruit.  He’s able to do that now ... quite happy in what he’s doing.  

He’s trying to send some healing ... someone with a neck pain?  [On two occasions that week I massaged 
Anthea’s neck and shoulders in an attempt to relieve pain.]  He’s showing me the different seasons ... the 
colours.  He’s showing me beautiful landscapes, the sea, cliffs, and mountains.  He loves it.  He’s taking 
me to Lancashire.  [My father, too, spent his last 20 years in Southport.]  

You have a great gift for clairvoyance but you don’t use it.  Do you meditate?  [‘Yes’]  Do you see 
beautiful colours?  [‘No’]  Then do it properly.

I’m being given an apple pie.  It’s your father.  He’s extending the fruit trees to an apple pie for you.  
It’s a lovely apple pie.

He’s now a fit man again.  Quite smart.  In his last days he wasn’t as smart as he likes to be.  Now he’s 
clean shaven ... shirt and tie.  Is there a Forces connection?  [‘Yes’]  On father’s side.  Did he have a 
brother?  [‘Yes’.  Both brothers served in the Second World War.]  They’ve been reunited in the world of 
spirit.  Their Mum is standing behind them.  Smaller than them.  A lot of support from your Dad’s side of 
the family.  They’re very much around you.  I’m not sure your way of life would be their way of life.  Your 
life is rich and full.  They’re very proud of you.  Your Dad is incredibly proud of you ... of what you’ve 
become.  But he couldn’t say it.  He’s proud of what you’ve done with your family compared with him.’
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and ever in the western sky
the bruised moleskin heave

of Ilkley Moor

SEEN AND HEARD

When I presented the BBC Radio Leeds breakfast programme, I used to do half an hour of disc ’n’ chat 
between six-thirty and seven, and then it become all speech.  I often played requests.  Jim was an elderly 
man I often chatted to in the Fenton, the pub opposite where Radio Leeds used to be.  He was in his 
sixties and had a patient, long-suffering manner.  His wife had run off with her fancy man and old Jim was 
heartbroken.  After five years his wife found that she had terminal cancer and her man deserted her.  She 
returned to Jim, who took her in and nursed her lovingly through the final stages.  One evening, shortly 
before she died, Jim, a regular listener, said, ‘You do requests early on, don’t you?’

‘Yes’, I said.
‘I’ll leave it up to you, John’, he said.  ‘Either “Red Sails in the Sunset”, “My Blue  Heaven”, or “I’ll 

Be Seeing You”.  You choose.’
‘Tomorrow morning’, I said.
‘I’ll be listening’, said Jim.
I gave it some thought.  And then the time came:
‘... and with the time fast approaching a quarter to seven, I have a request in from Jim, one of our 

“early bird” listeners.  He’s going through a difficult time at the moment, so “Good Luck”, Jim.  Here’s 
thinking of you, with Vera Lynn and “I’ll Be Seeing You”.

With the exception of Shakespeare’s 
Richard III, I’ve only ever heard hell 
described by people who are pretty 
damn sure they’re going to heaven.
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PERIMORTEM MESSAGING

A friend of mine’s grandmother died recently.  They had been very close.  She lives alone.  One morning 
soon after her grandmother’s passing she came downstairs to find a five pound note on the kitchen 
floor.  She knew absolutely that she hadn’t dropped it.  She believes it’s a gift from her grandmother.  A 
grandmother would see £5 as a significant gift.  Old people’s notion of the value of money is a couple of 
decades out of date.

When I was seventeen, my girlfriend was a twenty-eight-year-old barmaid from St Helena.  Daphne 
could have been an extra in ‘Mutiny on the Bounty’.  (Forgive my geography.)  She had a carefree grace 
and a sunny disposition.  I lost touch with her when I left town to go to university.

There was a moment a couple of years ago when I suddenly started thinking of her for no apparent 
reason.  It hadn’t happened out of the blue like that ever before.  I often find myself remembering someone 
as part of an associative reverie, but this thought came suddenly out of nowhere.  I saw her smiling face 
above me in the sky, as clear as a good photograph.  She looked exactly as she looked when I knew her.  
It lasted for several seconds.  For a while I sang in my head the Johnny Mathis songs we’d shared in her 
all-white bedroom above the hotel, and the Frank Sinatra songs we’d shared when she stayed with me at 
my parents’ house while they were away.  It was as if we’d set up house together.

I believe she had just died.  She would have been seventy-four.  I believe she was saying ‘Hello.  I’m 
remembering you.  There’s nothing to worry about in dying.  See my easy smile’.

MY CANCER ADVENTURE

INTERESTING ADVENTURE (1)

When I was diagnosed with bladder cancer in Spring 2012 at the age of 69, my immediate thought was 
‘Hello ... I’m in for an interesting adventure’.  Hence the title.  I circulated the roughly weekly diaries 
to all ‘Life and Soul’ Newsletter readers.

I suppose it started two and a half years ago when we were in India and I passed a couple of pints 
of what looked like beetroot juice.  I put it down to the local diet and didn’t mention it to anyone.  But 
I awaited the next pee with an unusual degree of interest.  Back to normal.

Then this Spring I noticed my urine was slightly pinkish on two occasions, but that apart it was 
normal.  I was to learn later during one of many urine tests that blood in urine isn’t always visible to 
the naked eye.  Anyway, I went along to see my GP.
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Through Spring and Summer I had a variety of tests, including a scan that revealed a 5 cm tumour 
attached to the wall of the bladder.  Cancer cells were eating into the wall of the bladder where the 
tumour touched it.  So the first step was to remove the tumour.

ADVENTURE (2)

Two weeks after the scan revealed the tumour, I was invited in for its removal.  I had a frustrating day 
waiting before being sent home at the end of the day as the schedule for that day had overrun.  I was 
given another appointment in two days’ time and had better luck.  I was told it would be just a one-night 
stay, but I ended up being there for six nights.

To remove the tumour I had an operation of forty-five minutes under general anaesthetic.  A wire 
was inserted via the penis and then the tumour was electrocuted.

When I came round, I had a catheter through the penis which drew blood clots and bloody urine/
water from the bladder into a bag: an irrigation unit was attached that dripped water into the bladder.  
I was to stay in hospital until the urine cleared and there were no more blood clots.  I was told that my 
blood clots were unusually large and they kept getting stuck in the tube inside the penis.  This caused 
pain I wouldn’t have believed possible.  It was as if a red-hot poker was inserted.  On the first night after 
the op I was shouting in agony so loudly, I was told later, that I could be heard several wards away.  
This was said not with scorn but with respect.  Dr Mike was summoned.  Codeine and paracetamol 
were about as effective as a handful of Smarties.  The pain ran for two hours between 11.30 and 1.30 
at night.  I was shouting most of the time, oddly, with no profanities:

‘Cut the damn thing off!  I’m too old for shenanigans and I don’t mind peeing into a bag.  Cut it 
off.  Better still ... saw it off slowly ... I don’t care.  What about the Hippocratic Oath? ... I bet there’s 
something in there about avoiding pain.  And God!  What are you doing about it?  Just sitting there.  
I need anaesthetic.  Stick a needle in there.  Better still, general anaesthetic ... take a few seconds ... 
let’s do it.  Second thoughts ... forget anaesthetic ... I need time travel’.

It was Dr Mike who eventually thought of the solution – replace my catheter with a wider one so the 
clots could flow more easily.  And the pain stopped.  The peace that followed ... the absence of pain ... 
gave me joy, ecstasy, bliss.  On the peak experience scale it was way up there.
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ADVENTURE (3)

One of my favourite nurses was Angie and I’ll never forget her.  It was an evening before the change 
of catheter, where the clots were causing me grievous pain and she was sitting with me.  I suddenly 
gripped her shoulder and she said, ‘That’s right – hold on’.  And then her shift ended and she went 
home.  Twenty minutes later she rang the ward to see how I was.  They were able to say that the clots 
had passed through and I was settled.  I commented on that to a senior nurse later when I went round 
to the ward with a painted glass for Angie: ‘She should have been sitting with her feet up with a bottle 
of wine, not ringing up about me!’  ‘Knowing Angie’, said the senior nurse, ‘she’d have been doing 
that anyway’.  If ever one of my painted glasses was earned, hers was.

I was on this ward – 43 – Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.  On Friday night I was reading myself 
to sleep when a nurse came up to me and said, ‘I’ve got to move you to another ward’.  I looked at 
the clock.  ‘Good God’, I said, ‘it’s ten o’clock’.  ‘It wasn’t my decision’, she said.  ‘Well’, I said, ‘I’d 
like to have a chat with whoever gave this order’.  ‘That’s not possible’, she said.  It seemed to me 
a damn silly time to move an ailing patient with all their trammelling.  The nurse explained that Ward 
43 was usually closed for the weekend, but that it was unusual for it to be done at 10.00 on a Friday.  I 
left a critical report later.

The nurse kindly carried my bag and I shuffled along, clutching my catheter and bag in one hand 
and the irrigation system in the other.  When she showed me to my bed in Ward 42, I apologized to the 
bloke in the next bed: ‘Sorry I’m a bit late’.  He kinda shrugged: ‘Everything’s late on this ward’.  I 
didn’t like that.  When, a couple of days later, a new patient arrived in the bed opposite me, still doped 
from his op, I waited till he surfaced and then called across, ‘You’re in a good ward where the nurses 
and doctors really know what they’re doing’.  He immediately smiled and managed a thumbs-up.

ADVENTURE (4)

I wasn’t only saddened by Toff John in the next bed and his ‘Everything’s late ...’ remark.  My 
companions were him in the bed to my left, Old Steptoe opposite to my left, and Dave opposite to my 
right.  The other two beds were temporarily empty.

But what got to me was their attitude to nurses and doctors.  They blanked them.  From the word 
go I wrote down every nurse’s and doctor’s name and used them.  I was delighted on the morning that 
a pretty nurse arrived and I just couldn’t remember her name.  Later, a nurse came by who was less 
facially favoured and I said her name and she said, ‘Wow! You remembered my name!’  I imagined 
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what it was like for a nurse to enter the ward and be met by this set of indifferent faces.  So, as well 
as remembering names,  I made sure that the moment the swing doors opened and someone came in, 
they got at least one smile of welcome.  Soon Toff John next door got the idea and started relating.  Old 
Steptoe was totally unaware and Dave was out of it.  

But entrances varied.  There was the time a harassed nurse was struggling through the swing doors 
pushing a heavily laden trolley.  As she was in the doorway, several files fell to the floor.  ‘Take 2’, I 
said unhelpfully.  Fortunately she smiled.

I was surprised to find that, apart from breakfast, the food was excellent, even for a veggie.  The 
puddings were especially good, and lots of choice.  My first pud was sticky toffee pudding with custard, 
so I said to the lass, ‘Can I check in for the week?’  Again, it was so simple to say every time how good 
the food was.  ‘5-star hotel!’  But the breakfasts let them down so badly, I had to ask Anthea to bring 
me my mix of yoghurt and fruit.  They offered cornflakes (which are like wood shavings) and a slice of 
white bread with a phial of hard butter and one of jam.  As I said in my later feedback, why not a tub 
of yoghurt and fresh fruit?  Should be simple enough.

ADVENTURE (5)

Most visitors to the ward observed a murmuring quietness, but the exception was Old Steptoe’s in front 
to my left.  They came in numbers and resembled a returning coach party making their third pub stop.  
It was about last night’s telly and recent supermarket shopping.

I had a brief chat with an oncology nurse: ‘I became a veggie and stopped smoking more than 
thirty years ago, I gave up alcohol five years ago, I’m into nutrition and keep fit: where did I go 
wrong?’  ‘Just bad luck’, she replied.

By now Toff John to my left (‘We’re from the Cotswolds’) was managing to talk to the staff almost 
as if they were members of the human race.

I came to value my pool of light.  On my first night on the first ward, I deliberately stayed awake 
all night finding out where I was.  I enjoyed the subdued light and the murmuring voices of the staff.  
I enjoyed the different atmospheres as the night wore on.  On my next, longer-term ward – 6 nights 
– I had my own light ... an anglepoise that I turned so it faced my wall.  Lights out was 10.00 and we 
had curtains that were drawn at the sides only.  I checked with a nurse that my nightlight wouldn’t 
disturb the others: ‘Close the curtain if you like’ – meaning the front one.  But it was OK.  Soon my 
companions were breathing in deep sleep.

In my pool of light, with headphones I would watch TV, listen to the radio, read, or write.  I felt that 
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my pool of light into the long watches of the night asserted my independence and my utter lack of fear 
in the presence of hospital time and what to do.  I was busily self-sufficient.  I’d be awake into the small 
hours ... relishing it.

ADVENTURE (6)

I could write lots more about my stay in hospital, but I want to get to the present.  I’d made a note of 
the name of every member of staff I came into contact with and when I left I gave away half a dozen 
or more painted glasses with candles in and from home I sent one of my A4 spirit collage cards to each 
ward, with the Rumi quote, ‘I have lived on the lip of insanity, wanting to know reasons, knocking 
on a door.  It opens.  I’ve been knocking from the inside’, on one side and on the other a circle in the 
middle with ‘The stuff you do for complete strangers is awesome’, and then strung bubbles all over 
with the names in.  

After five nights in my pool of light I was ready to come home and suddenly the blood clots stopped 
and the urine was clear of blood and I texted Anthea with the wonderful words, ‘Please come and 
collect me’.

Our daughter, Melissa, sent a kind text saying I was being brave.  Much appreciated.  But I replied, 
‘You have to be afraid to be brave and I’m not afraid’.

ADVENTURE  (7)

LIMBO

From 24th July to 24th August, I was in between hospital and the start of the three-month chemo 
programme.  My consultant was Sunjay Jain ... fit, warm, up-front, friendly, 40-ish.  He explained the 
programme:

The removal of the tumour had left cancer cells embedded in the bladder wall graded at 3B, which 
is medium size.  Cancer might just have spread to the two lymph glands on each side of the bladder in 
growths too tiny to be revealed on a scan.  The chemo is just in case.  The programme has four phases 
of three weeks: Week 1 – a whole day, Week 2 – a couple of  hours or so, Week 3 – a rest week, including 
an appointment  for feedback.  The day before each chemo session there’s a ‘Pre-assessment’ to ensure 
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I’m fit enough for the chemo ... e.g. temperature, blood pressure, blood test.  At the end of the chemo 
programme there’ll be a gap of a month before the 5-hour op – a 10-day stay, including the first two or 
three in intensive care – to remove the bladder and to establish a ‘stoma’ (a large porous pink nipple) to 
link to the outside bag.  I was reassured by Mr Jain’s comment that they do one such op a week.  Routine.

For the first few days after my hospital stay I was tired and restricted to very short outings.  Peeing 
was still yelp-painful (but not at the ‘Saw it off slowly’ level) and, as the pain started with the pressure, 
I was glad of the brown fibre bottle I’d brought from the hospital.

After the first week or so I was a little more active and Anthea took me to Carphone Warehouse 
in Leeds to set me up with a new I-Phone.  Looking back, I see this elderly customer in a high-tech, 
gleaming shop chatting to a pretty lass from Poland with a fibre pee-bottle sticking out of his shoulder-
bag like a baguette.

On 8th August we met Dr Jagdev for the first time ... hefty glasses, authoritative, 40-odd.  She’s 
in charge of four oncology suites and supervises chemo programmes.  She went through what my 
programme would involve and explained all the possible side-effects of chemo, some of which would 
require immediate medical help.

I was eager to get started and was disappointed to find at my first pre-assessment that a urinary 
infection had raised my temperature above the tolerable limit for chemo.  I was prescribed antibiotics 
and was laid low by the infection.

The first day-long chemo session was then re-fixed for Friday 24th August.

ADVENTURE (8)

The Bexley Wing at St James (‘Jimmy’s’) is recent and benefits from space-age high ceilings and 
spacious arenas.  The wide, long foyer features eye-candy contemporary pictures and a cafe spilling 
out pavement-style  It specializes in oncology and up on the first floor are the four consultation suites 
and the chemo day-care room, very large – could be a small ballroom – separated off into four smaller 
rooms by dividers.  In each unit there are ten or so adjustable armchairs, pleasantly spaced.  It bore the 
atmosphere of an up-market ladies’ hairdresser.

My appointment time for my first treatment was 8.30 a.m. – 8.30 p.m., 24th August, although it was 
made clear that it was unlikely to last that long.  We had been wondering what treatment could possibly 
take twelve hours.  We were warmly greeted and I settled into my capacious chair with swing-table and 
Anthea alongside, equally comfortable.  We met the senior nurse, Jacques ... black, shaven-headed, fit, 
smallish, gentle, patient, calm ... and he explained in detail what would happen:
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2 hours: saline drip hydration
Half hour: anti-sickness medication
Half hour: cleaning the kidneys and prompting a pee
3 hours: chemo
2 hours: saline hydration
Half hour: anti-sickness medication
All the above are administrated via drip and canula into the back of my left hand.
Mid-morning a woman came round offering lunch menus on the same impressive double-sided A4 

I’d seen before. 
- Hi – I’m Christine.
- You OK with Chris?
- You can call me anything, so long as you don’t call me too early in the morning.
Chris was 35 or so, slim, dark eyes, dark hair, fizzing with energy, always looking for a laugh.  I 

said I was a veggie and she heartily recommended the egg mayonnaise salad and she turned out to be 
absolutely right.
I was the only patient for most of the morning, until someone else turned up.  As I said to Jacques, ‘I’m 
glad to see another patient: for a while back there I was wondering what they knew that I didn’t 
know’.  The room later filled with shorter-term patients.
In the course of the afternoon two Macmillan volunteers visited, both middle-aged women, plump, and 
jolly.  The first one brought a mannequin head with a head scarf on.  She looked at me apologetically: 
‘Just for the females, I’m afraid’.  ‘Really’, I said, ‘I reckon I’d look pretty in one of those’.  The 
scarf was for women who had lost their hair.  The second woman had pamphlets and asked if we were 
planning a holiday.  ‘Next March.’  ‘Right.  Watch insurance.  The premiums’ll go through the roof.  
There’s a company here who won’t rip you off.’  Very helpful.
We left at 6.30 and Jacques gave me a course of anti-sickness pills.  I left with a slight feeling of 
apprehension at the civil war that was raging inside me, but the dominant feeling was – At last ... I’m 
on the attack.
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ADVENTURE (9)

SIDE EFFECTS

The warnings about the side effects of chemo had been diverse and dire, including the life-threatening 
rise in temperature to fever level, where medical help should be sought urgently.  Less dire are sickness, 
loss of hearing, including tinnitus, bruising, bleeding (use a baby’s toothbrush), anaemia causing 
tiredness and/or light-headedness, loss of hair, diarrhoea, constipation, sore mouth, loss of appetite, 
tingling and numbness in fingers and toes, and effects on kidneys, lungs, and liver.  The main problem 
with chemo is that it doesn’t discriminate: it attacks both bad cells and good cells, so that one’s immune 
system is weakened.  We’re vulnerable to anything that’s going.  One thing that did give me pause 
for thought was that one patient might experience all these side effects.  (I later learned that this was 
unlikely.)

My first side effect came the weekend after the all-day treatment ... 48 hours of virtually non-stop 
hiccups.  Often there were three convulsions at a time, sometimes even four. They were so noisy Anthea 
had to go and sleep in the guest bed.  I could have hiccupped for Team GB.  I can hear the National 
Anthem.  Although this hadn’t been mentioned, I was told later that it is quite a common reaction.  I 
evolved a cure: sip water very slowly via the nipple on a water bottle while not breathing – closing the 
nose.  You have to take it to waterboarding lengths.  When you panic, come out of it.

There were two other side effects ... sleeplessness and tiredness.  I’d get up, shave, take a bath ... 
and need a sit down before breakfast.  (As I write, 10th September, I’ve got lots more energy and I’m 
much more active.)  Looking at the above list, I feel I’m lucky.  I asked a nurse whether the lack of side 
effects meant I was on a low dose of chemo.  She looked at the notes. ‘No.  You’re on the maximum: 
the particular chemo drugs you’re on don’t generally have bad side effects.’  And there was me 
thinking it was my fitness!

I visualize the cancer hugging the wall of my bladder as a group of diminutive trolls – mainly just 
ugly brown heads spitting and snarling at me.  I take a length of 4x2 and lay about them.  Any left I kick 
into touch.  The mound they were on becomes a grassy patch with daffodils pushing through.

I’ve been wondering why I’m so calm about everything.  I think it’s because I’m not being subjective 
about it.  My perspective is objective ... I see myself as an object going through a routine, a process, a 
programme.  There are stepping stones along the way to becoming a new man in the New Year.  

All this isn’t without its moments of humour.  After our first meeting with Dr Jagdev looking at the 
possible side effects, I was feeling positive and confident in the car home.  And then Anthea said, ‘And 
make sure you finish writing that novel’.  I wouldn’t mind, but I’m three-quarters of the way through 
it.      
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ADVENTURE (10)

Mid-September

One disturbing sight around the Oncology Unit is the number of young people, often in wheelchairs, 
emaciated wan, nearly bald.

Today’s visit (Thursday 13th September) involved another pre-assessment (all OK for tomorrow’s 
all-day chemo session) and a visit to the ‘Nuclear’ Unit.  This unfortunately-named section shot some 
kinda radio-active stuff through my veins to see whether my kidneys coped with it OK.  (Couldn’t they 
have done it with fruit juice?)  The injection took place mid-morning and then there were two blood 
tests at 11.50 and 13.50 to check on kidney function.  (Later ... all OK.)

I wonder if there are cancer archetypes in the making.  Years ago a radio play featured ‘Cancer 
Man’ – a terminally ill, fearless assassin .. ‘Cancer Man’s coming for you.’  There was a terminal 
cancer victim in a pub we used to go to ... not long to live ... 40-odd.  He would get drunk and rant his 
rage noisily.  A woman, almost bald save for wisps of grey hair ... wasting away ...pale ... smiling.

Friday 14th September: 08.30-05.30
(1) 2 hours’ hydration
(2) 3 different anti-sickness drugs   I forgot to note all the times, but the four I   
(3) 3 hours’ chemo        forgot added up to 2 hours.
(4) Diuretic
(5) Chemo
(6) 2 hours’ hydration
(7) Anti-sickness

Sitting opposite me during the afternoon of my all-day was ‘Stephen’.  (Our names are chalked on a 
board over our chairs.)  50-odd, slim, smallish, friendly.  We swapped stories ... the first time I’ve done 
that.  He’s at the end of his treatment for cancer of the oesophagus.  They removed the oesophagus and 
replaced it by moving his stomach up to where the oesophagus used to be.  ‘How do you eat?’  ‘Little 
and often.’  We’d discussed the end of our respective treatments and, as I left, we wished each other a 
Merry Christmas.

I’d been looking forward to giving lunch to an old friend recently – someone I feel safe with.  When 
it came to it, I spent her visit time in bed and didn’t meet her.  This surprised and disappointed me.  I’m 
not exactly delighted with the reasons, but here they are ... and they’re true:
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-  I was so tired that the prospect of making conversation was too demanding.
-  I was self-conscious.
-  I was embarrassed.
-  I’d planned to bake a pizza for lunch.  In a chemo pamphlet I’d been advised to regularly disinfect 

the toilet seat.  To avoid spreading poison, I assume.  It occurred to me that our guest might not want 
to eat a pizza which had been intimately kneaded by a chemo patient.  I felt like a leper.

It’s occurred to me that readers who can’t see me might be imagining a fairly weird appearance ... 
perhaps some mix of Ben Gunn and Stephen Hawking.  Our youngest, Anna, on a visit, said to Anthea 
how relaxed and normal I was.  (There’s a first time for everything!)

Having cancer isn’t a threat: it’s an opportunity.

ADVENTURE (11)

To give you an idea of how tired I’ve been getting as a result of the whole-day treatment, there have 
been days where, although I eat, I haven’t had the energy to drink fruit juice ... water only.

One practice that is slavishly followed before every different stage of treatment within a session of 
chemo is to ask me for my name, address, and date of birth.  I respect the need for it.  ‘John Hendry’ is 
not an uncommon name.  I’d hate to wake up with a leg missing.

Mini treatment – Friday 21st September
For the first time something went wrong.  The cast: Nurse Ian: late 20’s, from Brighouse ... intense 

eyes ... careful ... caring ... details ... tries to keep us in the picture.  Doctor Ireena: mid-forties ... 
withdrawn ... strong Central European accent ... wistful ... haunted by a youthful loveliness.  The 
usual routines had been followed and I was settling down to a half hour of treatment where I had been 
expecting to be reading or writing quietly and painlessly.  Just a few minutes into the chemo I suddenly 
felt very ill.  I found it difficult to describe then as I do now.  It wasn’t pain.  It wasn’t the feeling that 
I was going to be sick.  I’ve never experienced it before.  One way into it is to remember that overall 
buzzing giddiness ... what I imagine to be seasick nerve-endings ...  that can come with flu – but 100 
times worse.  In the confines of the armchair I shifted from position to position, restlessly seeking 
escape. Nurse Ian, without hesitation, disconnected the liquid drug and  talked me through what he 
was doing.  ‘You have had an allergic reaction to something we have given you.  I’m going to flood 
your body with an anti- histamine drug for an immediate antidote and call for the doctor to come.’  
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Doctor Ireena was summoned.  She confirmed the diagnosis of an allergic reaction and said she would 
return in half an hour after the drip-fed antidotes, one effective there and then, one to kick in back 
home from 8.00 .  The first antidote worked after a quarter of an hour or so.  The relief wasn’t up there 
with the absence of pain, but it was good.  I was mightily relieved when, on Doctor Ireena’s second visit, 
she said that was enough for today ... forget the rest of the chemo ... I could go home.  (Ian told us that 
among the 60 daily patients on Nightingale there are about two instances of similar allergic reactions 
a week.  My heart goes out to them.)

Mr Jain, mentioned earlier, the surgeon who carried out the initial operation to remove the tumour, 
said something which I often remember and find a comfort: ‘And when it’s over next Spring, I hope 
you will be back to how you are now’.

Is that the best they can do?

ADVENTURE (12)

REFLECTIONS

The week beginning Monday 24th September is the first one since treatment began where I haven’t got 
an appointment at Jimmy’s.  It’s half-time in the chemo.  It’s a welcome break and a pause for thought.

In Adventure 9 I wrote about why I’m so calm: ‘I see myself as an object going through a routine, a 
process, a programme’.  But this objectivity can be dangerous.  My usual lifestyle is vegetarian (almost 
vegan), health supplements, three gym workouts per week, yoga, swimming, running, meditation.  So 
why have I abandoned all that because someone mentioned ‘cancer’?  I’m guilty of passivity: not 
enough subjective insistence on lifestyle.  My largely fruitarian regime has been replaced by croissants, 
cakes, my own pizza and minestrone, and hardly any exercise.  One thing that may have put me off 
supplements was that, when I asked Dr Jagdev if I could take echinacea to boost my immune system, 
she advised against it.

I was alerted to how I should be attacking my cancer by two women who’ve been reading ‘Adventures’ 
– Penny, who kindly lent me ‘Anti Cancer:  a new way of life’ by Dr David Servan-Schreiber, and 
Anne at New Dawn Nutrition, who told me about Laminine, and Bio Superfood, and reminded me of 
green powder.  I’m now in an aggressive, active, subjective mood.  For a while back there I’d ceded 
control of my destiny: now I’m back in charge.  Thank you, Penny and Anne.

I’m trying not to be too hard on myself over exercise.  As I write, it’s 13 days since the last whole-day 
treatment that includes 3 hours’ chemo.  (I only had 20 minutes’ chemo last Friday.)  I’m surprised 
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that the tiredness is still so extreme.  This morning I tried digging allotment potatoes and packed it in 
after just a few moments.  After trudging slowly upstairs, I more often than not suffer a dizzy turn and 
need a sit down.

I’ve occasionally thought about the Hebrew Tree of Sorrows.  The idea is that our sorrows appear 
on our own tree and, however bad we’re feeling, we take a look at other people’s trees and quickly settle 
for our own.  Although cancer is my first flirtation with serious illness, I’m no stranger to depression.  
There have been times when I’ve wondered if it would be better to be someone else, but I’ve always 
insisted on my own life, warts and all.  The other day I found the thought returning in the context of 
cancer and I’m stalwart in my determination to remain myself.  I wouldn’t swap with anyone.

In Chinese the notion of ‘crisis’ is written as a combination of the two characters – ‘danger’ and 
‘opportunity’.

ADVENTURE (13)

On Wednesday 3rd October I had a 45-minute hands-on Reiki Healing session, during which the 
healer’s hand became hot over my bladder.  I was most of the time on my back, with the latter part on 
my front.  It happened both sides.  Afterwards, the healer told me to see myself as free of cancer and 
utterly healthy.  I’ve started a mantra: ‘I am fit and well, thanks to Sue.’

My third all-day chemo treatment was Friday 5th October.  No mishaps.  I had an activity pack 
with me, including pencils, pastels, my cuttings model file, and paper; ipod and earphones; laptop for 
work on my novella ‘Prison Island’, now at the rewrite and subbing stage; six wine glasses to paint 
with outliner (twenty paint pots were too complicated, given the limited space); and the latest Linwood 
Barclay thriller.  I found time for the glasses, music, and a chapter or so of the book.  I was too happily 
engaged in thought and chatting with people, including a young man Macmillan volunteer who has 
cancer of the lymph glands in his throat.  Surgery is contra-indicated at present, but he hopes for an 
op when the cancer is more developed.  I also had a chat with a 22-year-old medical student doing a 
module on oncology.  I’ve emailed her my ‘Adventures’.

Despite the fact that I’m very sure I’ll be completely well again by next Spring, I do occasionally get 
thoughts about dying and death.  I’ve been pondering on why I’m so calm about them.  It’s not an act.  I 
think it’s because of two near-death experiences, the first of which was when I was in my early twenties 
– I was stuck on a cliff in Cornwall for two hours with insecure foot and hand holds.  Below me was 
instant death on distant rocks.  I couldn’t move.  Eventually, an Air-Sea Rescue helicopter winched me 
off.  Throughout the two hours I was utterly calm.  I had no choice.  I guess panic comes when you’re 
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wondering whether to do something like moving or jumping.  I knew I’d do neither.
The second one was when I was in my early thirties, when I had what some people are probably 

still calling ‘a nervous breakdown’, some might call a psychotic episode, but what I have learned from 
the East to see as ‘a kundalini awakening’.  It resulted in a more idealistic job, a spell as a Samaritan, 
and a move from Bournemouth to Yorkshire, where my family and I belong, all indicating an epiphany 
whose climax was my certainty that I was dying on the settee at home until the ambulance arrived and 
I was diagnosed with hyperventilation.  I felt anxiety and reluctance to leave my vulnerable young 
family, but again I was unafraid of dying or death ... it was like the exercising of a vast muscle that I’d 
always known was there, waiting.  When death’s inevitable, it offers us peace.

Another event that has left me OK about dying was the Daphne experience I mentioned above.
The other day I was buying some keep-fit equipment over the ’phone.  The supplier, a young woman 

who runs her own company, said, ‘I can knock the VAT off if you’ve got an illness of any kind.  Can 
you come up with something?’

‘How about ... bladder cancer?’  I replied.
‘Perfect’, she chirruped, with unquestioning delight. 

ADVENTURE  14

My appointment at 14.15 on 12/10/12 for short chemo treatment

Dear Dr Jagdev,

I walked away from Nightingale on the above date because I was fed up with waiting. When I arrived 
at 14.10, I was told that my blood test at Wharfedale Hospital on Wednesday 10th October was invalid – 
the test had to be within 24 hours of treatment, not 48. A test was administered and I was told to return 
in 45 minutes for the result. The result took nearly twice that time. When it finally arrived, I was told 
that I faced a further wait for the treatments to arrive – no time was specified. Soon after this point I’d 
had enough and left.

Three points are pertinent:
- I was told that a blood test on Wednesday 10th at Wharfedale Hospital followed by a phone call on 

Thursday would be OK for the Friday treatment.
- On Wednesday 3rd October I underwent pre-assessment following my consultation with you and 

was passed fit for a day-long treatment the following Friday ... 48 hours after the pre-assessment.
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- There was an opportunity for the nurse who rang me on Thursday 11th October re the blood test 
to tell me that the Wednesday test would be invalid for Friday treatment. She didn’t do so.

My frustration on Friday afternoon was due not only to the protracted wait but also to the fact that 
my visit to Wharfedale Hospital had been a complete waste of time and effort.

I am clearly the victim of institutional inconsistency. I want to keep to my schedule of completing the 
chemotherapy programme by the end of October so that my next whole-day treatment will be on Friday 
26th October with a short treatment the following Friday. I confirm that I shall attend a consultation 
with you on Wednesday 24th October. As you will understand, I’m not sure whether to have a pre-
assessment on that Wednesday or not.

Dr Jagdev wrote a sympathetic reply saying she’d passed my letter to a matron, who rang to explain 
that there’s a 48-hour tolerance before an all-day treatment because of the gap, but only 24 hours 
before the short treatment because of the immediate effects of the previous week’s all-day treatment.

I’ve assumed that, because I can’t attribute my cancer to diet or lifestyle, it must be hereditary ... my 
mother had breast cancer and died of bowel cancer at the age of 77.  But I came across an interesting 
piece of research the other day ... from the States, I seem to recall.  Apparently, there’s little evidence 
to associate cancer with heredity.  It was found, however, that there is a link with parents when the 
parents are adoptive: adopted children often follow their adoptive parents in developing cancer.  The 
conclusion is that lifestyle, rather than heredity, is paramount.  

When leaving the oncology unit the other day, I saw an elderly couple walking slowly towards me.  
They could have been grandparents.  They were both bowed and clouded with anxiety.  He was holding 
two bulging carrier-bags.  On top of one of them an elderly teddy bear peeped out.

ADVENTURE (15)

On Friday 26th October I did my last (as far as I know) all-day chemo session.  While I was waiting 
at just before nine o’clock, an instantly congenial couple came in ... about my age.  She was in a 
wheelchair, overweight, nice ‘Cider with Rosie’ face, and a cascade of carelessly spread, untreated 
grey hair.  He, too, had a nice face and was comfortable in a shaggy grey jersey covering a coach-
driver’s paunch.  We were the only ones there, so it was easy to say ‘Hello’ and get going.  He said it 
was Mary’s first go and was it mine?  ‘Oh no’, I declaimed, with the assurance of the chemo vet.  So I 
lit into the wheres and wherefores, all very positive.  ‘When I was a kid, the word cancer was a death 
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sentence, but these days it’s like going to the dentist.’  He explained with admirable forbearance that 
that wasn’t quite the case with Mary.  She had a huge tumour on a lung and it had spread elsewhere, 
as she hadn’t caught it early enough.  She showed how the pain had started down her left side but, 
when it shifted round to her back and became more painful, she went to see the doc.  Her cancer was 
inoperable and terminal.  The chemo, presumably, was to give her more time.  They both laughed 
at how attentive the children had become.  Couldn’t leave her alone.  ‘They only come to borrow 
money’, Mary laughed.

And at this point I learned something about cancer.  Rare for me, I was tongue-tied.  What questions 
are crossing your mind?

Mine? ... How long have you got?
  What are you planning to do?
  How will your husband cope?
And, I think for obvious reasons, I couldn’t ask any of them.  And no other questions appeared.  So 

I just sat there like a puddin’.  At the same time I learned why some friends and neighbours find my 
cancer difficult to address.

One rumour I’m looking into is that the side effects of chemo get worse as you progress.  After my 
fourth and final all-day treatment, I’m more tired than previously.

One thing I’ve noticed because of my infirmity is just how many relatives, friends, and neighbours 
and their friends and neighbours have cancer or know someone who has, and how many of them are 
in the generation following mine.

On Monday 29th October, a sure sign that I’m getting towards the sharp end.  At Jimmy’s, ‘Natalie’ 
painted an indelible purple spot below and to the right of my navel and covered it with a plastic seal.  
It’s where the stoma will go ... the nipple.  Mr Jain said the likely date for the op was 5th December.  A 
side effect of the op is that the penis doesn’t only lose its urinary function, but also its sexual function.

On Friday 2nd November I had my last short chemo session.  I recently read a review of an 
autobiography by a Spanish bloke who’d had more than 80 sessions.  My heart goes out to him.

So ... next a radiology scan, then a final consultation with Dr Jagdev, then a pre-op assessment.  
Gettin’ there.

Sinister thought: Despite the fact that I gave up sugar some time ago, sugar-lust has returned with 
the chemo.  I have to fight temptation, usually unsuccessfully.  In ‘Anti Cancer’, Dr David Servan-
Schreiber reveals that cancer thrives on sugar.  I’m also eating less salad and greens, but making it up 
via capsules.  Is the cancer working against the chemo?   

I’ve only recently discovered another reason for returning to sweet and tasty food.  Because of the 
chemo, I’m never hungry.  So I have to entice the palate.
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ADVENTURE  16

I asked a few nurses on Nightingale Ward – the chemo day centre – why they’d chosen to work there.   
They unanimously replied that it was the working hours ... no nights or weekends.

There have been responses to ‘Adventure 15’ where I mentioned the return of the sugarlust and the 
sinister possibility that the cancer might be feeding off sugar to campaign against the chemo.

Pam: ‘ ... when you’re feeling below par, you let your inhibitions slack off – hence pregnant mums 
chomping everything in sight ... Your body might be telling you it feels in need of a quick lift.   Cinnamon 
lowers blood sugar, so you could have a bit of both.   But you know your own body better than anyone 
else’.

Diana:  ‘Your latest ‘Adventure’ (15) made me think of my friend Vicky.   It is some months now 
since she got rid of ‘Norman’.   Vicky was diagnosed with bowel cancer almost four years ago and 
Norman soon became a close friend.   When eventually the reconstruction was deemed successful, 
Norman – the colostomy bag – had to go.

Vicky is a great walker, fanatical about her allotment, and regularly beats footpaths clear for 
ramblers.   Other than a few weary moments she carries on now as she did before.   You’re right – 
cancer in friends is difficult to address, but we both think of you a lot, and Anthea, too, of course’.

Jo:  ‘That was a very brave and insightful adventure. ... It seems that all is becoming very real and 
Dec 5th is not too far away now.   Like all your friends I’m thinking about you, not all the time but a 
lot, full of both admiration and some fear, not for the outcome but for the unknown I suppose.   So this 
is just to say ‘Good Luck’ for the next few weeks.   I’m sure some sugar is OK:  it certainly helps me 
when I have the occasional Cadbury’s Flake or two. ... Keep keeping on, please’.

Thank you.   Thank you all.

ADVENTURE 17

‘You’ve been right to the edge: the only thing that’s got you through is your positivity.’ Mr Jain – Head 
of Urology, (Jimmy’s), and my consultant and surgeon.

From Anthea: 5th December: 5 hour op to remove bladder. Melissa and I visited you on the High 
Dependency Ward and you were as high as a kite. John and Anna were regular visitors too although 
most of the time they sat beside an unconscious figure with all sorts of tubes going in. 6th December: 
High Dependency Ward – chatty. 7th December: Walked to nurses’ station, spoke on ‘phone, still high. 
7th – 13th December: Ward 52 recovering. Evening of 13th wound burst open and a bowel infection  was 
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found both needing emergency operation 2-4 a.m. performed by Mr Jain called from home. Back on 
High Dependency Ward, 15th December: Inhalation of bile caused toxic burning inside lung leading to 
aspiration pneumonia. Fought vigorously with male nurses inserting tube down throat – ‘The strongest 
patient I’ve ever had to deal with’ – nurse. Bile removed. Major organs compromised. Intensive Care 
Unit on ventilator for breathing. 15th-20th December: Intensive Care on full sedation. 20th: Sedation 
reduced and ventilator removed. Very paranoid. 21st December-3rd January: Recovering on Ward 52.

When I got home, I was utterly exhausted and could only walk very slowly. I could just about 
manage the stairs.

As Anthea has written, my memories of my hospital stay are incomplete – especially of the earlier 
part. I can only remember accurately the last few days on Ward 52 where I was groomed for discharge. 
Earlier than that I was unconscious, semi-conscious, or experiencing a waking, paranoid nightmare 
whose terrors I can’t express in words. It was a labyrinth of inexorable and terrifying doom and very 
realistic. I was the victim of masterminds who had me caught in an ineffable, logical, inescapable, 
infinite programme of physical and psychological horrors, the latter punishing me for fictitious 
misdeeds over which I experienced dread guilt. I believe the paranoia was caused by the pain-killer, 
morphine: as well as being drip fed I later had a patient-control gun of the stuff.

The waking nightmare overlapped into real life so that, when I saw my consultant, Mr Jain, who 
I like and respect a lot, I shouted ‘Oh not you, too. I trusted you’. Everyone I saw was part of the 
conspiracy.

The delusional events were as real as real life. I spent one night in my bed in a field under the stars 
with staff talking about books in tents behind me. I remember on Ward 52, maybe just a few days before 
discharge, saying excitedly to Anthea ‘You’ll never believe who was here earlier. Just visited briefly and 
left. Only Peter Schmeickle!’ Anthea wasn’t impressed: ‘It was Ho Chi Minh last week’.

As I write, it’s 8th February and I’m just back from my longest walk yet – twenty minutes or so 
round Otley Market. When I got back, I wasn’t particularly tired but glad of a sit down. Apart from two 
setbacks – brief infections – I’m making painfully slow progress towards getting my mojo back.
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ADVENTURE  18

As I write, it’s exactly four months since I was discharged after four weeks at Jimmy’s and three major 
operations against bladder cancer and a life-threatening poisoned lung.   I’m wearing two bags – an 
‘ileostomy pouch’ (poo) and a ‘urostomy pouch’ (pee).   In November I’ll have the former reversed to 
restore normal bowel function: the latter stays.

In the weeks following my return home my weakened immune system left me prey to two debilitating 
bouts of fever but the main symptom was exhaustion that relented to tiredness, but now I’ve returned 
to the gym, the yoga class, and the allotment, albeit with the need of a sit-down afterwards.

One issue is how to conceal the bags.   As I wove my way through a crowded restaurant, I didn’t 
want to put people off their dinner.   Normal wear is trackie bottoms and a long, loose shirt but for more 
formal wear I got two pairs of trousers from a Keighley tailor who specialises in clothing the disabled.   
(The disabled?   Moi?)   Anthea had the excellent idea of braces and they do indeed disguise the bags 
by allowing the trousers to hang loose.   The tailor’s also adding half an elasticated waistband to old 
shorts and trousers that are too precious to give to charity shops.

I change the bags every three or four days – easy enough when you get used to it – but a constant 
dread is a leak in public.   It has happened at home.   The other day, as I was leaving Waitrose, a woman 
supervisor came up to me and asked ‘Have you changed your bag?’   I stared at her in horror.   How 
did she know?   What could she see?   I daren’t look.   She indicated my khaki shoulder-bag:  ‘You used 
to have a red one’.   ‘Oh yes ... I see what you mean.   This one holds more’.   Phew!

Although I’ll have six monthly scans, my consultant, Mr Jain, has assured me that despite the 
removal of the bladder and the prostate I’m no more at risk of further cancer than the next man.   It’s 
a level playing-field.   I hope these cancer diaries have reassured you that it’s not always the death 
sentence that it used to be.   Just make sure that, if you develop symptoms that might indicate cancer – 
in my case blood in the urine, in my father’s back ache that turned out to be cancer on the spine -  do 
something about it.   Fast.
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Authentic Self  v  Higher Self

One of the first indications I got of the authentic self was as a teenager when I came across the 
distinction drawn by a sociologist between ‘inner-directed’ and ‘other-directed’ behaviour.  I saw 
other directedness as a threat, with its respectability, conformity to often irrational and meaningless 
convention, and unquestioning obedience to rules and even laws that were patently stupid.  I got into 
trouble at school for refusing ever to wear a prefect’s cap. It was a symbol of embarrassing authority, 
and it was very silly with its tassel.

There was the time when I was six that we met the headmistress of my kindergarten in the street.  
For some reason I was embarrassed and kinda hung back from the polite exchanges.  Afterwards, 
they upbraided me: ‘You should have raised your cap ... always raise your cap to a lady’.  Soon 
afterwards I was getting off the bus with my mother and obediently raised my cap to the conductress.  
‘You shouldn’t raise your cap to a bus conductress’.  Work that one out!

But then there are occasions where we pretend to be someone we’re not.  As a young man I had 
a fortunately brief period where I pretended to be violent and was lucky to emerge unscathed and 
unscathing.  An irony is that sometimes we suffer because of a pretence, when we realize in retrospect 
that our authentic self would have breezed through blamelessly.

The search for the authentic self is the search for a native innocence uncontaminated by pretence 
or subservience.  In a course of psychotherapy a few years ago, I addressed the question of whether my 
reclusiveness was pathological or authentic, and it became apparent to me that it was the latter. So my 
current reclusiveness feels utterly authentic.  

But what worries me is that, when I passed the age of 65, I realized that, freed from diurnal earning, 
my life had come to be about learning, creating, helping, and travel.  I did a course in Spiritual Healing 
and practised at the Leeds Healing Centre, until the reclusiveness kicked in.  I considered a return 
to the Samaritans, but I realized the same thing would happen, even with the minimal ‘socializing’ 
involved.  So my ‘helping’ is down to being a pen-pal with a man on Death Row in the States and 
helping out as a voluntary counsellor now and then.

I take the Higher Self to be the nobler self to which we aspire: we all know what to do more of ... 
what to do less of.  It’s morally better, it has no ego with its self-indulgence, cravings, self-importance, 
self-interest, possessiveness, acquisitiveness, competitiveness – you name it ... and it serves others to 
the extent of sacrificing one’s life, like the Buddhist monks’ self-immolation in flames.  (I think this 
is a nobler achievement than that of the bodhisattva – turning the world on to enlightenment.)  My 
‘helping’ looks pretty pathetic on that scale.  

For the first time I find my Authentic Self a hindrance, and in conflict with my Higher Self.
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BORN AGAIN

The only precedent we have for dying is being born.  They’re in a class of their own.  There are those who 
believe that dying is like being born:

It’s scary.
It’s an emerging into newness.
It’s freedom from confinement.
We’re welcomed by friendly beings.

Just so long as we don’t get some silly idiot holding us up and smacking our bottom till we cry.

QUIET DAY

It was quite recently that I decided to have a quiet day.  I had nothing to do in Otley and Anthea wouldn’t 
be back till six-ish. No visitors expected, let ’phone calls go to record, no talking, no radio, no listening to 
music.  I lit the log fire earlier than usual.  Company.  Focus.

As I watched the flames, it occurred to me that the ashes represent our remains, the fuel our body, the 
flame our spirit, and the smoke our soul.

Are you a human being on a 
spiritual journey or a spiritual 
being on a human journey?
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‘Dying is easier than living.’   
Oriana Fallaci

Shamans believe we should 
rehearse our dying every day.
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OLD JOE

He was a regular in the Cross Keys, Goodramgate, York, in the ’seventies.  He must have been in his 
seventies, too.  He had a military bearing and the trim handlebar moustache to go with it.  He was often to 
be seen at lunchtime with a pretty young woman on his arm ... a variety of them.  All of them well dressed 
and pretty.  Old Joe ... giving them a good time.

One day, standing as we did at the bar, he told me that returning home the other day he’d found a young 
burglar in his house and had given him the bum’s rush out into the street.

‘Weren’t you afraid?’ I asked.
‘Not afraid of anything’, said Joe.
‘How about dying?’
‘Anyone afraid of dying’, said Joe, ‘is afraid of living.’

AFTERLIFE

One indicator that we’ll live again is the evidence that we have lived past lives.
When we worry about returning as a creature whose status is lower than our current one, we worry at 

the prospect of ourself as we are now knowing that we have become; for example, a slug.
This is unlikely.  The only precedent we’ve got is ourself in this life and, without past-life regression, 

we aren’t aware of ever having been someone or something else, of being promoted or relegated.

The old are closer to the 
past, the young to the future.

All is learning: all is growth.
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When your turn comes, don’t 
look down.

THE I CHING

‘The I Ching’, or ‘Book of Changes’, is a Chinese oracle at least 5,000 years old.  I consulted it by the 
throwing coins method and asked it: ‘What is the purpose of this book?’

The coins produced the upper trigram Sun – the gentle wind, and the lower trigram K’un – the receptive 
earth.  Together they form the hexagram Kuan – contemplation.

‘The I Ching’ continues: ‘A slight variation of tonal stress gives the Chinese name for this hexagram 
a double meaning.  It means both contemplating and being seen, in the sense of being an example.  

Dying is the safest thing we do.

‘Dying isn’t the extinguishing 
of the light:  it’s the blowing out 
of the candle because the dawn 
has come.’   Hindu saying
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These ideas are suggested by the fact that the hexagram can be understood as picturing a type of tower 
characteristic of ancient China.’ 

A tower of this kind commanded a wide view of the country; at the same time, when situated on a 
mountain, it became a landmark that could be seen for miles round.

LAST THOUGHT

Now, well into my third age, I’m confronted by another paradox.  (Is there no rest from them?)  This 
one’s a privilege, I suppose.  I have to square my love of life and its many loves, creativity, opportunities, 
discoveries, and adventures, with an acceptance of death.

Ken Wilber explores this in ‘The Atman Project’: ‘Once this false, individual, and separate self sense 
is created out of prior Wholeness, then that self is faced with two major drives: the perpetuation of its own 
existence (Eros) and the avoidance of all that threatens its dissolution (Thanatos).’  For Wilber, we long 
for unity with the Whole, but achieving that means the dissolution of our egoic being, and we’re reluctant 
to allow that.

Michael Roads has: ‘Freedom is non-attachment to those you love’.
The more I reflect on my hard-won happiness, the less attractive death seems: the more I come to terms 

with my mortality, the more detached I am from that happiness.
I hold the paradox up into the light of day and look at it uncertainly.

So what’s new?


